0001 - Shallat, Lezak (prep). Paredes, Ursula (prep).
Gender concepts in development planning: basic approach. 2 ed. UN International Research & Training Institute for the Advancement of Women. Santo Domingo. 1996. 35 p.
KEYWORDS: gender; development; women's rights.
Location: INSTRAW.

0002 - Kaminjolo, Althea (comp).
KEYWORDS: women's studies; CGDS; historical account.
Location: WDS.

0003 - WHO
KEYWORDS: gender; HIV/AIDS manuals.
Location: WHO.

0004 - UNAIDS
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; business; economic factors; workplace.
Location: UNAIDS.

0005 - UNAIDS/WHO
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; women; statistics.
Location: UNAIDS.

0006 - Gage, Susan (ed). Ockenden, Sandy (ed).
Do it justice! A youth activists' guide to organizing groups and educating for change. OXFAM Canada. Victoria, BC, Canada. 1996. 130 p.
KEYWORDS: youth movements; social movements; communication; planning; manuals.
Location: OXFA.

0007 - Addae, Helene. Williams, Gwendoline.
KEYWORDS: WDSG; management audit.
0008 - Mondesire, Alicia.  
Gender stereotypes and demographic realities in the Caribbean.  Lecture delivered for the Centre for Gender & Development Studies St Augustine Campus. 1997. 10 p.  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean; stereotyping; gender studies; demography.  
Location: MOND.

0009 - Commission on Gender Equality  
KEYWORDS: annual reports; gender mainstreaming; gender equality; South Africa.  
Location: CGE.

0010 - Dept of Women's Affairs  
KEYWORDS: Botswana; status of women; legal status; legal system.  
Location: BOTS.

0011 - Women's NGO Coalition; SARDC WIDSAA  
KEYWORDS: Botswana; legal aspects; women's rights; status of women.  
Location: BOTS.

0012 - Bennett, Jane.  
KEYWORDS: manuals; sexual violence; sexual harassment; counselling; policies; South Africa.  
Location: BENN.

0013 - Commission on Gender Equality  
KEYWORDS: public opinion; opinion polls; gender; South Africa.  
Location: CGE.

0014 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: international conventions; children's rights.
Location: TT.

KEYWORDS: meetings; social change; participatory management; T&T.
Location: TT.

Confronting the "boy problem" - a self-study approach to deepen schools' moral stance.
KEYWORDS: boys; education; educational attainment.
Location: REIC.

Report of Round Table on Women and Development. Women's Study Unit, Univ.of Guyana and the CEC. 41 p.
KEYWORDS: meetings; women's studies; development.
Location: GUYA.

KEYWORDS: violence; violence against women; legal aspects; prevention.
Location: UNIFEM.

KEYWORDS: research methods; socioeconomic conditions; gender studies; manuals.
Location: THOM.

KEYWORDS: girls; health; sexuality; education.
Location: PHIL.
0021 - CGDS
The Nariva Swamp: a gendered case study (with special reference to Kernahan and Cascadoux). Composite report. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2001. vii, 158 p. A project of the Centre for Gender and Development Studies and the University of the West Indies. KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; gender studies; socioeconomic conditions; natural resources; environmental conditions.
  Location: CGDS.

0022 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: meetings; structural adjustment; working women.
  Location: WWSP.

0023 - Casas, Maria Isabel. Cordero, Tatiana. Foderingham, Carla.
KEYWORDS: prostitution; immigrants; sexual violence; Netherlands; empowerment.
  Location: CASA.

0024 - CGDS
KEYWORDS: meetings; Caribbean; masculinity; research; men's studies.
  Location: CGDS.

0025 - Dral, Ida F.
KEYWORDS: women; work; factory workers; T&T; fertility; informal sector.
  Location: DRAL.

0026 - Oxaal, Zoe. Baden, Sally.
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; maternal mortality.
  Location: OXAA.

0027 - Baden, Sally. Milward, Kirsty.
KEYWORDS: women in development; poverty.
  Location: BADE.

0028 - Women's Environment and Development Organization
KEYWORDS: Beijing; country reports; women in development.
  Location: WEDO.

0029 - Seemungal, Florence (comp).
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence.
  Location: SEEM.

0030 - Arkutu, A. Ananie.
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; women's health; pregnancy; birth control.
  Location: ARKU.

0031 - Commonwealth Secretariat;Commonwealth of Learning
KEYWORDS: manuals; gender mainstreaming; GMS.
  Location: COMSEC.

0032 - ASPIRE
KEYWORDS: abortion; action groups; legal status.
  Location: ASPI.

0033 - Women and Development Studies and Faculty of Law
KEYWORDS: meetings; gender studies; law.
  Location: WDS.
0034 - Starrs, Ann M.  Rizzuto, Rahna R.  
KEYWORDS: health education; women's health; information services.  
Location: STAR.

0035 - Sowing Sisterhoods Organizing Collective  
KEYWORDS: feminism; women's movement; manuals.  
Location: SSOC.

0036 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.  
The rite of domination: tales from domestic violence court.  CGDS, UWI.  St Augustine, T&T.  2002.  35 p.  (Working Paper Series no.7)  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; legal system; T&T.  
Location: CGDS.

0037 - Commission on Gender Equality  
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming.  
Location: CGE.

0038 - Alpers, Philip.  Twyford, Conor.  
KEYWORDS: arms trade; Pacific I.  
Location: GIIS.

KEYWORDS: university education; men.  
Location: KELL.

0040 - Feracho, Renette (prep).  Antoine, Camille (prep).  
KEYWORDS: CGDS; research institutes.  
Location: CGDS.
KEYWORDS: women in development; women taking action.
Location: IWTC.

0042 - Sandler, J.
KEYWORDS: gender development; social sciences; culture; survival strategies; community action.
Location: IWTC.

0043 - Sandhu, Ruby (comp). Sandler, Joanne (comp).
KEYWORDS: women; appropriate technology; workers.
Location: IWTC.

0044 - UWI
KEYWORDS: national development; infrastructure; policies; T&T.
Location: UWI.

0045 - Caribbean social structures and the changing world of men. UNECLAC. 1997. 65 p.
KEYWORDS: men; masculinity; economic status; Caribbean; socioeconomic aspects; men's roles; male norms.
Location: ECLAC.

0046 - Caribbean Multi-Disciplinary Advisory Team
KEYWORDS: entrepreneurs; business ownership; gender economics; women; small business; T&T.
Location: ILO.
0047 - Evaluation Unit, Bureau of Programming and Management
Guidelines for the integration of gender issues into the design, monitoring and evaluation of
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; project management.
Location: ILO.

0048 - Wildlife Section
Historical perspectives on habitat destruction in the Nariva Swamp, Trinidad. Forestry
Section Issues Paper)
KEYWORDS: legal aspects; environmental protection; wildlife conservation; social
movements; historical account; Nariva Swamp.
Location: MALMR.

0049 - Standing, Guy.
Female labour supply in an urbanising economy. International Labour Office. Geneva,
KEYWORDS: social change; economics; consciousness raising.
Location: ILO.

0050 - Oppong, Christine. Church, Katie.
A field guide to research on seven roles of women: focussed biographies. International
Working Paper no.106)
KEYWORDS: social roles; consciousness raising.
Location: ILO.

0051 - Oppong, Christine.
Family structure and women's reproductive and productive roles: some conceptual and
KEYWORDS: feminism; gender mainstreaming; social construction of gender.
Location: ILO.

0052 - Nag, Moni. Anker, Richard. Khan, M.E.
A guide to anthropological study of women's roles and demographic change in India.
Policies Programme Working Paper no.115)
KEYWORDS: development; women's roles; social change; India.
Location: ILO.
0053 - WHO
KEYWORDS: health; economic development; gender mainstreaming; poverty; meetings.
Location: WHO.

0054 - Antrobus, Peggy.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; gender development.
Location: ANTR.

0055 - Women and Development Studies Group
KEYWORDS: women's health; T&T; STDs; socioeconomic aspects.
Location: WDSG.

0056 - Mora, German. Gay, Jill.
KEYWORDS: PAHO; sexual rights; reproductive rights.
Location: MORA.

0057 - Graduate Institute of International Studies (Geneva)
KEYWORDS: conflict; conflict resolution; economic factors; arms trade.
Location: GIIS.

0058 - Hayde, Wayne. Holder, Christopher.
KEYWORDS: crime prevention; currency; home security; neighbourhood watch; sex crimes; domestic violence.
Location: HAYD.

0059 - Trinidad and Tobago Police Service Social & Welfare Association
KEYWORDS: crime prevention; childcare; child abuse; sex crimes; kidnapping; safety.
Location: TTPS.

0060 - MAVAW
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; human rights; child abuse; spouse abuse; elder abuse; rape; incest.
Location: MAVA.

0061 - Campbell, Carl C. (ed).
KEYWORDS: Jamaica; historical account; women's studies; matrifocality.
Location: JAMA.

0062 - James-Sebro, Meryl.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; gender inequity; NGOs; Africa.
Location: JAME.

0063 - Chant, Sylvia.
KEYWORDS: policies; urban development; housing; gender.
Location: UNDP.

0064 - Ng Choon Sim, Cecilia. Munro, Anne.
KEYWORDS: workers; wage earning women; Asia; technology development; meetings; consciousness raising.
Location: UNU.

0065 - Moskowitz, P.D. Morris, S.C.
KEYWORDS: energy; pollution; environment; health.
Location: UNEP.
0066 - Food and Agriculture Organization
KEYWORDS: development planning; empowerment; rural women; policies.
Location: FAO.

KEYWORDS: environmental sciences; gender roles; gender studies; integrated water management.
Location: IDS.

0068 - International Social Science Council
KEYWORDS: CROP; poverty; research; annual reports.
Location: CROP.

0069 - UWI Office of Planning and Development
KEYWORDS: strategic plans; UWI.
Location: UWI.

0070 - Parry, Odette.
In one ear and out the other: unmasking masculinities in the Caribbean classroom. 1996. 15 p. (Sociological Research Online v.1 n.2)
KEYWORDS: Caribbean; masculinities; gender; gender identity; secondary education.
Location: PARR.

0071 - ECLAC-CDCC
KEYWORDS: meetings; gender studies; national development; national planning.
Location: ECLAC.

0072 - Mohammed, P.
KEYWORDS: Trinidad; ethnic relations; women; Indo-Trinidian; historical account.
Location: MOHA.

0073 - Christian, Cora L.E.
XII Annual Conference. Women speak - the question of health in the reconstruction of Caribbean identity. 12 p.
KEYWORDS: health; women's health movement; Caribbean; health care services.
Location: CHRI.

0074 - Thom, Mary.
KEYWORDS: women's work; employment; science education.
Location: THOM.

0075 - UNFPA Editorial Team
KEYWORDS: human rights; reproductive health; adolescence; violence; gender studies.
Location: UNFPA.

0076 - CAREC
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; epidemiology; Caribbean.
Location: CAREC.

0077 - UWI / ECLAC
Caribbean Symposium on Population Ageing. 53 p.; 1 CD.
KEYWORDS: meetings; abstracts; ageing; Caribbean.
Location: UWI.

0078 - Valdes, Teresa. Palacios, Indira.
Participation and leadership in Latin America and the Caribbean: gender indicators. ECLAC. Santiago, Chile. 1999. 114 p.
KEYWORDS: gender; leadership; Latin America; Caribbean; political participation.
Location: ECLAC.

0079 - Dowdy, Joanne.
KEYWORDS: black women's studies; Afro-American.
0080 - UNDP Project Team
KEYWORDS: project proposals; hotels; women; training; employment.
Location: UNDP.

KEYWORDS: meetings; women's studies; methods of research.
Location: CAFR.

0082 - Gosselin, Helene-Marie (ed).
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; gender planning; Caribbean; meetings.
Location: UNESCO.

0083 - Integrated Consultancies & Resources Centre
KEYWORDS: Botswana; gender mainstreaming; gender planning; policies.
Location: BOTS.

0084 - Abzug, Bella. Jain, Devaki.
Women's leadership and the ethics of development. UNDP. New York, USA. 1996. 23 p.
(Gender in Development Monograph Studies no.4)
KEYWORDS: leadership roles; ethics.
Location: ABZU.

0085 - AAWORD
KEYWORDS: gender studies; Africa; meetings.
Location: AAWO.

KEYWORDS: induced abortion; statistical tables.
Location: GUTT.

0087 - Abu-Habib, Lina.
KEYWORDS: disabilities; women; Middle East.
Location: ABU.

0088 - Addy, David Nii.
KEYWORDS: agricultural industry; restructuring; Caribbean.
Location: ADDY.

0089 - Andersen, Margaret. Collins, Patricia Hill.
KEYWORDS: social conditions; gender roles; race relations; discrimination; United States.
Location: ANDE.

0090 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: public speaking.
Location: ADVA.

0091 - Pat Ellis Associates (prep)
KEYWORDS: gender studies; training; Caribbean.
Location: ASSE.

0092 - Association of Caribbean Commissioners of Police
United against crime. 7 ed. ACCP. Christchurch, Barbados. 2007. 72 p.
KEYWORDS: police service; Caribbean; meetings.
Location: ACCP.

0093 - Barrett-Sobers, Gloria (ed).
KEYWORDS: higher education; meetings.
    Location: ACHE.

0094 -
KEYWORDS: pregnancy; reproductive health; health; women; maternal mortality.
    Location: RHM.

0095 - International Women's Tribune Centre
KEYWORDS: women's movement; clip art.
    Location: IWTC.

0096 - International Women's Tribune Centre
Location: IWTC.
0097 - ECLAC-CDCC
KEYWORDS: Caribbean; social change; men's roles; women's roles.
    Location: ECLAC.

0098 - Plummer, David.
KEYWORDS: boys; education; learning; Caribbean.
    Location: PLUM.

0099 - Women and Development Studies Group
KEYWORDS: project reports; training materials.
    Location: WDSG.

0100 - Brathwaite, Joan A.
Women and the law: an international bibliography survey of legal and quasi-legal materials with special reference to the Caribbean Area and including relevant Commonwealth
Caribbean Legislation. Faculty of Law Library, UWI. Cave Hill Barbados. 1993. xxv, 310p. (Bibliographical Series vol.1)
KEYWORDS: bibliographies; law; legal aspects; women; Caribbean.
Location: BRAT.

Women in agriculture in developing countries 1985-1990. a selected annotated bibliography. UWI. St. Augustine, T&T. 1990. 73p. (Bibliographical Series vol.1 Agriculture)
KEYWORDS: bibliographies; women; agriculture; developing countries.
Location: SALI.

0102 - CRLP
KEYWORDS: legal aspects; policies; reproductive rights; maternal and infant welfare; Brazil; China; Germany; India; Nigeria; USA.
Location: CRLP.

0103 - Mair, Lucille Mathurin.
KEYWORDS: women; farm workers; Jamaica; slavery.
Location: MAIR.

0104 -
KEYWORDS: disabled; women; DAWN.
Location: DRIE.

0105 - National Youth Policy Task Force
KEYWORDS: policies; youth services; young people.
Location: TTSYA.

0106 - Hosein, Azad N.
KEYWORDS: project management; monitoring.
0107 - DAWN
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; reproductive rights; abortion; maternal mortality; Barbados; Jamaica; Suriname; Trinidad and Tobago.

Location: DAWN.

0108 - St Bernard, Godfrey.
KEYWORDS: family life; gender roles; ethnicity; T&T.

Location: STBE.

0109 - Mohammed, P.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; patriarchy; gender studies; Caribbean.

Location: MOHA.

0110 - Henderson, Gabrielle. Hackshaw, Tracy.
Gender, peace and development: regional research project. UNESCO. 2001. 76 p.
KEYWORDS: gender relations; gender roles; peace; national development; Caribbean.

Location: HEND.

0111 - de Moya, E. Antonio.
KEYWORDS: family roles; family; gender roles; masculinity; Dominican Republic.

Location: DEMO.

0112 - Morgan, Paula.
KEYWORDS: women; writing; feminist perspective; Caribbean.

Location: MORG.


KEYWORDS: crime; crime prevention; crime victims; developing countries.
   Location: ALVA.

0120 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; human rights; legal aspects; sexual violence; social conflict.
   Location: AMNE.

0121 - Anker, Richard.
KEYWORDS: employment; sex segregation; sex discrimination in employment; female intensive occupations; male intensive occupations.
   Location: ANKE.

0122 - Salo, Elaine (ed). Gqola, Pumla (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; sexuality; Africa.
   Location: FEMI.

0123 - Editor.
KEYWORDS: population; sustainable development; policies; socioeconomic aspects.
   Location: AFRI.

0124 - Editor.
KEYWORDS: Africa; women; socioeconomic aspects; traditions.
   Location: AFRI.

0125 - Editor.
AIDS: counting the cost. AGENDA. Durban, South Africa. 1998. 110 p. (Agenda: Empowering Women for Gender Equity no.39)
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; women; violence; prevention.
   Location: AGEN.
KEYWORDS: women & development; Asia; children; socioeconomic aspects; reconstruction;
employment; microenterprises.
Location: AHOO.

0127 - Editor.
Adult Education and Development no.41.  Institute for International Cooperation of the
KEYWORDS: indigenous populations; education; community development.
Location: ADUL.

0128 - Association Feminine d’Education et d’Action Sociale
Who will be responsible for providing care? The impact of the shift to ambulatory care and of
social economy policies on Quebec women.  Status of Women Canada.  Ottawa, Canada.
KEYWORDS: community care; caregivers; Canada; socioeconomic aspects.
Location: AFEA.

0129 - NIHERST
Annual Conference on Agricultural Research & Development.  Agricultural research: beneficial
or irrelevant?  219 p.
KEYWORDS: agriculture; T&T; meetings.
Location: AGRI.

0130 - Aidis, Ruta.
Female small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) ownership in Lithuania: a comparison.
Unpublished.  2001.  28 p.  (ISS Presentation)
KEYWORDS: women owned business; Lithuania.
Location: AIDI.

0131 - Andermahr, Sonya.  Lovell, Terry.  Wolkowitz, Carol.
KEYWORDS: feminism; glossaries.
Location: ANDE.

0132 - Andermahr, Sonya.  Lovell, Terry.  Wolkowitz, Carol.
KEYWORDS: feminism; glossaries.
Location: ANDE.
0133 - Amnesty International
KEYWORDS: human rights; women's rights; war; women's movement; FGM; gender identity; guilt by association.
Location: AMNE.

0134 - Anderson, Sarah (ed).
KEYWORDS: WTO; globalization; sociological aspects; economic factors; environmental aspects; structural adjustment; developing countries.
Location: ANDE.

0135 - Anzaldua, Gloria (ed).
KEYWORDS: literature; women's literature.
Location: ANZA.

0136 - Andersen, Kirsti H.
KEYWORDS: research projects; development studies.
Location: ANDE.

KEYWORDS: domestic violence; gender bias; masculinity; power.
Location: ANDE.

Women as depicted in popular music in Jamaica. no source. n.d. 22 p.
KEYWORDS: women; popular music; Jamaica.
Location: ANDE.

0139 - Atluri, Tara L.
When the closet is a region: homophobia, heterosexism and nationalism in the Commonwealth Caribbean. CGDS. UWI, Cave Hill, Barbados. 2001. 41 p. (Working Paper no.5)
KEYWORDS: homophobia; heterosexism; sexism; gender relations; nationalism; Caribbean. Location: ATLU.

0140 - Andaiye.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; Guyana; activists.
Location: ANDA.

0141 - Ashworth, Georgina.
Gendered governance: an agenda for change. UNDP. New York, USA. 1996. 20 p. (Gender in Development Monograph Series no.3)
KEYWORDS: gender inequality; gender mainstreaming; normality.
Location: ASHW.

0142 - Antoine, Marlene.
KEYWORDS: agricultural extension; gender mainstreaming; manuals.
Location: ANTO.

0143 - Appiah, Estelle M.
KEYWORDS: women; children; legal aspects; Ghana.
Location: APPI.

0144 - ILSA
KEYWORDS: International Women's Day; feminist movement; sex work; poverty; women; Caribbean.
Location: BEYO.

0145 - Barrow, Christine.
Caribbean women, agriculture and the family. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1986. 30 p.
KEYWORDS: women; agriculture; family; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.
0146 - Bisnauth, Dale.
KEYWORDS: women; fundamentalism; religious beliefs; Caribbean.
Location: BISN.

0147 - Bhattacharya, Debapriya. Rahman, Mustafizur.
KEYWORDS: employment; women; industrialization; clothing workers; Bangladesh.
Location: BHAT.

0148 - Bailey, Barbara.
Gender and education in Jamaica: what about the boys?. UNESCO. Kingston, Jamaica. 2000. ix, 64 p. (Education for All in the Caribbean: Monograph #5)
KEYWORDS: boys; education; Jamaica.
Location: BAIL.

0149 - Brah, Artan. Shaw, Sobia.
KEYWORDS: employment; women; UK; Muslims; labour market; Asian.
Location: BRAH.

KEYWORDS: labour market; Jamaica.
Location: ANDE.

0151 - Brown, Janet. Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: gender; socialization; research projects; reports.
Location: BROW.

0152 - Bailey, Barbara. Browne, Joan.
KEYWORDS: women; entrepreneurs; business ownership; skills training; manuals.
Location: BAIL.

0153 - Bailey, Barbara (ed).
KEYWORDS: research methods; participant observation; meetings.
Location: BAIL.

0154 - Bailey, Barbara.
KEYWORDS: women; education; Caribbean.
Location: BAIL.

KEYWORDS: gender; socialization; education; policies; curriculum; teaching; Caribbean.
Location: BAIL.

KEYWORDS: qualitative research; ethics; social science research; Caribbean.
Location: BOXI.

0157 - Brown, Janet. Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: sex role development; socialization; Caribbean.
Location: BROW.

0158 - Bunch, Charlotte. Castley, Shirley.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; feminism; meetings.
Location: BART

Location: BARR.

0161 - de Barbieri, Teresita. de Oliveira, Orlandina. La presencia de las mujeres en america latina en una década de crisis. CIPAF. Santo Domingo. 1987. 95 p. KEYWORDS: women; structural adjustment; socioeconomic aspects; Latin America.
Location: BARB.

Location: BARR.

Location: BAKK.

Location: BALL.

KEYWORDS: war; peace; reconstruction; human rights; gender equality; gender issues; socioeconomic aspects; Sierra Leone.
Location: BAKS.

Location: BALL.

KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; gender studies; community action; T&T.
Location: BASD.

KEYWORDS: women in politics; social movements; South Asia.
Location: BASU.

KEYWORDS: men; male norms; masculinity; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

KEYWORDS: gender; water management; sanitation; reports; Jamaica.
Location: BARR.

KEYWORDS: family planning; adolescents; family influence; socioeconomic aspects.
Location: BARN.

0172 - Bacon, Peter (ed).
Studies on the biological resources of Nariva Swamp, Trinidad. Zoology Dept., UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1979. 455 p. (Occasional Papers no.4)
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; fauna; flora; biological resources; T&T.
Location: BACO.

KEYWORDS: men; gender identity; sexual behaviour; women's rights.
Location: BARK.

0174 - Baud, I.S.A.
KEYWORDS: women; employment; India; Mexico; gender bias; industrialization.
Location: BAUD.

KEYWORDS: urban development; development policy; civil society; economic factors.
Location: BAUD.

0176 - Banks, Ingrid.
KEYWORDS: Afro-American women; racial identity; hair; social attitudes; beauty.
Location: BANK.

0177 - Bobb-Smith, Yvonne.
KEYWORDS: racial discrimination; black; women; Canada; Caribbean Canadian.
KEYWORDS: cross cultural studies; gender roles.
Location: BRET.

KEYWORDS: feminism; women's movement; cross cultural studies; developing countries.
Location: BASU.

KEYWORDS: higher education; minority groups; education; Canada.
Location: BRAT.

KEYWORDS: women; legal & political occupations; first ladies; historical.
Location: BRAT.

KEYWORDS: history; Caribbean; women's history.
Location: BRER.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; budget process; gender equality.
0184 - Brown, Dennis A.V.
KEYWORDS: social policy; Caribbean.
Location: BROW.

0185 - Bonvillain, Nancy.
KEYWORDS: gender roles; gender studies; cross cultural studies; religion; language.
Location: BONV.

0186 - Brown, Lyn Mikel.
KEYWORDS: girls; teenagers; adolescence; anger; aggressive behaviour; socialization; female friendships.
Location: BROW.

0187 - Boylan, Esther (prep).
KEYWORDS: disabled; women; developing countries; social conditions; caregivers; older adults.
Location: BOYL.

0188 - Brasileiro, Ana Maria (ed).
KEYWORDS: violence; violence against women; women's rights.
Location: BRAS.

0189 - Brown-Campbell, Gladys.
KEYWORDS: police officers; Jamaica; patriarchy; gender inequality.
Location: BROW.
0190 - Brock, Colin. Cammish, Nadine. 
Factors affecting female participation in education in seven developing countries. 2 ed. Dept for International Development. London, UK. 1997. 96 p. (Serial no.9) 
KEYWORDS: women; educational activities; Bangladesh; Camaroun; India; Jamaica; Sierra Leone; Vanuatu. 
Location: BROC.

0191 - Byrne, Bridget. Baden, Sally. 
KEYWORDS: gender; crisis intervention; aid; emergencies. 
Location: BYRN.

0192 - Barriteau, V.E. 
KEYWORDS: democracy; governance; OECS; Caribbean. 
Location: BARR.

0193 - Boyd, Monica. Pikkov, Deanna. 
KEYWORDS: migration; gender; gender inequality; Canada; USA. 
Location: BOYD.

0194 - Buvinic, Mayra. 
(Technical Study) 
KEYWORDS: economic costs; teenage pregnancy; teenage mothers. 
Location: BUVI.

0195 - Boyce-Davies, C. 
KEYWORDS: Eintou Pearl Springer; poets. 
Location: BOYC.

0196 - Burfisher, Mary E. Horenstein, Nadine R.
Sex roles in the Nigerian Tiv farm household. Kumarian Press. West Hartford, CT, USA. 1984. xix, 62 p. (Women's Roles and Gender Differences in Development)

KEYWORDS: Nigeria; economic activities; gender roles; sexual division of labour; farming.
Location: BURF.

0197 - Republic of Botswana
KEYWORDS: Botswana; MDG; Millennium Development Goals; reports.
Location: BOTS.

Meshing global policies to a community perspective: bpTT corporate social responsibility. bpTT. Port of Spain, T&T. 2003. x, 297 p.
KEYWORDS: BPTT; policies; community development; social action.
Location: BPTT.

0199 - Brock, Colin. Cammish, Nadine.
KEYWORDS: bibliographies; gender; education; development.
Location: BROC.

0200 - Bouvard, Marguerite.
KEYWORDS: human rights; women's rights; civil rights; activists; political activists.
Location: BOUV.

0201 - Broyles-Gonzalez, Yolanda.
KEYWORDS: American Indian studies; Chicana studies.
Location: BROY.

KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; gender roles; home based workers; networking.
Location: BORI.
0203 - Barretteau, Violet Eudine.  
Theorizing gender systems in the project of modernity in the postcolonial Caribbean.  CGDS.  Cave Hill, Barbados.  [199?].  41 p.  
KEYWORDS: gender studies; Caribbean.  
Location: BARR.

0204 - Bryan, Patrick.  
KEYWORDS: Chinese; Jamaica; migration.  
Location: BRYA.

0205 - Barretteau, V.E.  
KEYWORDS: gender; national development; gender studies.  
Location: BARR.

KEYWORDS: men; family roles; family relationships; Caribbean.  
Location: BROW.

0207 - Brown, Nicole.  
Environmental advocacy in the Caribbean: the case of the Nariva Swamp, Trinidad.  
KEYWORDS: environmental movement; Nariva Swamp; Caribbean.  
Location: BROW.

0208 - Braunstein, Elissa.  
Foreign direct investment, development and gender equity: a review of research and policy.  
UNRISD.  Geneva, Switzerland.  2006.  ix, 40 p.  (Occasional Paper 12)  
KEYWORDS: foreign investment policy; national development; gender aspects; female intensive occupations.  
Location: BRAU.

0209 - Brathwaite, Brader Adeleine.  
0210 - Brathwaite, Brader Adeleine.
Experiences from the teaching of AIDS prevention to pre-teens in Trinidad. Unpublished paper. n.d. 15 p.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; education; children; T&T.
Location: BRAT.

0211 - Barriteau, Violet Eudine.
KEYWORDS: gender; governance; Caribbean; national development.
Location: BARR.

KEYWORDS: Afro-American women; writing; mothers; daughters.
Location: BELL.

KEYWORDS: structural adjustment; developing countries; economic factors; poverty; United States.
Location: BELL.

0214 - Belton, D. (ed).
KEYWORDS: Afro-American men; masculinity.
Location: BELT.

0215 - Bellamy, C.
KEYWORDS: UNICEF; education; children; literacy.
Location: BELL.

0216 - Beall, Jo.
KEYWORDS: local government; gender mainstreaming; women in politics; South Africa.
Location: BEAL.

KEYWORDS: poverty; education.
Location: BENM.

Location: BELS.
KEYWORDS: gender-sensitive indicators.
Location: BECK.

KEYWORDS: masculinity; slavery; Caribbean.
Location: BECK.

KEYWORDS: local government; gender mainstreaming; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

KEYWORDS: UNICEF; education; girls; development.
Location: BELL.
0223 - Botswana Women's Affairs Dept  
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; policies; Botswana.  
Location: BOTS.

0224 - Botswana Women's Affairs Dept  
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; policies; gender equality; resources; Botswana.  
Location: BOTS.

0225 - Bolles, A. Lynn.  
KEYWORDS: women's work; reproduction; Caribbean.  
Location: BOLL.

0226 - Loh Cheng Kooi.  
KEYWORDS: women's studies; women working outside the home; Asia.  
Location: BEYO.

KEYWORDS: maternal mortality; morbidity; policies; childbirth; reproductive health.  
Location: RHM.

0228 - Brasileiro, Ana Maria (ed).  
KEYWORDS: sustainable development; women; Caribbean; women in development; environmental conservation.  
Location: BRAS.

0229 - Bernard, Desiree.  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence against women.
Location: BERN.

0230 - Bonder, Gloria (ed).
(InterAmer 56 Serie Cultural)
KEYWORDS: women's studies; Latin America.
Location: BOND.

0231 - Bonacich, Edna. Appelbaum, Richard P.
Behind the label: inequality in the Los Angeles apparel industry. Univ of California Press.
KEYWORDS: garment industry; clothing workers; sweatshops; California.
Location: BONA.

0232 - Bhawansingh, Beena.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; refugees; women; Canada.
Location: BHAW.

0233 - Boodram, Natalie (comp).
KEYWORDS: gender; agriculture; bibliographies.
Location: BOOD.

0234 - Boodram, Natalie (comp).
KEYWORDS: gender; science; bibliographies.
Location: BOOD.

0235 - Bhavani, Reena.
Black women in the labour market: a research review. Equal Opportunities Commission.
KEYWORDS: black women; labour market; gender studies; policies; employment; UK.
Location: BHAV.

KEYWORDS: entrepreneurs; microenterprises; loans; low income households; Trinidad. Location: HEIJ.

0237 - Verrest, Hebe. 
KEYWORDS: home based work; home based workers; low income households; Suriname; T&T.
Location: VERR.

0238 - Bernard, Claudia. 
KEYWORDS: sexual abuse; child abuse; black women’s studies; mothers.
Location: BERN.

0239 - Cooper, Carolyn. 
KEYWORDS: oral tradition; cultural heritage; gender; culture; Jamaica.
Location: COOP.

0240 - Cook, Paddy . Petersen, Robert C. Moore, Dorothy T. 
Alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs may harm the unborn. USDHHS, Office for Substance Abuse Prevention. Rockville, MD, USA. 1990. vi, 80 p.
KEYWORDS: alcohol abuse; drinking; tobacco; smoking; prenatal influences; drug abuse; prevention.
Location: COOK.

0241 - International Council for Adult Education 
KEYWORDS: women's studies; literacy; Muslim women; development.
Location: CONV.

0242 - Collins, Patricia Hill. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminine perspective; Afro-American women; race relations.
Location: COLL.
0243 - Cyrus, Virginia.
Experiencing race, class, and gender in the United States. 2 ed. Mayfield Publishing.
KEYWORDS: social conditions; race relations; gender; USA.
Location: CYRU.

0244 - CARICOM
KEYWORDS: vital statistics; demographic measurements; Caribbean.
Location: CARICOM.

0245 - Centro de Estudios Puertorriquenos
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; Puerto Rico.
Location: CENT.

0246 - CARICOM
CARICOM Perspective - A Century of Achievement Volume I. CARICOM. Georgetown, Guyana. 1999. 91 p. (Caricom Perspective no.69)
KEYWORDS: historical account; regional development; trade; CARICOM.
Location: CARICOM.

KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; epidemiology; religion; sexual behaviour.
Location: CUNN.

0248 - CAEP
KEYWORDS: agricultural extension; Caribbean.
Location: CAEP.

0249 - Carloni, Alice Stewart.
KEYWORDS: women in development; USAID; gender analysis.
Location: CARL.

KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; Cuba.
Location: CUBA.

KEYWORDS: herbs; herbal remedies; Caribbean; meetings.
Location: CLEM.

0252 - Colon, Alice.  Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; social change.
Location: COLO.

0253 - Oyegun, Julie.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; bibliographies.
Location: COMSEC.

0254 - Davies, Bronwyn.
KEYWORDS: gender bias; schools; textbooks; sex role stereotyping.
Location: COMSEC.

0255 - CIDA
CIDA's policy on gender equality.  CIDA.  Quebec, Canada.  1999.  28+28 p.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; gender equality.
Location: CIDA.

0256 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: public service; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0257 - Frankson, Joan Ross.
KEYWORDS: information services; mass media; communications; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0258 - Sen, Gita.
KEYWORDS: finance; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

KEYWORDS: science; technology; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0260 - Leo-Rhynie, Elsa.  Institute of Development and Labour Law, Univ of Cape Town
KEYWORDS: education; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0261 - O'Regan Tardu, L.
KEYWORDS: trade; industries; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0262 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: GMS; manuals; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0263 - Chuckaree, Ramona.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; T&T. 
Location: CHUC.

0264 - Clarke, Roberta.
KEYWORDS: trade unions; women; T&T.
Location: CLAR.

0265 - Chinnia, Naseem.
Changes in the Trinidad and Tobago female labour force and occupational structure - some reasons and sociological significance. Unpublished. 1977. 25 p. (Caribbean Studies paper (UWI, St Augustine))
KEYWORDS: labour force; labour force participation; women working outside the home; T&T.`.
Location: CHIN.

0266 - Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: boys; men; education; Jamaica.
Location: CHEV.

0267 - Canadian International Development Agency
KEYWORDS: gender studies; gender-sensitive indicators.
Location: CIDA.

0268 - Population Reference Bureau
KEYWORDS: men; family planning; fathers.
Location: PRB.

0269 - Caribbean Policy Development Centre
KEYWORDS: policies; economies; Caribbean.
0270 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention; men; meetings.
Location: COMSEC.

0271 - Coyle, Angela (comp). Bhavani, Reena (comp).
KEYWORDS: women; management; meetings.
Location: COYL.

0272 - CAFRA
KEYWORDS: women; T&T.
Location: CAFRA.

0273 - CAFRA
KEYWORDS: CAFRA; meetings.
Location: CAFRA.

0274 - Curiel, Ochy. Espinosa, Yuderkys.
The feminist encounters in Latin America and the Caribbean: a shamatic summary. Unpublished. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminist movement; Latin America.
Location: CURI.

0275 - Creque, Merri.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; violence against children; T&T.
Location: CREQ^.

0276 - CFCA
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; natural resource management; meetings; T&T.
Location: CFCA.

KEYWORDS: participatory management; marine resources; natural resource management; Caribbean.
Location: CANARI.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; policies; CARICOM.
Location: CARICOM.

KEYWORDS: sweatshops; policies; social issues.
Location: CLEA.

KEYWORDS: crime; IMF; T&T; globalization.
Location: CAIN.

KEYWORDS: girls; gender roles; bodies; females.
Location: CEDPA.

KEYWORDS: labour market; workers; Caribbean; economic conditions; unemployment; policies.
0283 - Campbell, Penelope.  Campbell, Anne Marie.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; education; sex workers; Jamaica.
Location: CAMP.

0284 - Caribbean Studies Association
KEYWORDS: feminism; Caribbean; meetings.
Location: CSA.

0285 - Mohammed, Patricia.  Roberts, Audrey Ingram.  Ministry of Community Development, Women Affairs, Youth and Sports
KEYWORDS: gender equity; gender equality; policies; Cayman I.
Location: CAYM.

0286 - Mohammed, Patricia.  Roberts, Audrey Ingram.  Scott, Estella.  Ministry of Community Development, Women Affairs, Youth and Sports
KEYWORDS: gender equity; gender equality; policies; Cayman I.
Location: CAYM.

0287 - Carmody, Denise Lardner.
KEYWORDS: women; religion; religious practices; Buddhism; Christianity; Hinduism; Islam; Judaism; Shintoism.
Location: CARM.

KEYWORDS: business ownership; women owned business; UK.
Location: CART.

0289 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; Caribbean women; research.
Location: WDS.

0290 - PDHRE
A manual for seminars and workshops on CEDAW. "Between their stories and our realities...". PDHRE. New York, USA. 1999. 1 vol. (Part of the dramatic video series "Women Hold Up The Sky")
KEYWORDS: CEDAW; training; manuals; international conventions.
Location: CEDAW.

KEYWORDS: gender; radio programmes; Africa.
Location: JOER.

0292 - Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: culture; socialization; gender identity; Jamaica.
Location: CHEV.

0293 - Chigwada-Bailey, Ruth (ed).
KEYWORDS: black women; violence against women; rape; mental health; criminal justice; UK; self-destructive behaviour.
Location: CHIG.

0294 - Heron, Taitu (ed). Nicholson, Hilary (ed).
Unraveling gender, development and civil society in the Caribbean. 2006. viii, 229 p. (Caribbean Quarterly vol.52 no.2-3)
KEYWORDS: women in development; gender studies; violence against women; men; women; civil society; Caribbean.
Location: CQ.

0295 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: gender; gender mainstreaming; women; structural adjustment.
Location: COMSEC.

0296 - Crowley, Helen (ed). Himmelweit, Susan (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; gender bias; females; sexuality; feminist studies; women.
Location: CROW.

0297 - Mills, Frank L. (ed).
Gender issues that challenge the development of the Caribbean. Eastern Caribbean Center of the UVI. St Thomas, USVI. 1998. 32 p. (Caribbean Perspectives Jan 1998)
KEYWORDS: gender aspects; national development; social relations; Afro-Caribbean males.
Location: CARI.

0298 - Russell-Brown, Pauline.
KEYWORDS: behaviour modification; sexual behaviour; reproductive health; manuals.
Location: RUSS.

0299 - Regional Census Office
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; Caribbean.
Location: CARICOM.

0300 - Caribbean Group for Cooperation in Economic Development (CGCED)
KEYWORDS: labour market; workers; Caribbean; economic conditions; unemployment; policies.
Location: CGCED.
0301 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: agriculture; rural development; gender mainstreaming; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0302 - Carr, Marilyn. Sandhu, Ruby.
KEYWORDS: rural women; technology; productivity.
Location: CARR.

0303 - Caribbean Network for Integrated Rural Development
KEYWORDS: meetings; rural development; CNIRD.
Location: CNIRD.

0304 - Barclay, Rosalie.
KEYWORDS: teenage pregnancy; single mothers; CHOICES Programme; education.
Location: BARC.

KEYWORDS: psychology; gender differences; analytical psychology; gender; boys; girls.
Location: CLIN.

0306 - Clean Clothes Campaign
KEYWORDS: gender; women's movement; worker's rights; clothing workers.
Location: CLEA.

0307 - Correa, Sonia. Reichmann, Rebecca.
KEYWORDS: population control; population planning; reproductive health; abortion; HIV/AIDS; women's movement.
Location: CORR.

0308 - Caribbean Policy Development Centre
KEYWORDS: development; NGOs; CARICOM; Caribbean.
Location: CPDC.

0309 - Cleves Mosse, Julia.
KEYWORDS: gender; development; gender roles; women's roles.
Location: CLEV.

0310 - Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: Rastafarianism; history; Jamaica.
Location: CHEV.

0311 - Caplan, Arthur L.
KEYWORDS: sociobiology; evolution; human biology.
Location: CAPL.

0312 - Connell, R.W.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; gender roles; male homosexuality; gender studies; psychological factors.
Location: CONN.

0313 - Cruz-Malave, Arnaldo (ed). Manalansan, Martin (ed).
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; globalization.
Location: CRUZ.
0314 - Cruikshank, Margaret.
KEYWORDS: ageing; psychological factors; gender; culture.
Location: CRUI.

0315 - Conway, Flo. Siegelman, Jim.
KEYWORDS: fundamentalism; moral majority; religious right; abortion.
Location: CONW.

0316 - Cox, Cheryl.
Women's health in the Caribbean is influenced by medical education and cultural patterns. Undated. 24 p. (Submitted to a special issue of "Social Science and Medicine")
KEYWORDS: health care; women; women in medicine; Caribbean.
Location: COX.

0317 - Anon.
Caribbean Feminisms Workshop. Recentring Caribbean feminism.
KEYWORDS: feminist studies; meetings; heterosexuality; gender studies.
Location: RECE.

0318 - CARICOM
Meeting on review of the status of women and the family. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: status of women; families; Caribbean; meetings.
Location: CARICOM.

0319 - CAFRA TT
KEYWORDS: feminism; CAFRA; meetings.
Location: CAFRA.

0320 - Cross, Nicola. Hosein, Gabrielle.
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; cultural influences; socioeconomic conditions; gender studies.
Location: CROS.
0321 - Beck, Tony.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; gender-sensitive indicators.
Location: COMSEC.

0322 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; gender management system; GMS.
Location: COMSEC.

0323 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; public service.
Location: COMSEC.

0324 - Leo-Rhynie, Elsa.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; education.
Location: COMSEC.

0325 - Sen, Gita.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; finance.
Location: COMSEC.

0326 - Taylor, Viviene.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; development planning.
Location: COMSEC.

0327 - Williams, Mariama.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; trade liberalization; globalization; policies.
Location: COMSEC.

0328 - Malawi Institute of Management
KEYWORDS: gender equality; governance; meetings; public sector; policies; Africa.
Location: COMSEC.

0329 - Clatterbaugh, Kenneth.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; men's movement; gays; Afro-American men.
Location: CLAT.

KEYWORDS: gender inequality; Kenya; Africa.
Location: CREI.

0331 - Crittenden, Ann.
KEYWORDS: mothering; economic value of women's work; homemaking.
Location: CRIT.

0332 - Crichlow, Wesley.
KEYWORDS: gays; black men; Canada; heterosexism; homophobia.
Location: CRIC.

0333 - CGDS
KEYWORDS: meetings; Caribbean; masculinity; research; men's studies.
Location: CGDS.

0334 - Williams, Lincoln.
Young people and society. Commonwealth Secretariat. London, UK. 1998. 1 binder. (Commonwealth Youth Programme - Diploma in Youth in Development Work, Module 2) KEYWORDS: training materials; young adults; adolescence; national development.
Location: COMSEC.

0335 - Baker, Peta-Anne.
Working with people in their communities. Commonwealth Secretariat. London, UK. 1998. 1 binder. (Commonwealth Youth Programme - Diploma in Youth in Development Work, Module 4) KEYWORDS: training materials; young adults; community work; national development.
Location: COMSEC.

0336 - Milimo, Mabel.
Gender and development. Commonwealth Secretariat. London, UK. 1998. 1 binder. (Commonwealth Youth Programme - Diploma in Youth in Development Work, Module 5) KEYWORDS: training materials; gender; national development.
Location: COMSEC.

0337 - Keelan, Teorongonui.
Policy, planning and implementation. Commonwealth Secretariat. London, UK. 1998. 1 binder. (Commonwealth Youth Programme - Diploma in Youth in Development Work, Module 9) KEYWORDS: training materials; policies; planning; national development.
Location: COMSEC.

0338 - CGDS
Gender, sexuality, and the implications for substance use and HIV/AIDS. Symposium abstracts. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2004. 1 vol. KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; gender roles; HIV/AIDS; substance abuse; meetings; Caribbean.
Location: CGDS.

0339 - CAREC
Location: CAREC.

0340 - Cain, Maureen.
Orientalism, occidentalism, and the sociology of crime. Unpublished. n.d. 1 vol. KEYWORDS: criminology; juvenile delinquency; domestic violence; Caribbean.
Location: CAIN.

0341 - Commonwealth Secretariat
Integrated approaches to eliminating gender-based violence. Commonwealth Secretariat.
London, UK. 2003. xii, 179 p. (New Gender Mainstreaming Series on Development Issues)
KEYWORDS: gender studies; domestic violence; violence against women; GMS; Caribbean; Africa.
Location: COMSEC.

KEYWORDS: womanhood; slaves; manumission; Jamaica; Suriname; Caribbean.
Location: CGDS.

0343 - PANCAP
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; epidemiology; strategies; prevention; research; Caribbean; CRSF.
Location: PANCAP.

0344 - PANCAP
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; epidemiology; strategies; prevention; research; Caribbean; CRSF.
Location: PANCAP.

0345 - ECLAC
X Session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean .
Women's contribution to equality in Latin America and the Caribbean (position paper). 67 p.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; unpaid employment; legal status; meetings; Latin America.
Location: ECLAC.

0346 - Francis, M.
An accident and emergency based injury surveillance system in Trinidad and Tobago. CAREC.
Port of Spain,T&T. 2006. pp 1-5. (in: Caribbean Surveillance Report v.26 no.2)
KEYWORDS: surveillance; accidents; T&T.
Location: FRAN.
0347 - Avila, Marveliz et al.
La mas casera de las violencias sociales: violencia contra la pareja. Segundo cuaderno. De una Orilla a Otra Orilla. San Juan, Puerto Rico. 1995. 84 p. (Colectivo Ideologias y Vivencias de los Generos)
KEYWORDS: violence against women; domestic violence; wife abuse.
Location: AVIL.

0348 - Benjamin, Medea (trans & ed).
KEYWORDS: campesinos; poverty; land reform; women's movement; Honduras.
Location: BENJ.

0349 - Bhasin, Kamla.
KEYWORDS: rural women; empowerment; Asia; meetings.
Location: BHAS.

0350 - Baden, Sally.
The impact of recession and structural adjustment on women's work in selected developing countries. Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex. Brighton, Sussex, UK. 1993. 54 p. (BRIDGE Report no.15)
KEYWORDS: recession; structural adjustment; wage earning women; developing countries.
Location: BADE.

KEYWORDS: women's studies; Hispanic women; clothing workers; New York; Puerto Ricans.
Location: BENM.

0352 - Babb, Cecilia.
KEYWORDS: rape; counselling; T&T.
Location: BABB.

0353 - Barriteau, V.E.
KEYWORDS: local government; gender mainstreaming; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

0354 - Barclay, Rosalie.
KEYWORDS: teenage mothers; social services; health services; Caribbean.
Location: BARC.

0355 - Institute of Social Studies, The Hague
KEYWORDS: development; social change.
Location: SERIAL.

0356 - Parpart, Jane.
KEYWORDS: postmodernism; feminist perspective; women and development; Third World.

0357 - Tardanica, R.
KEYWORDS: structural adjustment; labour market; socioeconomic aspects; gender; age; Costa Rica.

0358 - Dann, Graham M.S.
KEYWORDS: men; sexual behaviour; Barbados.
Location: DANN.

0359 - Darroch, Jacqueline E. Singh, Susheela.
KEYWORDS: teenage pregnancy; sexual abstinence; contraception; sexual behaviour; USA.
0360 - Danns, George K.  
KEYWORDS: child labour; rapid assessment; Guyana.  
Location: DANN.

0361 - Oti-Boateng, Peggy.  
KEYWORDS: food dryers; rural development.  
Location: UNIFEM.

0362 - Doran, Jo.  
KEYWORDS: transportation; public transportation; rural areas.  
Location: DORA.

0363 - Danns, George K.  Parsad, Basmat Shiw.  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; wife abuse; Guyana.  
Location: DANN.

0364 - Dunn, Leith.  Dunn, Hopeton S.  
KEYWORDS: offshore industries; working conditions; labour relations; teleworking; Barbados; Jamaica.  
Location: DUNN.

The educational gender gap in Latin America and the Caribbean. IADB. Washington, D.C., USA. 2007. 52 p. (Research Dept Working Paper n.600)  
KEYWORDS: educational attainment; school attendance; educational equity; gender differences; Caribbean; Latin America.
0366 - Reddock, Rhoda (prep).  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; support groups; meetings; policy; T&T.  
Location: DURY.

0367 - D.A.R.E.  
KEYWORDS: teaching resources; drug abuse; alcohol abuse; education.  
Location: DARE.

0368 - Royal Bank of Trinidad and Tobago  
KEYWORDS: NGOs; support groups; directories.  
Location: DIRECTORIES.

KEYWORDS: biographies; dictionaries; T&T.  
Location: BRER.

KEYWORDS: higher education; supervisors.  
Location: DELA.

0371 - Denis, Ann B.  
KEYWORDS: women's work; labour force; women; globalization; female intensive occupations; Caribbean; Canada.  
Location: DENI.

0372 - Delphy, Christine.
KEYWORDS: status of women; women's studies; social stratification.
Location: DELP.

0373 - Diptee, Audra A.
KEYWORDS: interracial marriage; interracial relationships; Indian men; Afro-Caribbean women; Caribbean.
Location: DIPT.

0374 - di Leonardo, Micaela (ed).
KEYWORDS: anthropology; gender; feminism.
Location: DILE.

KEYWORDS: women's studies; women in development; developing countries; women's movement; DAWN.
Location: DAWN.

0376 - DAWN
KEYWORDS: feminist studies; women's studies; Africa.
Location: DAWN.

0377 - Davis, Angela Y.
KEYWORDS: racism; race relations; socioeconomic conditions; USA.
Location: DAVI.

0378 - Datar, Chhaya.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; factory workers; empowerment; women; India.
Location: DATA.
KEYWORDS: sex; psychology; personal relationships; adolescence; adults; children; old age; STDs; abortion; homosexuality.
Location: DAVI.

KEYWORDS: women's work; labour force; women; globalization; female intensive occupations; Caribbean.
Location: DENI.

KEYWORDS: dissertations; theses; writing.
Location: DAVI.

0382 - CIPAF Desgranando la vida: obreras agrícolas dominicanas. CIPAF. Santo Domingo, DR. n.d. 34 p. (Serie Mujer Rural)
KEYWORDS: women; agriculture; farm workers; low pay; Dominican Republic.
Location: CIPAF.

KEYWORDS: rural living; rural women; demographic measurements; Dominican Republic.
Location: DOTT.

0384 - Drayton, Donna Ingrid June. Gender and adult literacy with specific reference to the Adult Literacy Tutors Association (ALTA) of Trinidad and Tobago. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2003. 136 p. Thesis, MPhil degree in Gender & Development Studies, UWI, St Augustine.
KEYWORDS: adult literacy; gender; ALTA; T&T.
Location: DRAY.

0385 - Drayton, Kathleen.
White man's knowledge: sex, race and class in Caribbean English language text books. 
KEYWORDS: textbook bias; sexism; Caribbean.
Location: DRAY.

0386 - Drayton, Kathleen.
Gender and Caribbean education: the historical development of education policy.
KEYWORDS: educational policy; boys; girls; education; gender bias; Caribbean.
Location: DRAY.

0387 - Barrow, Christine (ed).
Caribbean portraits: essays on gender ideologies and identities. Ian Randle Publishers with 
KEYWORDS: gender identity; feminist writing; Caribbean; Reddock, Rhoda; Mohammed, Pat.
Location: BARR**.

0388 - Douglass, Gordon K.
Cultivating agricultural literacy: challenge for the liberal arts. W.K.Kellogg Foundation. Battle 
Creek, MI, USA. 1985. 162 p.
KEYWORDS: agriculture.
Location: DOUG.

0389 - Dowd, Nancy E.
KEYWORDS: fathers; fatherhood.
Location: DOWD.

0390 - Dowdy, Joanne.
GED stories: black women and their struggle for social equity. Peter Lang. New York,USA. 
KEYWORDS: Afro-American women; adult education; literacy; equity; gender equity; USA.
Location: DOWD.

The skin that we speak: thoughts on language and culture in the classroom. The New Press. 
KEYWORDS: language; education; multicultural education; literacy; empowerment.
Location: DELP.

0392 - Deere, Carmen Diana. Leon, Magdalena.
KEYWORDS: land tenure; property rights; property ownership; women; discrimination; gender bias; Latin America.
Location: DEER.

0393 - Dunn, Leith.
KEYWORDS: child labour; rapid assessment; Barbados.
Location: DUNN.

0394 - Dunn, Leith.
KEYWORDS: child labour; rapid assessment; Bahamas.
Location: DUNN.

0395 - Dimitra Project
KEYWORDS: directories; rural women; research institutes; NGOs; information centres; Europe.
Location: DIMITRA.

0396 - Mohammed, Patricia (prep). McFee, Deborah (prep).
KEYWORDS: gender equality; gender equity; policies; Dominica.
Location: DOMINICA.

0397 - Dwyer, Daisy Hilge.
KEYWORDS: income; women; Third World; policies.
Location: DWYE.
0398 - Drayton, Kathleen.
Gender issues in education: a review of the major gender issues in education and of relevant
Caribbean studies. OECS. Castries, St Lucia. 1995. 89 p.
KEYWORDS: gender aspects; education; Caribbean.
Location: DRAY.

0399 - Durbal, Sharda.
Gender and natural resource use in Kernahan and Cascadoux. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine,
KEYWORDS: gender aspects; Nariva Swamp; natural resources; T&T.
Location: DURB.

0400 - Duncan, Neville C. (prep).
The social dimensions of globalization in the Anglophone and Dutch speaking Caribbean:
towards appropriate responses and corrective activities. Executive summary. For the World
KEYWORDS: globalization; social conditions; Caribbean.
Location: DUNC.

0401 - Aguhob, Sylvia.
Dairy processing. UNIFEM with Intermediate Technology Development Group. New York,
USA. 1994. 72 p. (Food Cycle Technology Source Book n.9)
KEYWORDS: rural women; dairy processing; agribusiness.
Location: AGUH.

0402 - Dolly, David (ed). Wahab, Amar (ed).
An explorative enquiry with respect to gender among a select group of sheep farmers in
KEYWORDS: agriculture; extension; gender aspects.
Location: DOLL.

0403 - Dimitra Project
Rural women, dynamisation of networks and the fight against HIV/AIDS in rural areas. FAO
KEYWORDS: rural women; networks; HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; education; meetings.
Location: DIMITRA.

0404 - UNIFEM; Faculty of Law, UWI and Grenada Legal Aid & Counselling Clinic
Child support, poverty and gender equality. Trinidad country report: summary of findings.
IDRC. 2008. 18 p.
KEYWORDS: child support; gender equality; low income families; justice system; T&T.
KEYWORDS: literature review; HIV/AIDS; sexuality; gender; Caribbean.
Location: KEMP.

0406 - UNIFEM; Faculty of Law, UWI and Grenada Legal Aid & Counselling Clinic. The administration of family justice: child support, shared family responsibilities and gender equality. Barbados research report. Summary. UNICEF & IDRC. 2006. 7 p.
KEYWORDS: gender roles; gender equality; family roles; family justice; child support.
Location: UNIFEM.

KEYWORDS: violence against women; child abuse; domestic violence.
Location: BELIZE.

KEYWORDS: Divali; Hindu culture; festivals.
Location: ICCC.

KEYWORDS: gender; sexuality; HIV/AIDS; bibliographies; Caribbean.
Location: ELLI.

0410 - Ellis, Patricia. Adult education, training and employment "Beyond rhetoric - the focus on women". Women and Development Unit, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1981. 36 p. Paper presented to the International Council of Adult Education Seminar, Trinidad.
KEYWORDS: adult education; training; employment; women.
Location: ELLI.

0411 - ECLAC
KEYWORDS: social vulnerability index; small island developing states; data collection; statistics; meetings.

Location: ECLAC.

0412 - Bart-Alexander, Karen.
Women's political participation and gender parity in decision-making at all levels in the Caribbean. Preliminary version. ECLAC. 2007. 51 p.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; gender equity; decision making.

Location: ECLAC.

0413 - ECLAC
KEYWORDS: status of women; status reports; women; Beijing Platform; meetings; Caribbean.

Location: ECLAC.

0414 - ECLAC
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; surveillance systems; data collection; Caribbean.

Location: ECLAC.

0415 - Eckman, Karlyn.
Exploring farmers needs: report of a participatory rural assessment to improve agricultural extension support in Grenada. FAO Sub-Regional Office for the Caribbean. St George's, Grenada. 1998. 87 p.
KEYWORDS: agricultural workers; extension; rapid assessment; Grenada.

Location: ECKM.

0416 - Eitington, Julius E.
KEYWORDS: training; problem solving; organizational behaviour; trainers.

Location: EITI.

0417 - Elson, Diane.
KEYWORDS: MDG; development studies; economics; feminist perspective.
Location: ELSO.

0418 - Edmondson, Belinda.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; feminism; emigration; immigration; masculinity; colonialism.
Location: EDMO.

0419 - Estrich, Susan.
KEYWORDS: rape; legal system; USA.
Location: ESTR.

0420 - Evans, Hyacinth.
Gender differences in education in Jamaica. UNESCO. 1999. 58 p. (Education for All in the Caribbean Monograph Series n.12)
KEYWORDS: gender differences; education; Jamaica.
Location: EVAN.

0421 - Elwin, Rosamund (ed)
KEYWORDS: lesbians; lesbian experience; writing; Caribbean.
Location: ELWI.

0422 - Espinet, Ramabai.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean fiction.
Location: ESPI.

0423 - Emmett, B. et al.
KEYWORDS: public service; health; education; water; sanitation; developing countries.
Location: EMME.

0424 - Emmett, B. et al.
KEYWORDS: public service; health; education; water; sanitation; developing countries.
Location: EMME.

0425 - Baker, J.L.
KEYWORDS: poverty alleviation; human resources; demographic measurements; Caribbean.
Location: WORLDBANK.

0426 - Gold, Anne.
Management development for women in higher education. Developing management skills - a module in the ACU/CHESS series. n.d. 57 p.
KEYWORDS: women in academia; training; management.
Location: GOLD.

0427 - Commonwealth Secretariat; Association of Commonwealth Universities
KEYWORDS: women in academia; training materials; management.
Location: COMSEC.

University teaching and learning: an instructional resource guide for teaching face-to-face or at a distance. Distance Education Centre, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1996. vi, 126 p.
KEYWORDS: university education; training.
Location: UWI.

0429 - Ferree, Myra Marx (ed). Martin, Patricia Yancee (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; women's movement; women's organizations; feminist organizations.
Location: FERR.

0430 - Friedlander, Eva (ed).
KEYWORDS: Beijing 95; women's roles; women in development; meetings.
Location: FRIE.

0431 - Mohammed, P. (ed).
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women writers.
Location: FEMREV.

0432 - Figueroa, Mark.
KEYWORDS: educational attainment; men; male chauvinism; Jamaica.
Location: FIGU.

0433 - Food and Agriculture Organization
Improving extension work with rural women. Trainer's guide. FAO. Rome, Italy. 1996. 1 binder.
KEYWORDS: extension; training materials; rural women.
Location: FAO.

0434 - Food and Agriculture Organization
The role of women in the conservation of the genetic resources of maize - Guatemala. FAO & IPGRI. Rome, Italy. 2002. x, 54 p. (Gender and Genetic Resources Management)
KEYWORDS: women's roles; resource conservation; plant genetic resources; maize.
Location: FAO.

0435 - Food and Agriculture Organization
KEYWORDS: food industry; international trade.
Location: FAO.

0436 - Food and Agriculture Organization
KEYWORDS: food industry; food marketing; food processing.
Location: FAO.

0437 - Food and Agriculture Organization
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; agriculture; agriculture censuses; methodology.
Location: FAO.

0438 - Food and Agriculture Organization
KEYWORDS: rural women; women in agriculture; agriculture; food security; demographic measurements.
Location: FAO.

0439 - Food and Agriculture Organization
KEYWORDS: agricultural statistics; gender.
Location: FAO.

0440 - Food and Agriculture Organization
KEYWORDS: gender; gender roles; rural areas.
Location: FAO.

0441 - Integrated Biological Farming
KEYWORDS: organic fertilizer.
Location: IBF.

0442 - Forbes, Curdella.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; literary criticism; Samuel Selvon; George Lamming; gender identity; masculinity.
Location: FORB.

0443 - Fischer, G.V. (comp).
KEYWORDS: women's history; directories.
Location: FISC.

0444 - Folbre, Nancy.
KEYWORDS: economics; feminist studies; economic policy; family life; USA.
Location: FOLB.

0445 - Freeman, Carla.
KEYWORDS: female intensive occupations; data entry operators; Barbados.
Location: FREE.

0446 - Forbes, Martin, S. (prep).
KEYWORDS: refugees; women; legal aspects; economic factors.
Location: FORB.

KEYWORDS: globalization; gender differences; human rights; Jamaica.
Location: FONT.

0448 - Forde, Norma.
KEYWORDS: women; family environment; legal status; maintenance; divorce.
Location: FORD.

0449 - Keller, Evelyn F. Moglen, Helene.
KEYWORDS: women in academia; competitive behaviour; feminism.
Location: KELL.

0450 - Frost, Jennifer J. Oslak, Selena.
KEYWORDS: teenage pregnancy; surveys; USA.
Location: FROS.

0451 - Fortune-Rollock, Camille Leslie Ann.
In partial fulfillment of requirements for MSc Degree in Planning & Development.
KEYWORDS: land use; built environment; policies; Nariva Swamp; T&T.

Location: FORT.

0452 - International team of journalists
Forum '95: the independent daily of the NGO Forum on Women - Beijing '95. A compilation of 9 issues published each day throughout the NGO Forum on Women, Beijing '95. 1995. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: status of women; Beijing 95.
Location: FORU.

(Manuscript Report n.225e)
KEYWORDS: gender issues; agriculture; research.
Location: FELD.

0454 - Bastidas, Elena.
KEYWORDS: gender issues; women's roles; water resources; agriculture; Ecuador.
Location: BAST.

0455 - Barrow, Christine.
KEYWORDS: research; socialization; child rearing practices; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

0456 - Commonwealth Foundation & CIVICUS
KEYWORDS: citizenship; the state; governance.
Location: COMFOUN.

0457 - Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women
KEYWORDS: women in agriculture; farm workers; Canada.
    Location: CANA.

0458 - Turvey, Anne (ed).
KEYWORDS: teaching; training.
    Location: CHAN.

0459 - CGDS;CEEC
Gender, Science and Technology: policy and planning workshop. Workshop papers. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; gender issues; science; technologies; policies.
    Location: CGDS.

0460 - Brown-Chen, Cynthia J.
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; unemployment; education; Caribbean.
    Location: CARICOM.

0461 - CARICOM Secretariat
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; Caribbean.
    Location: CARICOM.

0462 - Anderson, Allison (ed).
Refugees in Canada: grant and contributions. Association of Canadian Studies. Montreal, Canada. 2004. 64 p. (Canadian Issues: Themes Canadiens)
KEYWORDS: refugees; Canada.
    Location: CANA.

Understanding children's rights: collected papers presented at the Sixth International Interdisciplinary Course on Children's Rights. Children's Rights Centre, Ghent University. Ghent, Belgium. 2003. x, 662, xxxvii p. (Ghent Papers on Children's Rights n.7)
KEYWORDS: children's rights; meetings.
    Location: VERH.

0464 - Illo, Jeanne Frances (ed).
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; policies; gender perspectives; case studies; Philippines.
Location: ILLO.

0465 - Henry-Lee, Aldrie.
KEYWORDS: prisoners; sociological aspects; psychological factors; women; social conditions.
Location: HENR.

0466 - Quintyne, Kelvin.
KEYWORDS: black masculinity; men; films; race, class and gender studies; homosexuality; femininity.
Location: QUIN.

0467 - Eade, Deborah (ed).
KEYWORDS: development science.
Location: DEVE.

0468 - TTTA
KEYWORDS: mass media.
Location: TTTA.

0469 - Amnesty International
KEYWORDS: violence against women; sexual violence; Jamaica.
Location: AMNE.

0470 - Bose, Christine E (ed).
Gender and Society. Sage Publications. Thousand Oaks, CA, USA. (vol.2 n.2; vol.16 n.5; vol.18 n.5)
KEYWORDS: women's studies; feminist studies.
Location: GEND.
0471 - Gayadeen, Holly.
KEYWORDS: artists; painters; sculptors; T&T.
Location: GAYA.

0472 - Dartmouth College
Gendering the diaspora: women, culture and historical change in the Caribbean and the Nigerian hinterland. Collected papers. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; historiography; women; Caribbean; Nigeria.
Location: GEND.

0473 - Gayle, Herbert (comp).
KEYWORDS: family relationships; reproductive rights; Caribbean men; bibliographies.
Location: GAYL.

0474 - IDRC
Gender in science and technology for sustainable and equitable development: a working guide to issues, networks and initiatives. IDRC & WWVA. Ottawa, Canada. n.d. 2 vol.
KEYWORDS: women; women's networks; women's rights; CEDAW; international conventions.
Location: IDRC.

0475 - CGDS
Gender and island sustainability, livelihood and equity. Workshop papers. 1 vol. Island Sustainability Livelihood & Equity Program.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; sustainable development; gender equity; meetings.
Location: ISLE.

0476 - CGDS
Gender and island sustainability, livelihood and equity. Workshop report. 40 p. Island Sustainability Livelihood & Equity Program.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; sustainable development; gender equity; meetings; reports.
Location: ISLE.

0477 - CAREC, CGDS & National AIDS Programme
Gender and Counselling in Sexual and Reproductive Health. Workshop readings. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; counselling; training; meetings.
0478 - CGDS
Gender in Public Policy and Planning: Self and Society. Training workshop. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; policy making; planning; training; meetings.
Location: CGDS.

0479 - ILO Bureau for Gender Equality
KEYWORDS: gender issues; working conditions; gender perspectives.
Location: ILO.

0480 - Golden, Marita.
KEYWORDS: fiction; writing; women.
Location: GOLD.

0481 - Gioseffi, Daniela (ed).
KEYWORDS: prejudice; discrimination; genocide; racial discrimination.
Location: GIOS.

KEYWORDS: directories; women's organizations; nongovernmental women's organizations.
Location: GFW.

0483 - Geggus, David.
KEYWORDS: libraries; USA.
Location: GEGG.

0484 - Oxfam (ed)
Gender, education, and training. Oxfam. Oxford, UK. 1998. 80 p. (Gender & Development vol.6 n.2)
KEYWORDS: gender studies; education; girls.
Location: GEND.

0485 - Oxfam (ed)
KEYWORDS: gender studies; empowerment; money.
Location: GEND.

0486 - George, June. Glasgow, Joyce.
The boundaries between Caribbean beliefs and practices and conventional science: implications for science education in the Caribbean. UNESCO. 1999. 40 p. (Education for All in the Caribbean Monograph Series n.10)
KEYWORDS: folk culture; old wives' tales; Jamaica.
Location: GEOR.

0487 - Ghosh, Jayati.
Assessing poverty alleviation strategies for their impact on poor women: a study with special reference to India. UNRISD; SIDA; UNDP. 1998. vi, 48 p. (UNRISD Discussion Paper n.97)
KEYWORDS: poverty alleviation; women living in poverty; India.
Location: GHOS.

0488 - CGDS and CARICOM
Gender Awareness Training Programme for Teacher Educators and Teacher Trainees in the Caribbean Region. Workshop report. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: meetings; training; gender perspectives.
Location: GEND.

0489 - UNESCO and CGDS
KEYWORDS: project reports.
Location: UNESCO.

0490 - George, June.
KEYWORDS: folk culture; old wives' tales; science education; T&T.
Location: GEOR.

0491 - Gioseffi, Daniela (ed).
Women on war: an international anthology of women's writings from antiquity to the present. 2 ed. Feminist Press at City University,. New York, USA. 2003. xl, 375 p.
KEYWORDS: writing; female authored texts; war; peace.
Location: GIOS.
0492 - Gilmore, David. 
KEYWORDS: masculinity; psychological factors; men; machismo; cross-cultural studies. 
Location: GILM.

KEYWORDS: essays; nationalism; historical perspective; Caribbean. 
Location: GLIS.

0494 - Gough, Kathleen. 
KEYWORDS: families; family structure. 
Location: GOUG.

0495 - Godelier, Maurice. 
The origins of male domination. 1981. (from: New Left Review n.127) 
KEYWORDS: males; dominance; control; social behaviour; gender differences. 
Location: GODE.

0496 - Global Assembly of Women and the Environment 
KEYWORDS: environmental protection; women; UNCED; meetings. 
Location: GLOB.

0497 - Green, Cecilia. 
KEYWORDS: offshore industries; working conditions; wage earning women; Caribbean. 
Location: GREE.

0498 - Girl Guides Association of Trinidad & Tobago 
KEYWORDS: girl guides; T&T. 
Location: GIRL.

0499 - Global Environment Facility
KEYWORDS: environmental protection; GEF; international cooperation; annual reports.
Location: GEF.

0500 - Global Environment Facility
GEF operational programs. GEF. Washington, DC, USA. 1997. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: environmental protection; GEF; international cooperation; projects.
Location: GEF.

KEYWORDS: women's studies; USA.
Location: GUYS.

0502 - Kamel, Rachael (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminist writing; women; education; Latin America.
Location: ISIS.

0503 - Smith, Bamijoko S. (ed).
KEYWORDS: Michael Manley; HIV/AIDS; globalization; structural adjustment; black men.
Location: GLOB.

0504 - Global Development Studies
KEYWORDS: Cuba; women; economic status; politics.
Location: GLOB.

0505 - Matthei, Linda M. Smith, David A.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; globalization; migration; social conditions; Belize.
Location: MATT.

0506 - Lewis, Linden.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; gender relations; gender roles; Caribbean.
    Location: LEWI.

0507 - Rohlehr, Gordon.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; calypso; gender bias; gender roles; socialization; T&T.
    Location: ROHL.

0508 - Nurse, Keith.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; gender studies; sexism.
    Location: NURS.

KEYWORDS: poetry; women's movement; feminism; Muslim women; Somalia.
    Location: HASS.

0510 - Dietrich, Gabriele.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; religion; sexuality; India.
    Location: DIET.

0511 - Hartman, Betsy.
A womb of one's own. From: 'The real population problem' pp 36-54.
KEYWORDS: women's rights; reproductive rights; reproductive freedom.
    Location: HART.

0512 - Espinet, Ramabai.
KEYWORDS: female authored texts; writings; Caribbean.
    Location: ESPI.

0513 - Bailey, Wilma.
Conflict and accommodation: female gendered existence in the inner city of Kingston.
KEYWORDS: gender roles; girls; women; power structure; inner city; Jamaica.
Location: BAIL.

0514 - Parry, Odette.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; boys; educational attainment; Caribbean.
Location: PARR.

0515 - Babb, Cecilia.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; project planning; natural resource management.
Location: BABB.

0516 - Downes, Aviston D.
KEYWORDS: gender; education; elites; masculinity; Caribbean.
Location: DOWN.

KEYWORDS: sexual harassment; male chauvinism.
Location: GRUB.

0518 - Greer, Germaine.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; feminism; womanism.
Location: GREE.

KEYWORDS: reproductive health; reproductive rights; Caribbean; Latin America.
Location: GLAS.

0520 - Alan Guttmacher Institute
In their own right: addressing the sexual and reproductive health needs of American men.
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; men; sexual behaviour; STDs.
Location: GUTT.

0521 - Alan Guttmacher Institute
Sharing responsibility: women, society and abortion worldwide. The Institute. New York &
KEYWORDS: abortion; induced abortion; unwanted pregnancy.
Location: GUTT.

0522 - Global Fund for Women
KEYWORDS: women's movement; women's rights; annual reports.
Location: GFW.

0523 - Global Fund for Women
KEYWORDS: women's movement; women's rights; annual reports.
Location: GFW.

0524 - Goonesekere, Savitri.
(Women in Development Series n.1)
KEYWORDS: economic status; status of women; legal aspects; Sri Lanka.
Location: GOON.

Women, family and family violence in the Caribbean: the historical and contemporary
experience with special reference to Trinidad and Tobago. UWI, Women & Development
Prepared for the CARICOM Secretariat for International Year of the Family 1994.
KEYWORDS: households; slavery; family structure; domestic violence; women's movement;
legal aspects; migration; education; Caribbean.
Location: GOPA^.

0526 - Guivant, Julia S.
KEYWORDS: rural women; agriculture; land use; Brazil.
Location: GUIV.

Men, masculinities and development: broadening our work towards gender equality. UNDP. New York, USA. 2000. iv, 22 p. (Gender in Development Monograph Series n.10)
KEYWORDS: masculinity; patriarchy; men's studies; gender relations.
Location: GREI.

0528 - Gregory, Sheila T.
KEYWORDS: women in academia; women's studies.
Location: GREG.

0529 - Eshete, Almaz.
KEYWORDS: population; women in development; gender aspects.

KEYWORDS: project planning.
Location: MARS.

KEYWORDS: family structure; family life; grandparents; Caribbean; UK.
Location: GOUL.

0532 - Greene, Edward J. (ed).
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; race; future studies; Caribbean.
Location: GREE.

0533 - Guyana. Women Affairs Bureau
KEYWORDS: status of women; women's rights; violence against women; Amerindian women; migration; Guyana.
Location: GUYA.

0534 - Hardjoeno et al.
Governance. Workshop on Core-Course of Island Sustainability, Livelihood and Equity. Position papers. 1vol.
KEYWORDS: governance; meetings.
Location: GOVE.

0535 - ECLAC
KEYWORDS: status of women; Caribbean; meetings.
Location: ECLAC.

0536 - ECLAC-CDCC
KEYWORDS: poverty alleviation; demographic measurements; female headed households; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

KEYWORDS: export processing zones; female intensive occupations; poverty alleviation.
Location: ECLAC.

0538 - St Cyr, Joaquin (prep).
Women as the recipients of services from resources allocated in the national budget of St Lucia. ECLAC. 1985. 110 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; St Lucia.
Location: ECLAC.

0539 - St Cyr, Joaquin (prep). McIntosh, Erica (prep).
Women as recipients of services from resources allocated in the national budget of St Vincent and the Grenadines. ECLAC. 1985. 90 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; St Vincent.
Location: ECLAC.

0540 - ECLAC
Women as recipients of services in the national budget of Saint Christopher and Nevis. ECLAC-CDCC. 1988. 80 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; St Kitts-Nevis.
Location: ECLAC.

0541 - Davies, Rose (prep).
Women as the recipients of services from resources allocated in the national budget of Jamaica. ECLAC. 1986. 91 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; Jamaica.
Location: ECLAC.

0542 - Lagro, Monique. Plotkin, Donna.
The suitcase traders in the Free Zone of Curacao. ECLAC-CDCC. 1990. 80 p.
KEYWORDS: free trade zones; traders; Curacao.
Location: ECLAC.

0543 - UNIFEM
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; development; environmental protection.
Location: UNIFEM.

0544 - Henry, Ralph M. Melville, Juliet.
KEYWORDS: poverty; T&T.
Location: HENR.

0545 - Hoskins, Marilyn W.
KEYWORDS: women; forestry; community development.
Location: HOSK.

KEYWORDS: body image; symbolism; sexuality; sociology; postmodernism.
Location: HALB.

0547 - Harris, Sonja.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; Jamaica; Montserrat; St Kitts; St Vincent; St Lucia.
Location: HARR.

0548 - Harris, Sonja.
Integrating gender planning into national development plans. Discussion paper. 11 p. ECLAC Expert Group Meeting Port of Spain, 16-17 July 1997.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; national development; Caribbean.
Location: HARR.

0549 - HATT
KEYWORDS: household workers; status; working conditions; T&T.
Location: HATT.

0550 - Hope, Margaret.
KEYWORDS: women; Caribbean culture; Carifesta; Caribbean; meetings.
Location: HOPE.

0551 - Huggins, Melise D.
KEYWORDS: poetry; prose; women writers.
Location: HUGG.

0552 - Hosein, Everold N. Ali, S. Essed, H.
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; sexual behaviour; Caribbean; T&T.
Location: HOSE.

0553 - Hosein, Everold N.
Sexual exuberance: an exploratory study of men and sexual health in Dominica.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; men; Dominica.
    Location: HOSE.

0554 - Hindu Women's Organization of Trinidad and Tobago
KEYWORDS: Hindu women; Trinidad and Tobago; dharma.
    Location: HWO.

0555 - Harewood, Alana.
KEYWORDS: verbal communication; gender differences.
    Location: HARE.

0556 - Hutchinson Miller, C.
KEYWORDS: migrant workers; Jamaican women; histories; Costa Rica.
    Location: HUTC.

0557 - Hussen, Shirley Ann.
In search of equity: a proposal for public service reform to include peoples' participation in Trinidad and Tobago.  1995.  ix, 102 p.  A Thesis presented to Antioch University for the Master of Arts Degree in Development Studies.
KEYWORDS: equity; public service; participatory management; T&T.
    Location: HUSS.

0558 - Harder, Lois.
KEYWORDS: women's rights; history; policies; socioeconomic conditions; Alberta; Canada.
    Location: HARD.

0559 - Haste, Helen.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; culture; gender roles; social construction of gender.
    Location: HAST.

0560 - Hope, Kempe R.

KEYWORDS: economic status; Caribbean.

Location: HOPE.


KEYWORDS: feminism; education; gender differences; interdisciplinary studies; pedagogy.

Location: HOLL.


KEYWORDS: biographies; nurses; Caribbean women.

Location: HEZE.


KEYWORDS: feminist perspective; sustainable development.

Location: HARC.


KEYWORDS: gays; gay culture; Afro-American men; New York; USA.

Location: HAWK.


KEYWORDS: gender analysis; agriculture; research; meetings.

Location: VANH.
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KEYWORDS: women; homes; networking; HABITAT.
Location: FELD.

0567 - Hamilton, Marlene.
KEYWORDS: feminism; higher education; education; gender bias; academia.
Location: HAMI.

0568 - Horne, Louise.
KEYWORDS: history; socioeconomic conditions; T&T.
Location: HORN.

KEYWORDS: directories; women's studies; research; Caribbean.
Location: GREE.

0570 - Handa, Sudhanshu.
KEYWORDS: educational attainment; mothers; education; Jamaica.
Location: HAND.

0571 - Hahner, June E.
Women through women's eyes: Latin American women in nineteenth-century travel accounts.
KEYWORDS: women's history; socioeconomic conditions; Latin America; Brazil; Mexico; Peru.
Location: HAHN.

0572 - Holmberg, Carl B.
KEYWORDS: popular culture; media; sex; sexual identity; history; erotica; sexuality; pornography.
Location: HOLM.
0573 - Humm, Maggie.
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminist perspective; dictionaries.
Location: HUMM.

0574 - Humm, Maggie (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminisms; feminist writing; lesbianism.
Location: HUMM.

0575 - Hosein, Roger. Tewarie, Bhoendradath.
Industrialization by invitation, oil booms and structural adjustment: an investigation of the Trinidad and Tobago experience. Faculty of Social Sciences, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2002. 37 p.
KEYWORDS: industrialization; structural adjustment; T&T.
Location: HOSE.

KEYWORDS: history; Asian American; Pacific Islander; women; ethnic relations; social conditions.
Location: HUNE.

KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence against women; manuals; training materials.
Location: HWO.

0578 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela.
KEYWORDS: femininity; women; cultural identity; Indo-Trinidadian; Hindu; T&T.
Location: HOSE.

0579 - UWI HARP
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; testing; counselling; disease transmission; legal aspects; STDs; adolescents; manuals.
  Location: UWIHARP.

0580 - Greaves, Verna St Rose.
Protecting the children of Trinidad and Tobago: time to take action. 2007. 15 p. Twenty-Second Anniversary Lecture of Women Working for Social Progress.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; violence against children; children's rights; T&T.
  Location: GREA.

0581 - Alan Guttmacher Institute
KEYWORDS: adolescents; contraception; girls; early childbearing; reproductive health; female genital mutilation.
  Location: GUTT.

0582 - HAITI
KEYWORDS: women's status; women's health; poverty; women; Haiti.
  Location: HAITI.

0583 - Bobadilla, Jose Luis.
Searching for essential health services in low and middle income countries: a review of recent studies on health priorities. IADB. Washington, DC, USA. 1998. 53 p. (Policy Background Study)
KEYWORDS: medical services; health care services; developing countries.
  Location: BOBA.

0584 - Slack, Katherine. Savedoff, William D.
Public purchaser-private provider contracting for health services: examples from Latin America and the Caribbean. IADB. Washington, DC, USA. 2001. 29 p. (Sustainable Development Technical Paper Series)
KEYWORDS: public health; medical care; private sector; Caribbean.
  Location: SLAC.

0585 - Myers, Robert G.
Programs in early childhood care and development in Latin America and the Caribbean. IADB. Washington, DC, USA. 1998. 60 p.
KEYWORDS: childcare; child development; Caribbean.
   Location: MYER.

0586 - Rowley, Michelle.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; environmental protection; Caribbean.
   Location: ROWL.

0587 - ILO Programme on Women in Development
KEYWORDS: gender; poverty; employment; poverty alleviation; financial arrangements; credit.
   Location: ILO.

0588 - ILO
KEYWORDS: export processing zones; EPZ; labour legislation; Caribbean.
   Location: ILO.

0589 - ILO
KEYWORDS: structural adjustment; banana industry; Windward I.
   Location: ILO.

0590 - ISS
KEYWORDS: feminist writing.
   Location: ISS.

0591 - Borland, R. et al.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; migrants; sex tourism; prostitutes; Caribbean.
   Location: IOM.
KEYWORDS: CEDAW; status of women.
Location: CONN.

KEYWORDS: economic factors; occupational health and safety; Caribbean.
Location: GIUF.

KEYWORDS: women; disasters; gender perspectives.
Location: BUVI.

KEYWORDS: culture; Indo-Trinidadian.
Location: ICCC.

KEYWORDS: science reporting; scientific research.
Location: IDRC.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; equity; status of women; poverty alleviation.
Location: IADB.

0598 - Dunn, Leith.
KEYWORDS: child labour; child prostitution; prostitution; children; sexual exploitation; Jamaica.
Location: DUNN.

0599 - Schalkwijk, Martin. van den Berg, Wim.
KEYWORDS: child labour; children; mining; agriculture; Suriname.
Location: SCHA.

0600 - Hill, Jonathan
KEYWORDS: marginality.
Location: IDEN.

0601 - UWI Dept of Sociology, Psychology and Social Work (ed)
Gender, race, class, social policy and social administration in the Caribbean. Arawak Publications. Kingston, Jamaica. 2005. 91 p. (Special of IDEAZ vol.4 n.1-2)
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; social policy; educational attainment; common law marriage; Caribbean.
Location: IDEA.

0602 - Rojas, Eduardo.
KEYWORDS: urban planning; urban development; urban environment; IADB; Latin America.
Location: ROJA.

0603 - Inglis, Julian T (ed).
KEYWORDS: traditional ecological knowledge; environment management; lore; Canada.
Location: INGL.

0604 - IADB Project Analysis Dept
IADB Women in Development Seminar. Women in development - Caribbean perspectives. 33 p. 3 annexes. (Seminar Series)
KEYWORDS: women's status; women; Caribbean.
Location: IADB.

0605 - Hart, Keith (ed).
KEYWORDS: women; sexual division of labour; education; labour force participation; informal sector; gender perspectives; employment; Caribbean.
Location: HART.

0606 - ILO Bureau for Gender Equality
KEYWORDS: gender analysis; demographic measurements; gender mainstreaming.
Location: ILO.

0607 - IICA
KEYWORDS: wives; meetings; CNRWP.
Location: IICA.

0608 - Interagency Gender Working Group
KEYWORDS: gender studies; men's roles; men; Stepping Stones; gender inequity.
Location: IGWG.

0609 - IGWH Men and Reproductive Health Task Force
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; men's roles; training aids.
Location: IGWG.

0610 - International HIV/AIDS Alliance
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; case studies; men's roles; reproductive health.
Location: IHAA.
KEYWORDS: water; gender perspectives; men; women; gender mainstreaming; national development; water resources.
Location: GWA.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; water resources; advocacy; training aids.
Location: GWA.

0613 - Kerr, Joanna.
KEYWORDS: women's organizations; women's rights; funding; women's movement.
Location: KERR.

0614 - CGDS
Gender Mainstreaming in Integrated Water Resources Management in the Caribbean. Workshop manual. 1 binder with DVD.
KEYWORDS: integrated management; water resources; gender mainstreaming; manuals.
Location: CGDS.

0615 - CAP-NET; Global Water Partnership
KEYWORDS: water resources; resource management; manuals; training materials.
Location: CAPNET.

0616 - Jouravlev, Andrei.
Drinking water supply and sanitation services on the threshold of the XXI century. UN-CEPAL. Santiago, Chile. 2004. 64 p. (Serie Recursos Naturales e Infraestructura 74)
KEYWORDS: drinking water; sanitation; water resources; MDG.
Location: JOUR.

0617 - Persaud, Dianne Awong.

KEYWORDS: fathers; adolescents; fathering; teenage boys; Afro-Caribbean.

Location: PERS.

0618 - Crichlow, Marilyn (prep).
KEYWORDS: water policy; Nevis.
Location: NEVIS.

0619 - Government of St Lucia
KEYWORDS: water policy; St Lucia.
Location: STLU.

0620 - Government of Grenada
KEYWORDS: water policy; Grenada.
Location: GREN.

0621 - Williams, Gwendoline. Bishop, Joan.
Workshop reports [Gender in Public Policy; Gender and Agriculture policy; Caribbean Masculinities]. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1995-1997. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: workshops; reports.
Location: CGDS.

KEYWORDS: men; fathers; men's roles; masculinity; violence.
Location: BANN.

0623 - Pearson, Ruth.
KEYWORDS: gender analysis; gender division of labour; reproductive work; men's roles.
Location: PEAR.

0624 - Institute of Development Studies
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; status of women; caste; gender bias; India.
   Location: IDS.

0625 - International Labour Organization
KEYWORDS: labour force statistics; employment; Caribbean.
   Location: ILO.

0626 - International Labour Organization
KEYWORDS: child labour; homeless children; meetings; Caribbean.
   Location: ILO.

0627 - Insanally, Riyad (ed).
KEYWORDS: development; equity; meetings.
   Location: INSA.

0628 - International Monetary Fund
KEYWORDS: monetary policy; social issues.
   Location: IMF.

KEYWORDS: fundamentalism; religious beliefs; Islam; Muslim women.
   Location: IMAM.

0630 - Institute of Social and Economic Research
KEYWORDS: family structure; women's roles; Caribbean; meetings; summaries.
Location: ISER.

0631 - World Commission on the Social Dimension of Globalization
KEYWORDS: globalization; socioeconomic aspects; national development; meetings; Latin America; Caribbean.

Location: ILO.

0632 - International Labour Office
Modular package on Gender, poverty and employment: reader's kit.  ILO.  Geneva, Switzerland.  2000.  10 booklets in case.
KEYWORDS: gender; poverty alleviation; employment; behaviour change; financial resources; credit; social issues; human capital.

Location: ILO.

0633 - International Sociological Association
(KEYWORD: sociology; sample copy)

Location: ISA.

0634 - Israel Ministry of Education
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; learning; women; sample copy.

Location: ISRA.

0635 - INSTRAW
KEYWORDS: women's studies.

Location: INSTRAW.

0636 - CERES
KEYWORDS: livelihoods; governance; globalization; migrants; meetings.

Location: CERES.

0637 - ISLE
KEYWORDS: gender studies; research methods; Nariva Swamp.
Location: ISLE.

0638 - ISLE
Comparative Perspectives on Gender: a course. Island Sustainability, Livelihood and Equity Program: Activity report and documentation. 130 p.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; training materials; meetings.
Location: ISLE.

0639 - Institute of Social and Economic Research
Women and education. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1982. xv, 77 p. (Women in the Caribbean vol.5)
KEYWORDS: women; education; educational attainment; Caribbean; T&T; Jamaica.
Location: ISER.

0640 - Ipas
Deciding women's lives are worth saving: expanding the role of midlevel providers in safe abortion care. Ipas and IHCAR. Chapel Hill, NC, USA. 2002. 51 p. (Issues in Abortion Care 7)
KEYWORDS: abortion; health care providers; abortion laws; policies.
Location: IPAS.

KEYWORDS: computer equity; gender perspectives; ICT; Asia-Pacific.
Location: ITU.

0642 - Institute of Social and Economic Research
Family and the quality of gender relations in the Caribbean. ISER, UWI. Mona, Jamaica. 1996. xii, 123 p. (Prepared for the Ford Foundation)
KEYWORDS: family structure; gender relations; Jamaica; Barbados; Dominica.
Location: ISER.

KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; work; labour.
Location: JACK.
0644 - Joekes, Susan.  
Trade-related employment for women in industry and services in developing countries. 
KEYWORDS: women; workers; service occupations; industries; gender perspectives; developing countries.  
Location: JOEK.

0645 - Jamaica National Preparatory Commission  
KEYWORDS: status of women; Jamaica.  
Location: JAMA.

0646 - Jain, Devaki.  
Panchayat raj: women changing governance. UNDP. New York, USA. 1996. 23 p. (Gender in Development Monographs Series n.5)  
KEYWORDS: women; governance; India.  
Location: JAIN.

0647 - Jain, Devaki.  
Nuancing globalisation or mainstreaming the downstream or reforming reform. CGDS, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 2000. 26 p. (Working Paper n.3)  
KEYWORDS: feminism; globalization; gender; development; women's movement.  
Location: JAIN.

0648 - Tyson, Jennifer.  
KEYWORDS: Claudia Jones; women; Afro-Caribbean.  
Location: TYSO.

0649 - Faculty of Social Sciences (ed)  
KEYWORDS: women; gender perspectives; status of women; Suriname; sample copy.  
Location: JOUR.

0650 - International Women's Tribune Centre  
KEYWORDS: women's rights; international conventions.
0651 - Jones, Ken.  
KEYWORDS: training materials.  
Location: JONE.

0652 - Jayasinghe, Daphne.  
KEYWORDS: manufacturing industry; female intensive occupations; workers; technology development; policies; T&T; Barbados; St Lucia.  
Location: JAYA.

0653 - John, Deborah.  
KEYWORDS: writings; history; George John.  
Location: JOHN.

0654 - JGS  
Journal of Gender Studies: an international forum for the debate on gender in all fields of study. vol.4 n.3 and vol.7 n.2.  Carfax Publishing.  Abingdon, Oxon, UK.  
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; sample copy.  
Location: JOUR.

0655 - Jaggar, Alison M.  Rothenberg, Paula S.  
KEYWORDS: feminism; sexism; gender relations; women's rights.  
Location: JAGG.

0656 - James, Cynthia.  
KEYWORDS: novels; Caribbean.  
Location: JAME.

0657 - James-Sebro, Meryl.  
KEYWORDS: Christianity; women’s roles.
Location: JAME.

0658 - Jahan, Rounaq.
xiv, 144 p.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; political action; status of women; Bangladesh.
Location: JAHA.

0659 - Johnson, J.H.
Urbanisation.  2 ed.  Nelson.  Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, UK.  1990.  64 p. (Aspects of
Geography)
KEYWORDS: urbanization.
Location: JOHN.

0660 - Jones, Janet.
Women: her own worst enemy.  7 ed.  1987.  60 p.
KEYWORDS: feminist writing; T&T.
Location: JONE.

0661 - Jules, Vena.
Students' affective reactions to their early secondary schooling experiences in Trinidad and
(Education For All in the Caribbean: Assessment 2000 Monograph Series n.4)
KEYWORDS: secondary schools; students; student motivation; T&T.
Location: JULE.

0662 - Jules, Vena.
Survivors of the experience: the first three years of secondary schooling in Trinidad and
(Education For All in the Caribbean: Assessment 2000 Monograph Series n.6)
KEYWORDS: secondary schools; educational attainment; T&T.
Location: JULE.

0663 - Hosein, R.  Tewarie, B.
Dutch disease and deja vu: policy advice for the Trinidad and Tobago economy in the wake of
a second oil boom AND Dollar for Dollar and tertiary level education in Trinidad and Tobago.
Faculty of Social Sciences, UWI.  St Augustine, T&T.  200?.  78 p. (Two papers in one
booklet).
KEYWORDS: policies; oil industry; tertiary education; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: HOSE.
0664 - Dolly, Jennifer Holder. Sogren, Michele. The impact of domestic violence on children in Trinidad and Tobago. Faculty of Social Sciences, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 200?. 29 p. (Two papers in one booklet).
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; children; victims; T&T.
Location: DOLL.

KEYWORDS: crimes against women; counselling.
Location: RAPE.

0666 - DAWN Confronting the crisis in Latin America: women organizing for change. ISIS International. Santiago, Chile. 1988. 112 p. (Book Series 1988/2)
KEYWORDS: political oppression; women's organizations; Latin America.
Location: DAWN.

KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; gender mainstreaming; gender analysis.
Location: COMSEC.

KEYWORDS: small business; assistance agencies; directories; T&T.
Location: ILO.

KEYWORDS: household workers; working conditions; Caribbean.
Location: ILO.

KEYWORDS: women owned business; business women; entrepreneurs.
Location: IWTC.

Location: WOME.

Location: FRIE.

0674 - Razavi, Shahra. Miller, Carol. Gender mainstreaming: a study of efforts by the UNDP, the World Bank and the ILO to institutionalize gender issues. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 1995. xi, 86 p. (Occasional Paper n.4) KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; World Bank; UNDP; ILO.
Location: RAZA.

Location: GOET.

Location: BANG.

0677 - Kirson, Frances L.
KEYWORDS: women; development; feminist theory.
Location: KIRS.

0678 - Yinger, Nancy (prep). de Sherbinin, Alex (prep).
KEYWORDS: teenage pregnancy; sexual behaviour; adolescents; Latin America; Caribbean.
Location: PRB.

0679 - Jolly, Susie.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; culture; reforms; case studies.
Location: JOLL.

0680 - Janssen, Trix.
'It's the way the system set'. An analysis of youth livelihoods in the Beetham neighbourhood, East Port of Spain, Trinidad. University of Amsterdam. Amsterdam, Netherlands. 2004. xvi, 208 p. MA Thesis in Human Geography of Developing Countries, University of Amsterdam.
KEYWORDS: youth employment; teenagers; Beetham; T&T.
Location: JANS.

0681 - James, Estelle. Edwards, Alejandra Cox. Wong, Rebecca.
KEYWORDS: pension benefits; reforms; Chile; Argentina; Mexico.
Location: JAME.

0682 - Daeren, Lieve.
The gender perspective in economic and labour policies: state of the art in Latin America and the Caribbean. Women and Development Unit, ECLAC. Santiago, Chile. 2001. 82 p. (Serie Mujer y Desarrollo 29) ECLAC-GTZ project "Institutionalization of Gender Policies within ECLAC and Sectoral Ministries".
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; labour policy; economic policy; Caribbean; Latin America.
Location: DAER.

Boys' under achievement in education: an exploration in selected Commonwealth countries.
KEYWORDS: educational attainment; masculinity; gender perspectives; Australia; Jamaica; Lesotho; Samoa.
Location: JHA.

0684 - Jagdeo, Tirbani P.
KEYWORDS: adolescents; sexual behaviour; contraception; T&T.
Location: JAGD.

0685 - Jones, Tricia-Anne.
Political daughters of Trinidad: women in political representation from the Legislative Council to Parliamentary office, 1831-1962. Faculty of Arts & General Studies, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1996. 84 p. Caribbean Studies Paper.
KEYWORDS: political history; women in politics; T&T; history.
Location: JONE.

0686 - Karam, Azza et al.
KEYWORDS: women in politics.
Location: KARA.

0687 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; race; sex tourism; family structure; prostitution; Caribbean.
Location: KEMP.

0688 - Kaplowitz, Michael.
KEYWORDS: wetlands; land use; Mexico.
Location: KAPL.

0689 - Kanhai, Rosanne.
KEYWORDS: feminism; Indo-Caribbean; women; writing.
Location: KANH.

0690 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: adolescents; sexual behaviour; Jamaica.
Location: KEMP.

0691 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; prostitution; historical perspective; gender roles; Caribbean.
Location: KEMP.

0692 - Klugman, Jeni (ed).
KEYWORDS: poverty alleviation; manuals.
Location: KLUG.

0693 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; prostitution; migration; HIV/AIDS; Caribbean.
Location: KEMP.

0694 - Kempadoo, Kamala (ed). Doezema, Jo (ed).
KEYWORDS: prostitution; prostitutes; migration; HIV/AIDS.
Location: KEMP.

0695 - Kimmel, Michael S (ed).
KEYWORDS: men's movement; men; feminism.
Location: KIMM.

0696 - Knight, Angela E.
KEYWORDS: women; construction industry; Barbados.
Location: KNIG.

KEYWORDS: abortion; abortion rights; family planning.
Location: KLUG.

KEYWORDS: women in politics; historical perspective.
Location: KELB.

KEYWORDS: ethnography; Caribs; Belize.
Location: KERN.

KEYWORDS: women's organizations; Kenya.
Location: KNEE.

KEYWORDS: sex roles; sexual behaviour; India.
Location: KAKA.

KEYWORDS: sex tourism; sex work; prostitution; sex industry; children; globalization; Caribbean.
Location: KEMP.
0703 - Kirk, Gwyn. Okazawa-Rey, Margo.
KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; feminism; women's studies.
Location: KIRK.

0704 - Kesselman, Amy. McNair, Lily D. Schniedewind, Nancy.
KEYWORDS: feminism; women; social conditions; women's studies.
Location: KESS.

0705 - Kandiyoti, Deniz.
KEYWORDS: land reform; gender perspectives; Uzbekistan.
Location: KAND.

0706 - Killingbeck, Julie.
KEYWORDS: mental disorders; psychiatry; gender perspectives.
Location: KILL.

0707 - Kromhout, Mayke.
A shared load is half the load: women and livelihood strategies in Paramaribo, Suriname. Seminar paper. CGDS, UWI, St Augustine. 2000. 15 p.
KEYWORDS: women's roles; livelihoods; Suriname.
Location: KROM.

KEYWORDS: sex work; sex tourism; prostitution; Caribbean.
Location: KEMP.

0709 - Jolly, Susie.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; culture; reforms.
Location: JOLL.
0710 - Knight, Annette. 
KEYWORDS: women's studies; feminism; third world; bibliographies. 
Location: KNIG.

0711 - Kempner, Martha E. 
Toward a sexually healthy America: abstinence-only-until-marriage programs that try to keep our youth "scared chaste". Sexuality Information and Education Council of the US. New York, USA. 2001. 70 p. 
KEYWORDS: sex education; abstinence; USA. 
Location: KEMP.

KEYWORDS: feminism; feminist theory; women; social conditions; historical perspective. 
Location: KOLM.

0713 - Kasule, Susan Nabatanzi. 
KEYWORDS: criminal justice; criminals; women; Uganda. 
Location: KOLM.

0714 - Kwarisiima, Jennifer Kukunda. 
KEYWORDS: male intensive occupations; women; Uganda. 
Location: KASU.

0715 - Kabeer, Naila. 
Gender, demographic transition and the economics of family size: population policy for a human-centred development. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 1996. vii, 71 p. (Occasional Paper n.7) 
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; family size; population policy. 
Location: KABE.

0716 - Kabeer, Naila. Tran Thi Van Anh.
Leaving the rice fields but not the countryside: gender, livelihood diversification and pro-poor growth in rural Viet Nam. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 2000. vi, 52 p. (Occasional Paper n.13)
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; livelihoods; poverty alleviation; rural living; Vietnam.
Location: KABE.

Gender and the expansion of non-traditional agricultural exports in Uganda. UNRISD.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; agriculture; economic policy; Uganda.
Location: KASE.

0718 - Kibria, Nazli.
Becoming a garments worker: the mobilization of women into the garments factories of Bangladesh. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 1998. 23 p. (Occasional Paper n.9)
KEYWORDS: garment industry; clothing workers; Bangladesh.
Location: KIBR.

KEYWORDS: educational attainment; gender; Caribbean.
Location: KUTN.

0720 - ILO
National Workshop on Domestic Workers, Trinidad & Tobago, 18 Oct 1998. ILO report.
National Union of Domestic Workers. Arima, T&T. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: household workers; meetings.
Location: ILO.

0721 - Grover, Neelima et al.
Trinidad and Tobago labour market study. Final report. Inter-American Development Bank.
Washington, DC, USA. 1998. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: labour market; economic conditions; employment; education; labour legislation; job training; T&T.
Location: IADB.

0722 - Lynch, Roslyn.
KEYWORDS: status of women; sexual division of labour; women; Barbados.
0723 -
KEYWORDS: women's studies; Asia; Pacific; sample copy.
Location: LILA.

0724 - Lykke, Nina. Braidotti, Rosi.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; Asia; Pacific; sample copy.
Location: LILA.

0725 - Lamming, George.
KEYWORDS: political philosophy; social issues; historical perspective; Caribbean.
Location: LAMA.

0726 - La Guerre, John Gaffar.
The crisis in ethnic theorizing. Faculty of Social Sciences, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. [1998].
44 p. (Inaugural Lecture)
KEYWORDS: ethnic studies.
Location: LAGU.

0727 - Huckerby, Jayne.
KEYWORDS: budgets; women's rights; national budgets.
Location: UNIFEM.

0728 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; HIV/AIDS; training materials.
Location: ANON.

0729 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.
KEYWORDS: status of women; legal system; social conditions; historical perspective; Antigua.
   Location: LAZA.

Feminist methods: women, traditional health knowledge and ethnoveterinary knowledge.
CGDS, USW. St Augustine, T&T. 1998. 34 p. (Working Paper n.3)
KEYWORDS: feminist methods; folk culture.
   Location: LANS.

0731 - Lund, Helen.
A single sex profession? Female staff numbers in Commonwealth universities.
KEYWORDS: gender bias; higher education; employment.
   Location: LUND.

0732 - Laitinen, Maarit.
Aspects of gender in the Spiritual Baptist religion in Tobago: notes from the field. CGDS,
KEYWORDS: gender roles; Spiritual Baptists; Tobago.
   Location: LAIT.

0733 - Laitinen, Maarit.
Marching to Zion: creolisation in Spiritual Baptist rituals and cosmology. University of
KEYWORDS: religions; Spiritual Baptists; religious reforms; Tobago.
   Location: LAIT.

0734 - Laitinen, Maarit.
Becoming a woman in Tobago: femininity, woman's morality and responsibility in Tobagonian
Anthropology.
KEYWORDS: womanhood; Tobago.
   Location: LAIT.

Gender, peace and development: Research report on the northern Caribbean. UWI Centre for
Gender & Development Studies. [Mona, Jamaica]. 2001. 80 p. (Jamaica Researchers
Report)Prepared for UNESCO.
KEYWORDS: peace; peace movements; Caribbean.
   Location: LAND.
0736 - Lorber, Judith.  
KEYWORDS: sex discrimination; sex roles; women; feminist theory.  
Location: LORB.  

0737 - The Law Commission of Trinidad and Tobago  
KEYWORDS: equal opportunity; legislation.  
Location: TTLAW.  

0738 - Lee, Judith AB.  Odie-Ali, Stella.  
'Carry me home'. A collaborative study of street children in Georgetown, Guyana.  
KEYWORDS: homeless; children; Guyana.  
Location: LEE.  

0739 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.  
Law and the pragmatics of inclusion: governing domestic violence in Trinidad and Tobago.  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; legislation; T&T.  
Location: LAZA.  

0740 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.  
Interrogating the phenomenon of denial: contesting paternity in Caribbean magistrates' courts.  
KEYWORDS: paternity; Caribbean; paternity suits.  
Location: LAZA.  

KEYWORDS: disabled; mothers; children; employment.  
Location: LEE.  

0742 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; Domestic Violence Act; legislation; T&T.
Location: LAZA.

Location: LOUD.

Location: LANS.

Location: LAYN.

Location: LEVI.

Location: LIVE.

Location: BAIL.

0749 - Lindsay, Keisha.

KEYWORDS: men; boys; Caribbean.

Location: LIND.

0750 - Lewis, Theodore.

KEYWORDS: comprehensive schools; job placement; T&T.

Location: LEWI.

0751 - Lans, Cheryl.

KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; socioeconomic aspects; environmental conditions; T&T.

Location: LANS.

0752 - Louden, Janice.
Implications of family structure for women in agriculture. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1986. 22 p. Paper prepared for UNESCO/ISER Seminar on "Changing Family Patterns and Women's Role in the Caribbean".

KEYWORDS: women in agriculture; family structure; Caribbean.

Location: LOUD.

0753 - Lindsey, Linda L.

KEYWORDS: gender roles; sociological aspects; gender development.

Location: LIND.

0754 - Lewis, Linden.

KEYWORDS: masculinity; gender relations; Caribbean.

Location: LEWI.

0755 - Sukhu, Raquel (coord). Berment, Donald (coord).
Man to Man: training the trainers’ project. A joint project of Women and Development Studies Group (WDSG) and Men Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW). CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1999. 20 p.
KEYWORDS: proposals; violence; prevention; training.
Location: MAVA W.

0756 - Marcus, Rachel.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; Bangladesh; Pakistan.
Location: MARC.

0757 - Mayoux, Linda.
From vicious to virtuous circles? Gender and micro-enterprise development. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 1995. v, 72 p. (Occasional Paper n.3)
KEYWORDS: entrepreneurs; women; small business; women owned business; gender perspectives.
Location: MAYO.

0758 - Manchouk, Maureen.
Gender considerations in science and technology. Feature address at the conference entitled "Key Issues Facing Women in Science and Technology in the Caribbean". Unpublished. n.d. 28 p.
KEYWORDS: science; technology; scientific and technical occupations; gender perspectives.
Location: MANC.

0759 - Massiah, Joycelin.
On the brink of the new millennium: are Caribbean women prepared?. CGDS, UWI. Mona, Jamaica. 1999. 30 p. (The 1998 Inaugural Lucille Mathurin Mair Lecture)
KEYWORDS: Caribbean; women; women's movement.
Location: MASS.

KEYWORDS: women; slaves; Jamaica; historical account.
Location: MAIR.

0761 - Malaki, Akhil.
KEYWORDS: national development; Caribbean; Jamaica; T&T.
Location: MALA.

KEYWORDS: political rights; human rights; culture.
Location: MAMD.

KEYWORDS: fathers; fathering; gender roles; parenthood.
Location: MARS.

KEYWORDS: fiction.
Location: MAHA.

KEYWORDS: Armageddon; religious right.
Location: MARC.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; training; development agencies.
Location: MACD.

KEYWORDS: training; gender; oppression; subordination of women.
Location: MACK.
0768 - McClintock, Anne.  
KEYWORDS: male female relationships; colonial period; race relations; sex roles; feminist studies.  
Location: MCCL.

0769 - McWatt, Amparo Marmolejo.  
KEYWORDS: marianismo; machismo; family life; Caribbean.  
Location: MCWA.

0770 - McShine, Arthur (ed).  
KEYWORDS: violence; young adults; male; Caribbean; meetings.  
Location: MCSH.

0771 - McIntosh, Sarah (prep).  
Toco charts its own development: a case study from Trinidad and Tobago of effective local advocacy and participation.  Stakeholders Against Destruction (SAD) for Toco.  Toco, T&T.  2002.  27 p.  
KEYWORDS: toco; rural development; T&T.  
Location: MCIN.

0772 - Mair, Lucille Mathurin.  
KEYWORDS: women; farm workers; Jamaica; slavery.  
Location: MAIR.

0773 - Masika, Rachel.  Baden, Sally.  
KEYWORDS: poverty; infrastructure; gender perspectives.  
Location: MASI.

0774 - Marks, Gary N.
KEYWORDS: social class; educational attainment; socioeconomic aspects; inequality.  
Location: MARK.

0775 - McClaurin, Irma (ed).  
KEYWORDS: feminist studies; anthropology; ethnology.  
Location: MCCL.

0776 - McConney, P. Pomeroy, R. Mahon, R.  
KEYWORDS: natural resources; coastal zone management; co-management; training aids; Caribbean.  
Location: MCCO.

0777 - McFadden, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; African studies; violence against children; customs.  
Location: MCFA.

0778 - McFarlane, Donna (prep). Kleysen, Brenda.  
KEYWORDS: rural women; farm workers; Caribbean.  
Location: MCFA.

0779 - Mehta, Brenda.  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; Indo-Caribbean women; writers; feminism; cultural influences.  
Location: MEHT.

0780 - Medina, Maria Clara (ed).  
KEYWORDS: Latin American women; gender relations; social conditions; meetings.
  Location: MEDI.

0781 - Medina, Maria Clara (ed).
KEYWORDS: Latin American women; gender relations; social conditions; culture; history; meetings.
  Location: MEDI.

0782 - Medina, Maria Clara (ed).
KEYWORDS: Latin American women; employment; writers; culture; history; meetings.
  Location: MEDI.

0783 - Mehrotra, Santosh.
KEYWORDS: poverty alleviation; social services.
  Location: MEHR.

0784 - Moussa, Farag.
KEYWORDS: inventors; women; technology; organizations.
  Location: MOUS.

0785 - Mies, Maria.
KEYWORDS: feminism; patriarchy; household labour; economic value of women's work; sexual division of labour.
  Location: MIES.

0786 - Murray, Eric John (comp).
0787 - Miller, Carol. Razavi, Shahra. Gender analysis: alternative paradigms. UNDP. New York, USA. 1998. 48 p. (Gender in Development Monograph Series n.6)
KEYWORDS: gender analysis; gender roles.
Location: MILL.

KEYWORDS: change; employment practices; women.
Location: MITT.

KEYWORDS: citizenship; gender perspectives.
Location: MEER.

KEYWORDS: contraception; oral contraceptives; IUDs; sterilization.
Location: MILL.

KEYWORDS: Maori women; photographs.
Location: MOIR.

KEYWORDS: sustainable development; planning; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

0793 - Morrissey, Marietta.
KEYWORDS: women's roles; family structure; slaves; Caribbean.
Location: MORR.

0794 - Morgan, Paula. "Like bush fire in my arms". Interrogating the world of Caribbean romance. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2001. 27 p. (Working Paper n.5)
KEYWORDS: women's literature; Caribbean.
Location: MORG.

0795 - Moser, Caroline O.N. Gender planning in the Third World: meeting practical and strategic needs. n.d. pp 83-121. from: ?.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; third world.
Location: MOSE.

KEYWORDS: women; housing; policies; gender perspectives.
Location: MOSE.

KEYWORDS: natural history; juvenile literature; T&T.
Location: MORT.

KEYWORDS: masculinity; violence; culture; Caribbean literature; Caribbean.
Location: MORG.

0799 - Muntu, S. Young women and development. 83 p. Commonwealth Youth Programme Caribbean Centre: Diploma in Youth and Development by Distance Education [elective].
KEYWORDS: women; gender roles; socialization; training materials.
Location: MUNT.
0800 - Molyneux, Maxine. Razavi, Shahra.
(Democracy, Governance and Human Rights Programme Paper n.10)
KEYWORDS: gender differences; national development; human rights; women's rights.
Location: MOLY.

0801 - International Women Count Network; World Alliance for Breastfeeding Action
KEYWORDS: breast feeding; economic factors; infant formula.
Location: MILK.

xviii, 260 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; women's rights; reproductive rights; domestic violence; sexual harassment.
Location: MIRS.

0803 - Munro, Martin (ed). Walcott-Hackshaw, Elizabeth.
KEYWORDS: Haiti; revolution; history.
Location: MUNR.

0804 - Mondesire, Alicia. Dunn, Leith.
KEYWORDS: status of women; women's rights; violence against women; Caribbean.
Location: MOND.

0805 - Alan Guttmacher Institute
KEYWORDS: men; abortion; contraception; teenage fathers; sexual behaviour.
Location: GUTT.

0806 - Momsen, Janet H (ed).
KEYWORDS: social conditions; women; development; Caribbean.
Location: MOMS.

KEYWORDS: business ownership; gender perspectives; gender relations; Hungary.
Location: MOMS.

KEYWORDS: feminism; social conditions; developing countries.
Location: MOHA.

0809 - Mohanty, Chandra Talpade.
KEYWORDS: feminism; social conditions; women; developing countries.
Location: MOHA.

0810 - Mondesire, Alicia.
KEYWORDS: directories; rural development; Caribbean.
Location: MOND.

0811 - Bowles, Hannah Riley.  McGinn, Kathleen.
(Faculty Research Working Papers Series) Unpublished.
KEYWORDS: employment; gender bias; job development; negotiation.
Location: BOWL.

0812 - Mansaray, Khadijatu Yaya.
KEYWORDS: women; Sierra Leone; status of women; women in politics.
Location: MANS.
0813 - Lycklama a Nijeholt, Geertje.
KEYWORDS: household workers; migration.
Location: LYCK.

0814 - Lamming, G.N.
Women in agricultural cooperatives: constraints and limitations to full participation.  FAO.  Rome, Italy.  1983.  vi, 51 p.  (WCARRD Follow-up Programme)
KEYWORDS: women in agriculture; cooperatives.
Location: LAMM.

0815 - Mohammed, Patricia (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; feminism; women's roles; sexual division of labour; gender perspectives; social conditions; gender identity; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

0816 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: Indo-Trinidadian; gender perspectives; gender roles; sexuality; family life; T&T.
Location: MOHA.

0817 - Mohammed, Patricia.  Perkins, Althea.
Caribbean women at the crossroads: the paradox of motherhood among women of Barbados, St Lucia and Dominica.  Canoe Press.  Mona, Jamaica.  1999.  ix, 140 p.  Research project carried out by CGDS for UNFPA/IPPF.
KEYWORDS: motherhood; gender roles; Barbados; St Lucia; Dominica.
Location: MOHA.

0818 - Mohammed, Patricia (ed).
KEYWORDS: women in development; social conditions; gender-sensitive indicators; Jamaica.
Location: MOHA.

0819 - Mohammed, Patricia.  Iipinge, Eunice.
KEYWORDS: gender; research methods; work ethic; gender roles; meetings; Namibia.
Location: MOHA.

0820 - Mohammed, Patricia. Stevens, Jacquelin.
KEYWORDS: gender; research methods; commercial sex; prostitutes; meetings; Namibia.
Location: MOHA.

0821 - Mohammed, Patricia.
'But most of all mi love me browning': the emergence in eighteenth and nineteenth century Jamaica of the mulatto woman as the desired. 2000. pp 22-48. From: Feminist Review n. 65.
KEYWORDS: mulatto; miscegenation; gender; Jamaica; colonial period.
Location: MOHA.

0822 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: feminism; Caribbean women; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

0823 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: Indo-Trinidadian; social conditions; historical perspective; T&T.
Location: MOHA.

0824 - Mohammed, Patricia (ed). Shepherd, Catherine (ed).
KEYWORDS: gender; development; women in development; feminism; women's studies; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

0825 - Mohammed, Patricia. Conolly, Marilyn N.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; history; Cayman I.
Location: MOHA.

0826 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Morality and the imagination: mythopoetics of gender and culture in the Caribbean: the trilogy. 2006. 49 p. Inaugural Professorial Lecture, University of the West Indies,T&T.
KEYWORDS: mythology; gender; culture; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

0827 - Mohammed, Patricia.
A shop for Mrs Singh. 2003. 7 p. Paper presented at Indian Arrival Day Conference - "From Indentureship to Entrepreneurship".
KEYWORDS: women owned business; history; T&T.
Location: MOHA.

KEYWORDS: gender policy; gender mainstreaming; manuals; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

0829 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: Eric Williams; biography.
Location: MOHA.

0830 - Mohammed, Patricia. McFee, Deborah.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; Dominica.
Location: MOHA.

0831 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: education; educational policy; research; T&T.
  Location: MOHA.

0832 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Paper prepared for UNESCO/ISER Seminar on "Changing Family Patterns and Women's Role in the Caribbean" UWI, Cave Hill, Barbados.
KEYWORDS: family structure; socioeconomic aspects; Caribbean.
  Location: MOHA.

0833 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: Indo-Trinidadian; cultural identity.
  Location: MOHA.

0834 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: household workers; gender perspectives; meetings; Namibia.
  Location: MOHA.

0835 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: childhood; adolescence; arranged marriage; Indo-Trinidadian.
  Location: MOHA.

0836 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: gender indicators; gender differences; Jamaica.
  Location: MOHA.

0837 - Campbell, Lucella. Mohammed, Patricia. Rogow, Debbie.
From: Quality/Calidad/Qualite n.15.
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; gender perspectives; social organization; women's movement; family planning; Belize.
Location: MOHA.

0838 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: gender; gender relations; gender roles; Indo-Trinidadian; history.
Location: MOHA.

0839 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; feminism; epistemology; patriarchy.
Location: MOHA.

0840 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: urbanization; gender roles; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

0841 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; calypsoes; violence against women; T&T.
Location: MOHA.

0842 - Mohammed, Patricia.
'But most of all mi love me browning': the emergence in the eighteenth and nineteenth century Jamaica of the mulatto woman as the desired. 1999. 13 p. Paper presented at the 31st Annual Conference of the Association of Caribbean Historians, Havana.
KEYWORDS: mulatto; miscegenation; gender; Jamaica; colonial period.
Location: MOHA.
0843 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: status of women; women's movement; T&T.
    Location: MOHA.

0844 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: history; colonialism; nationalism; gender roles; T&T.
    Location: MOHA.

0845 - Mohammed, Patricia.
To all to whom these presents shall come.  2001.  9 p.  Keynote address to Students of Caribbean Heritage Caribbean Heritage Week, Brown University, Rhode I.
KEYWORDS: history; Caribbean.
    Location: MOHA.

0846 - Mohammed, Patricia.
The psychology of sexuality: is female different to male?.  1999.  5 p.  Paper presented at conference "Psychology and Caribbean Development" UWI, Mona, Jamaica.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; psychology; gender differences.
    Location: MOHA.

0847 - Nielson, Joyce McCarl.
KEYWORDS: gender roles; sexual stratification.
    Location: NIEL.

0848 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: science and technology occupations; innovation; T&T.
    Location: NIHERST.

0849 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: scientists; science and technology occupations; social indicators; T&T.
    Location: NIHERST.
0850 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: scientists; science and technology occupations; social indicators; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0851 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: computer literacy; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0852 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: agricultural research; meetings; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0853 - Niles, Kenneth.
KEYWORDS: men; men's roles; masculinity.
Location: NILE.

0854 - Newton, Isaac James.
If all men are dogs, then women are dog-groomers: debunking the myth and rethinking relationships. Author. n.d. xii, 63 p.
KEYWORDS: relationships; sexual relationships.
Location: NEWT.

0855 - NORAD
KEYWORDS: women in politics; women's roles.
Location: NORAD.

0856 - Ministry of Education and TTUTA
KEYWORDS: violence; prevention; schools; meetings.
Location: TTED.
0857 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: human resources; science and technology occupations; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0858 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: human resources; engineers; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0859 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: examinations; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0860 - Nicholson, Linda (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; women's rights; USA.
Location: NICH.

0861 - National Council for Research on Women
KEYWORDS: women's studies; information; .
Location: NCRW.

0862 - Nath, Madhu Bala.
How to empower women to negotiate safe sex: a resource guide for NGOs. Har-Anand Publications. New Delhi, India. 200?. 60 p. (UNIFEM Global Programme on Gender and HIV/AIDS)
KEYWORDS: safe sex; empowerment; manuals.
Location: NATH.

0863 - Naluyiga, Hasifa.
KEYWORDS: discrimination against the disabled; informal sector; Uganda.
   Location: NALU.

0864 - National Council for Research on Women
KEYWORDS: women's studies; directories.
   Location: NCRW.

0865 - Naylor, Gloria.
KEYWORDS: women's writing; Black American; novels.
   Location: NAYL.

0866 - Barbados
KEYWORDS: women; laws; education; wage earning women; household workers; women's health; Barbados.
   Location: BARB.

0867 - Barbados
KEYWORDS: education; wage earning women; Barbados.
   Location: BARB.

0868 - Barbados
KEYWORDS: marriage; marriage and family law; Barbados.
   Location: BARB.

0869 - Nanan, Wendy.
KEYWORDS: art.
   Location: NANA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number</th>
<th>Title and Authors</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0870</td>
<td>The Netherlands Journal of Social Sciences vol.30 n.1</td>
<td>Van Gorcum, Assen, Netherlands</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>social sciences</td>
<td>NETH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0872</td>
<td>Spouses and their division of labour</td>
<td>van der Lippe, Tanje</td>
<td>1994, pp 43-62</td>
<td>marital roles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0873</td>
<td>Guidelines for comprehensive sexuality education: Kindergarten to 12th Grade</td>
<td>National Guidelines Task Force</td>
<td>1996, 59 p</td>
<td>sex education; USA</td>
<td>NGTF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0874</td>
<td>Guidelines for comprehensive sexuality education for Hispanic/Latino youth: Kindergarten to 12th Grade</td>
<td>National Guidelines Task Force</td>
<td>1995, 59, 58 p</td>
<td>sex education; Hispanic; USA</td>
<td>NGTF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0875</td>
<td>Women, culture and development: a study of human capabilities</td>
<td>Nussbaum, Martha; Glover, Jonathan</td>
<td>1995, xi, 481 p</td>
<td>gender equality; gender justice; development</td>
<td>NUSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0876</td>
<td>NWSA Journal vol.12 n.1</td>
<td>NWSA</td>
<td>The National Women's Studies Association, Bloomington, IN, USA</td>
<td>feminism; feminist studies; sample copy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Location: NWSA.

0877 - Noel, Kenneth.
KEYWORDS: occupational health and safety.
Location: NOEL.

0878 - Lans, Cheryl.
State policy and governance in the Nariva Swamp: a historical and gender analysis. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2000. 76 p. A project of the Centre for Gender and Development Studies and the University of the West Indies.
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; governance; gender analysis.
Location: CGDS.

0879 - Nyamu-Musembi, Celestine.
For or against gender equality? Evaluating the post-cold war "Rule of Law" reforms in sub-Saharan Africa. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 2005. ix, 33 p. (Occasional Paper n.7)
KEYWORDS: gender justice; gender equality; Africa.
Location: NYAM.

0880 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: teachers; secondary schools; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0881 - NIHERST
KEYWORDS: scientists; biographies; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

0882 - Nilson, Carolyn.
KEYWORDS: educational games; training; manuals.
Location: NILS.

0883 -
Location: NETW.

Location: NOWR.

Location: NACI.

Location: ORTN.

0887 - Odebode, Olasunbo. 'Husbands are crowns': livelihood pathways of low-income urban Yoruba women in Ibadan, Nigeria. 2004. xi, 219 p. For Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Development Studies at the Institute of Social Studies, The Hague, The Netherlands. KEYWORDS: women; low income households; urban environment; poverty; livelihoods; Yoruba; Nigeria.
Location: ODEB.

Location: OLLI.

KEYWORDS: women; legal system; St Vincent.
Location: OLLI.

KEYWORDS: women's studies; sample copy.
Location: ONDA.

KEYWORDS: violence against women; domestic violence; prevention; training; manuals.
Location: OGUL.

0892 - Oxfam International
KEYWORDS: capitalism; globalization; poverty alleviation; international trade policy.
Location: OXFA.

0893 - Ofei-Aboagye, Esther.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; local government; Ghana.
Location: OFEI.

0894 - Otaala, Barnabas.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; social issues; Namibia.
Location: OTAA.

0895 - O'Connell Davidson, Julia.
KEYWORDS: sex tourism; Cuba.
Location: OCON.
0896 - Okeyo, Achola Pala.
Toward strategies for strengthening the position of women in food production: an overview and proposals on Africa. INSTRAW. Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. 1986. 34 p.
KEYWORDS: women's roles; food production.
Location: OKEY.

0897 - Galiber-Gundel, Tiphanie (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminist writing.
Location: GALI.

0898 - IDRC
(Searching Series / IDRC)
KEYWORDS: food supply; trade liberalization.
Location: IDRC.

0899 - Inter-American Commission of Women
KEYWORDS: women's movement; women's rights; suffrage movements; OAS.
Location: IACW.

0900 - Ottley, Rudolph.
KEYWORDS: singers; calypsoes; biographies; men.
Location: OTTL.

0901 - Ottley, Rudolph.
KEYWORDS: singers; women; calypsoes; biographies.
Location: OTTL.

0902 - Ottley, Rudolph.
KEYWORDS: singers; women; calypsoes; biographies.
Location: OTTL.

0903 - Parikh, Indira J. Farrell, Pauline.
KEYWORDS: training; women in management.
Location: PARI.

0904 - Oxaal, Zoe.
KEYWORDS: education; development; poverty; gender perspectives.
Location: OXAA.

0905 - Oxaal, Zoe. Cook, Sarah.
KEYWORDS: health care policy; health seeking behaviour; poverty; gender perspectives.
Location: OXAA.

KEYWORDS: development; training; gender perspectives.
Location: PORT.

0907 - Pascaud-Becane, Genevieve (comp).
Participation of women in political life. An assessment of developments in national parliaments, political parties, governments and the Inter-Parliamentary Union, five years after the Fourth World Conference on Women. Inter-Parliamentary Union. Geneva, Switzerland. 1999. 74 p. (Series "Reports and Documents" n.35)
KEYWORDS: women in politics.
Location: PASC.

0908 - Peake, Linda.
KEYWORDS: low income households; women; housing; Guyana.
Location: PEAK.

0909 - Palmer, Ingrid.
KEYWORDS: women in agriculture; rural development; developing countries; land reform.
Location: PALM.

0910 - Palmer, Ingrid.
The impact of male out-migration on women in farming. Kumarian Press. West Hartford, CT, USA. 1985. xviii, 78 p. (Women's Roles & Gender Differences in Development. Cases for Planners)
KEYWORDS: women in agriculture; rural development; developing countries; migrant workers.
Location: PALM.

0911 - Palmer, Ingrid.
KEYWORDS: women in development; rural development; case studies.
Location: PALM.

0912 - NLCEF
KEYWORDS: free trade zones; offshore industries; unfair labour practices.
Location: NLC.

0913 - Prince, Rosa C.
Social change: women and healthcare in Trinidad and Tobago. Healthcare challenges for the next century in Trinidad and Tobago. 998. n.d. 130 p. Thesis for MES degree in Environmental Studies, York University, Canada.
KEYWORDS: health care; women's health movement; T&T.
Location: PRIN.

0914 - Paidar, Parvin.
Gender of democracy: the encounter between feminism and reformism in contemporary Iran. INRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 2001. vii, 47 p. (Democracy, Governance and Human Rights Programme Paper n.6)
KEYWORDS: feminism; social reform; Iran; Muslim society.
Location: PAID.

Gender relations analysis: a guide for trainers. Save the Children. Westport, CT, USA. 1995. 1 vol. (Women-Child Impact Program)
KEYWORDS: gender relations; training; gender studies.
Location: PARK.

0916 - Petchesky, Rosalind P. Weiner, Jennifer A.
KEYWORDS: reproductive rights; reproductive health; feminist perspective.
Location: PETC.

0917 - Potter, Sylvia (comp).
KEYWORDS: directories; Caribbean.
Location: POTT.

0918 - Barriteau, Eudine (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; psychology; women in development; gender differences; sex roles.
Location: BARR.

0919 - Reyes, Quintina. Pineda, Magaly.
KEYWORDS: fatherhood; fathering.
Location: REYE.

0920 - Jack, Carlene.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; women in calypso; Caribbean women.
Location: JACK.

0921 - Chelala, Cesar.
KEYWORDS: health care services; reproductive health; sexual health.
KEYWORDS: food production; packaging.
Location: OTIB.

KEYWORDS: development; policies; UN.
Location: PYAT.

KEYWORDS: ethnic groups; ethnic relations; Fiji.
Location: PREM.

KEYWORDS: feminism; Caribbean women.
Location: PARA.

KEYWORDS: Black Power; feminism; gender ideology; T&T.
Location: PASL.

0927 - Packard, Le Anh Tu. Gender dimensions of Viet Nam's comprehensive macroeconomic and structural reform policies. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 2006. ix, 45 p. (Occasional Paper 14)
KEYWORDS: national development; gender perspectives; Vietnam.
Location: PACK.

0928 - ECLAC
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; population trends; population characteristics; population policy; fertility rates.
Location: ECLAC.

0929 - PAHO
KEYWORDS: gender; health; development; America; indicators.
Location: PAHO.

0930 - Madeley, John.
KEYWORDS: hunger; malnutrition; agriculture; food.
Location: PANOS.

0931 - Mohamed, Paloma.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; Guyana.
Location: MOHA.

KEYWORDS: feminist studies; gender; development; women's movement; feminism.
Location: PARP.

0933 - Hurtado, Maria Elena.
KEYWORDS: climate change; land use; energy.
Location: PANOS.

0934 - Leo-Rhynie, Elsa.
KEYWORDS: gender studies; historical perspective.
Location: LEOR.
0935 - Peake, Linda.
FROM: "Women and Change in the Caribbean" ed by Janet H Momsen.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; women's organizations; Guyana.
Location: PEAK.

0936 - Phillip, Nicole.
KEYWORDS: women; socialism; revolution; socialist revolutions; Grenada.
Location: PHIL.

0937 - Pallant, Julie.
KEYWORDS: SPSS; statistical analysis; manuals.
Location: PALL.

0938 - Patterson, Sybil.
Teaching and research about women and the family at the University of Guyana. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1986. 17 p. Paper prepared for UNESCO-ISER Seminar "Changing Family Patterns and Women's Role in the Caribbean".
KEYWORDS: women's studies; families; Guyana.
Location: PATT.

0939 - Paul, Yolanda.
KEYWORDS: women; garment industry; clothing workers; case studies; St Lucia.
Location: PAUL.

0940 - PAHO
KEYWORDS: health; ethnicity; alcoholism.
Location: PAHO.

0941 - Joseph, Fitzroy Gregory.
KEYWORDS: Nesta Patrick; biography; Caribbean women.
Location: JOSE.

0942 - Powell, Dorian.
Preliminary findings on ICRW - CFNI study on infant feeding, women's work and social support services. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1986. 31 p. Paper prepared for UNESCO-ISER Seminar "Changing Family Patterns and Women's Role in the Caribbean". KEYWORDS: infant care; breast feeding; wage earning mothers; social services; Caribbean.
Location: POKE.

0943 - Trinidad and Tobago Police Service
KEYWORDS: safety; children; teenagers; alcohol abuse.
Location: POLICE.

0944 - Phillips, Peter (ed). Wedderburn, Judith.
KEYWORDS: violence; crime; justice; meetings; Jamaica.
Location: PHIL.

0945 - Phillip, Nicole.
KEYWORDS: slaves; women; history; Grenada.
Location: PHIL.

0946 - Pulsipher, Lydia.
'He won't let she stretch she foot'. Gender relations in traditional West Indian houseyards. 1993. pp 107-121. FROM: 'Full circles: geographies of women over the life course' ed by Cindi Katz and Janice Monk.
KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; domestic arrangements; Caribbean.
Location: PULS.

0947 - IAPCRO
KEYWORDS: community policing; meetings.
0948 - Phillips, Anne.
KEYWORDS: democracy; political theory; gender perspectives; feminism; women.
Location: PHIL.

KEYWORDS: empowerment; reproductive health; women; demography.
Location: PRES.

0950 - Prince Claus Fund
KEYWORDS: carnivals; Peter Minshall.
Location: PRIN.

0951 - Instituto Promundo
Project H: working with young men. Instituto Promundo. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. n.d. 314 p. (Working with Young Men to Promote Health and Gender Equity)
KEYWORDS: men; sexuality; reproductive health; fatherhood; HIV/AIDS; violence; manuals.
Location: PROM.

0952 - Barker, Gary. Girard, Francoise.
KEYWORDS: gender equality; teenage boys; Nigeria.
Location: BARK.

0953 - Quamina-Aiyejina, Lynda (comp).
KEYWORDS: gender; education; Caribbean; bibliographies.
Location: QUAM.

0954 - Quamina-Aiyejina, Lynda.
KEYWORDS: education; Caribbean; bibliographies.
Location: QUAM.

0955 - Zephirin, Angela.
KEYWORDS: rural development; women in development; planning; Caribbean.
Location: WAND.

0956 - Isis International
KEYWORDS: women; health; bibliographies.
Location: ISIS.

0957 - World Bank
KEYWORDS: women; rural development; urban development; education; reproductive health.
Location: WORLD.

0958 - Reardon, Geraldine, (ed).
KEYWORDS: women; environment; sustainable development.
Location: REAR.

0959 - Quamina-Aiyejina, Lynda.
KEYWORDS: gender; education; bibliographies.
Location: QUAM.

KEYWORDS: violence; violence against women; sexual abuse; Caribbean; bibliographies.
Location: QUAM.
0961 - Ramsaran, Ramesh (ed). Insights into an emerging financial structure: the experience of Trinidad and Tobago. Caribbean Centre for Monetary Studies, UWI. St Augustine, UWI. 1995. 259 p.
KEYWORDS: finance; banks; stock exchange; T&T.
Location: RAMS.

KEYWORDS: speeches; Professor GM Richards.
Location: RICH.

KEYWORDS: maternal mortality; reproductive health.
Location: WHO.

KEYWORDS: entrepreneurs; family owned business; Indo-Trinidadian; T&T.
Location: RAMS.

KEYWORDS: masculinity; HIV/AIDS; ethnography; sexuality; Caribbean.
Location: RAMI.

KEYWORDS: women in politics; local government; India.
Location: RADH.

KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; hotlines; T&T.
Location: REID.
0968 - Ramsar Convention
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; Ramsar Convention.
Location: RAMS.

0969 - Regional AIDS Training Network (RATN)
KEYWORDS: gender; HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; human rights; Africa; manuals.
Location: RATN.

0970 - Ramchand, Kenneth.
KEYWORDS: Indo-Trinidadian; literature; race relations.
Location: RAMC.

0971 - Ravindran, T.K. Sundari.
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; women; health care; gender perspectives.
Location: RAVI.

0972 - Namibia
KEYWORDS: women's rights; Beijing Platform; Namibia.
Location: NAMIB.

0973 - Portugal, Ana Maria (ed).
KEYWORDS: abortion; sexuality; religion; Catholic Church.
Location: PORT*.

0974 - Ricketts, Sybil.
KEYWORDS: water supply; water management; sanitation; gender perspectives; Jamaica.
Location: RICK.

0975 - Richards, Jeffrey.
KEYWORDS: witches; Jews; heretics; prostitutes; Middle Ages; sexual behaviour.
Location: RICH.

0976 - Rawlins, Joan.
KEYWORDS: middle aged adults; women; older women; employment; health; Jamaica.
Location: RAWL.

0977 - Rawlins, Joan (ed).
KEYWORDS: ageing; older adults; osteoporosis; caregivers; T&T.
Location: RAWL.

0978 - Ryan, Selwyn (ed). Stewart, Taimoon (ed).
KEYWORDS: Black Power; history; T&T.
Location: RYAN.

0979 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: women in development; meetings.
Location: UN.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; development; planning; manuals.
Location: ROLL.

0981 - Rawlins, Joan.
KEYWORDS: older women; middle aged women; Jamaica.
Location: RAWL.

0982 - Razavi, Shahra.
Gendered poverty and social change: an issues paper. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 1998. x, 35 p. (Discussion Paper n.94)
KEYWORDS: poverty; social change; gender perspectives.
Location: RAZA.

KEYWORDS: agriculture; natural resource management; gender perspectives.
Location: RUSS.

0984 - Ramesar, Marianne.
KEYWORDS: migration; Caribbean.
Location: RAME.

0985 - Ramesar, Marianne.
Migrant groups in the Caribbean: a topical essay and introductory review of the literature. ISER, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1978. 23 p. Prepared for a research guide to Central America and the Caribbean.
KEYWORDS: migration; Caribbean.
Location: RAME.

0986 - Rawlins, Dave.
KEYWORDS: fear of failure; student motivation; psychological testing; USA.
0987 - Roett, Phyllis.
The child and the family as seen from the perspective of a child welfare practice. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1986. 14 p. Paper prepared for UNESCO-ISER Seminar "Changing Family Patterns and Women's Role in the Caribbean".
KEYWORDS: child welfare; socialization; family life; Caribbean.
Location: RAWL.

0988 - MAVAW (prep)
KEYWORDS: parenting; child rearing practices; discipline.
Location: MAVAW.

0989 - Momm, Willi (ed).
KEYWORDS: economic integration; labour market; globalization; trade liberalization; Caribbean.
Location: MOMM.

0990 - Berer, Marge (ed).
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; reproductive health; contraception; sexual health; human rights.
Location: RHM.

0991 - Roger, Dominique.
Women say NO to war. UNESCO. Paris, France. 1999. 81 p. in French and English.
KEYWORDS: women; war; peace; photographs.
Location: ROGE.

0992 - Rehn, Elisabeth. Sirleaf, Ellen Johnson.
KEYWORDS: war; peace; violence; women.
Location: REHN.
0993 - CEM-UCV
KEYWORDS: violence against women; sample copy.
   Location: REVI.

0994 - Rogers, Barbara.
KEYWORDS: sex discrimination; developing countries; subordination of women.
   Location: ROGE.

0995 - Roberts, Dorothy.
KEYWORDS: welfare; child welfare; racial discrimination; USA.
   Location: ROBE.

0996 - Roberts, Dorothy.
KEYWORDS: birth control; civil rights; welfare; racial discrimination; Afro-American women.
   Location: ROBE.

0997 - Rodda, Annabel.
(Women and World Development Series)
KEYWORDS: women; urban environment; rural living; rural conditions; conservation; women's roles; gender perspectives.
   Location: RODD.

0998 - Ross, Andrew.
KEYWORDS: sweatshops; unfair labour practices; clothing workers; garment industry.
   Location: ROSS.

0999 - Roberts, G. W.
Some demographic aspects of the family in the Caribbean. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1986. 22 p. Paper prepared for UNESCO-ISER Seminar "Changing Family Patterns and Women's Role in the Caribbean".
KEYWORDS: demography; family structure; Caribbean.
  Location: ROBE.

1000 - Rubin, Francis.
KEYWORDS: evaluation; evaluation criteria; development projects.
  Location: RUBI.

1001 - Rolfes, Irene.
KEYWORDS: women; Caribbean; bibliographies.
  Location: ROLF.

1002 - Rookmin.
Her story. WDS, UWI. St Augustine. T&T. 1988. 11 p. (Guyanese Woman Sugar Worker - 2)
KEYWORDS: plantations; sugarcane; Guyana; biography.
  Location: ROOK.

1003 - Rosenberg, Leah Reade.
KEYWORDS: literature; nationalism; Caribbean.
  Location: ROSE.

1004 - Rothenberg, Paula S (ed).
KEYWORDS: racism; sexism; sex discrimination; race relations; social class; USA.
  Location: ROTH.

Behind the bridge. ISER, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1997. xi, 391 p.
KEYWORDS: poverty; social class; unemployment; social structure; Laventille; T&T.
  Location: RYAN.

1006 - Ryan, Barbara (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; identity; gender identity; individual development.
1007 - Rouse-Jones, Margaret.  
Guide to manuscripts, special collections and other research resources for Caribbean studies.  
KEYWORDS: libraries; Caribbean.  
Location: ROUS.

1008 - Rowan-Campbell, Dorienne (prep).  
KEYWORDS: women's movement; status of women; Caribbean.  
Location: ROWA.

1009 - MAVAW (prep)  
KEYWORDS: relationships; personal relationships; training.  
Location: MAVAW.

1010 - Darlington, Yvonne.  Scott, Dorothy.  
KEYWORDS: research methods; interviewing; data collection; data analysis.  
Location: DARL.

1011 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: Elma Francois; labour movement; biographies; Caribbean.  
Location: REDD.

1012 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: women working outside the home; slavery; indentureship; women's movement; trade unions; historical perspective.  
Location: REDD.

1013 - Schneiderman, Jill.  Reddock, Rhoda.  
Water, women and community in Trinidad, West Indies.  2004.  pp.179-188.  (FROM: Natural Resources Forum vol.28)
KEYWORDS: water management; women; community action; T&T.
Location: REDD.

1014 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Men as gendered beings: the emergence of masculinity studies in the anglophone Caribbean. 2003. pp.89-117. (FROM: Social and Economic Studies vol.52 n.3)
KEYWORDS: men's studies; men's movement; Caribbean.
Location: REDD + vol.3 #8.

1015 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; historical perspective; Caribbean; Jamaica; T&T.
Location: REDD + vol.3 #7.

1016 - Reddock, Rhoda. Huggins, Jasmine.
KEYWORDS: agriculture; women; historical perspective; T&T.
Location: REDD, and Binder Vol.3 #21.

1017 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: gender relations; interracial families; racial factors; T&T.
Location: REDD + vol.2 #4, vol.3 #6.

1018 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: gender studies; feminism; culture; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

1019 - Sudama, Trevor.
Address by the Honourable Trevor Sudama Minister of Planning and Development on the Occasion of The University of the West Indies Centre for Gender and Development Studies
KEYWORDS: science and technology; gender perspectives; meetings; T&T.
Location: SUDA.

1020 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: family structure; women's studies; household labour.
Location: REDD + vol.1#3.

1021 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Gender dimensions of HIV/AIDS. Presentation to UNFPA Meeting "Leading Above the Line", Port of Spain.
KEYWORDS: gender; gender identity; HIV/AIDS; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

1022 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Reflections on gender and democracy in the anglophone Caribbean: historical and contemporary considerations. SEPHIS-CODESRIA. Amsterdam - Dakar. 2004. 44 p. (SEPHIS-CODESRIA Lecture n.5)
KEYWORDS: gender; democracy; feminist theory; women's movement; women in politics; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

1023 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; social stratification; social mobility; social relations; T&T.
Location: REDD.

1024 - Reddock, Rhoda (ed).
KEYWORDS: women; women's roles; family; family structure; historical perspective; Caribbean.
1025 - Reddock, Rhoda (ed).
KEYWORDS: family structure; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

1026 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: feminism; women's movement; women's organizations; structural adjustment; trade unions; Caribbean.
Location: REDD + vol.3 #1, vol.3 #16.

1027 - Reddock, Rhoda.
The black woman in the anglophone Caribbean. 1998. 54 p. Prepared for International Conference on Women and African Diaspora Studies, Atlanta, Georgia, US.
KEYWORDS: Afro-Caribbean; creole; women; women's movement; feminism; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

1028 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Indian women and indentureship in Trinidad and Tobago 1845-1817: freedom denied. 1986. pp 27-49. (FROM: Caribbean Quarterly vol.32)
KEYWORDS: indentureship; Indian women; sex ratio; T&T.
Location: REDD + vol.3 #10.

1029 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: educational attainment; gender differences; masculinity; education.
Location: REDD + vol.3 #9.

1030 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Peggy Antrobus, interviewed by Rhoda Reddock. 2006. pp 1365-1377. (FROM: Development and Change vol.37 n.6)
KEYWORDS: Peggy Antrobus; biographies; Caribbean women.
1031 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Remarks at opening of Seminar on Domestic Violence and Public Policy. Centre for the Study of Criminology and Criminal Justice with CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 4 p.
KEYWORDS: gender studies; violence against women; meetings.
Location: REDD.

1032 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: book reviews.
Location: REDD.

1033 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: racial discrimination; racism; racial factors; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

1034 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: water resources; water management; gender perspectives.
Location: REDD.

1035 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Presentation to Breakfast Seminar - Realities of Recruitment : Gender Issues. "Gender implications of the structural characteristics of the labour market". The Human Resource Management Association of Trinidad and Tobago. 2002. 16 p.
KEYWORDS: employment patterns; human resources; gender perspectives; T&T.
Location: REDD.

1036 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: history; women's history; Caribbean.
Location: REDD, and Binder #4.
1037 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: Amy Ashwood Garvey; gender equality; globalization; Pan-Africanism.
Location: REDD.

1038 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women's issues; status of women; T&T.
Location: REDD.

1039 - Sirju-Charran, Grace. Schneiderman, Jill. Reddock, Rhoda.
Women in charge: Trinidad and Tobago. pp 123-133. FROM: Vol II - Examples of Successful Experiences in Providing Safe Drinking Water (Chapter 10).
KEYWORDS: water supply; appropriate technology; case studies.
Location: REDD.

1040 - Reddock, Rhoda.
The first Mrs Garvey and others: Pan-Africanism and feminism in the early 20th century British colonial Caribbean. Unpublished. 33 p.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; Caribbean women; Amy Ashwood Garvey.
Location: REDD.

1041 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women's organizations; Dominica.
Location: REDD.

1042 - UNIFEM
KEYWORDS: women in politics; status of women; accountability.
Location: UNIFEM.

1043 - Reddock, Rhoda.
1044 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; gender relations; national development; education; violation; gender perspectives; Caribbean.
Location: REDD vol.1#2.

1045 - Reddock, Rhoda.
The early women's movement in Trinidad and Tobago, 1900-1937. 1995. pp 101-120.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; historical perspective; T&T.
Location: REDD vol1#4.

1046 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; racism.
Location: REDD vol.1#5.

1047 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: data collection; research projects; women's studies.
Location: REDD vol.1#6.

1048 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; feminist theory.
Location: REDD vol.1#7.

1049 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Capitalism, the highest stage of patriarchy. Source unknown. n.d. 24 p.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; Afro-Caribbean; Indo-Caribbean; Caribbean.
Location: REDD vol.1#8.

1050 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Towards an integrated analysis of race, class and gender in the Caribbean. Title page only. 1990.
Location: REDD vol.1#9.

1051 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women in development; women's studies.
Location: REDD vol.1#10.

1052 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women; slavery; plantations; sexual division of labour; Caribbean.
Location: REDD vol.1 #11 + vol.2 #25 + vol.3 #20.

1053 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women; labour disputes; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.1#12.

1054 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Women and labour and the struggle for progress in Trinidad and Tobago. 1985. 15 p. Discussion paper prepared for Education Seminar of the Bank and General Workers Union.
KEYWORDS: women; labour movement; trade unions; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.1#13.

1055 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women; labour movement; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.1#14.

1056 - Reddock, Rhoda. Huggins, Jasmine.
The impact of changing agricultural policies on the female agricultural labour force in Trinidad and Tobago with particular reference to the sugar industry. 1987. 52 p. Paper prepared for FAO Round Table "Women in Agriculture in Rural Development in the Caribbean".
KEYWORDS: agriculture; farm workers; women; sugar industry; T&T.
1057 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; labour movement; sexual division of labour; labour disputes.  
Location: REDD vol.1#16.

1058 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: women's organizations; historical perspective; Caribbean; meetings.  
Location: REDD vol.1#17 + vol.2#20 + #24.

1059 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: women's studies; social movements; gender relations; Africa.  
Location: REDD vol.1#18 + vol.2#19.

1060 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: women's movement; socialism; Caribbean.  
Location: REDD vol.1#19.

1061 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: women's studies; workers; Caribbean.  
Location: REDD vol.1#20.

1062 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: crime; violence; T&T.  
Location: REDD vol.1#21 + vol.2#2.
1063 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: household labour; household division of labour; economic value of women's work.
Location: REDD vol.1#22.

1064 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: bibliographies.
Location: REDD vol.1 #23 + vol.2 #27.

1065 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women; slavery; feminist perspective; Caribbean.
Location: REDD vol.1#24.

1066 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: sex stereotypes; media stereotyping.
Location: REDD vol.1#25 + vol.2 #16.

1067 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Contestations over culture, class, gender and identity in Trinidad and Tobago: the little tradition. 1996. pp.70-103. (FROM: Contemporary issues in social science: a Caribbean perspective vol.3)
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; social class; social structure; Caribbean; T&T.
Location: REDD + vol.2 #1 + vol.3 #22.

1068 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Young women and poverty: with special reference to Trinidad and Tobago and the Caribbean. n.d. 5 p.
KEYWORDS: women living in poverty; T&T; Caribbean.
Location: REDD vol.2#3.

1069 - Reddock, Rhoda.

KEYWORDS: ethnicity; culture; gender; dougla; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.2 #6, vol.3 #5.

1070 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: ethnicity; culture; gender; dougla; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.2#7.

1071 - Reddock, Rhoda.
(Post) colonial encounters of the academic kind: the national security question. 1998. pp.467-474. (FROM: Identities vol.4 n.3-4)
Location: REDD vol.2 #8, vol.3 #3.

1072 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Address to the 63rd Annual Awards Ceremony of the Trinidad and Tobago Women's Hockey Association - 30 November 1997. (The present state of gender relations in T&T). 7 p.
KEYWORDS: gender relations; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.2#9.

1073 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Graduation address to students of the Mt.lambert R.C. School Thursday 12 June 1997. 7 p.
KEYWORDS: personal development.
Location: REDD vol.2#10.

1074 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: labour movement; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.2#11.

1075 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; culture; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.2#12.

1076 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: ethnicity; T&T.
   Location: REDD vol.2#13.

1077 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Households and families: Caribbean.  n.d.  7 p.
KEYWORDS: family structure; Caribbean.
   Location: REDD vol.2#14.

1078 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: book reviews; ethnicity; T&T.
   Location: REDD vol.2#15.

1079 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Women and poverty in Trinidad and Tobago.  1995.  10 p. (WAND Occasional Paper 10/95)
KEYWORDS: women living in poverty; structural adjustment; women's movement; T&T.
   Location: REDD vol.2#17.

1080 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies.
   Location: REDD vol.2#18.

1081 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: Afro-Caribbean; family land; sousou.
   Location: REDD vol.2 #21.

1082 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Historical and contemporary perspectives: the case of Trinidad and Tobago.  pp.47-65.  (FROM: Women and the sexual division of labour in the Caribbean ed by Keith Hart)
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; T&T.
   Location: REDD vol.2 #22.

1083 - Gomez, Ofelia.  Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: garment industry; global assembly lines; clothing workers; offshore industries.
Location: REDD vol.2 #23.

1084 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: globalization; gender ideology; beauty contests; Caribbean.
Location: REDD vol.2 #28.

1085 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Women, the Creole nationalist movement and the rise of Eric Williams and the PNM in mid 20th century Trinidad and Tobago. 1996. pp.41-65. Paper presented at Conference on Capitalism and Slavery, UWI, St Augustine.
KEYWORDS: women; Eric Williams; PNM; nationalist movements; T&T.
Location: REDD, vol.3 #2, vol.3 #23.

1086 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: labour movement; Caribbean women; historical perspective; Guyana; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.3 #4.

1087 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; culture; calypso; mas; T&T.
Location: REDD and vol.3 #12.

1088 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Women’s studies at the University of the West Indies: a decade of feminist education. 1994. pp.103-115. (FROM: Women’s Studies Quarterly vol.22 v.3-4)
KEYWORDS: women's studies; feminist scholarship; UWI.
Location: REDD vol.3 #13.

1089 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: feminism; sociology; Caribbean.  
Location: REDD vol.3 #14.

1090 - Reddock, Rhoda. 
Sex and sexuality as a contributary factor to youth confusion and negative behaviour. 7 p. Presentation to 27th Annual Training Conference International Association of Police Community Relations Officers, Trinidad and Tobago:. 
KEYWORDS: sexuality; masculinity; femininity; Caribbean.  
Location: REDD vol.3 #15.

1091 - Reddock, Rhoda. 
Address to the UWI Security Staff - Training Seminar. 2002. 6 p.  
KEYWORDS: security; training. 
Location: REDD vol.3 #17.

1092 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
Young women and poverty, a Caribbean view. 1995. pp.20-21,24. (FROM: The UN in the Caribbean, 50th Anniversary issue)  
KEYWORDS: women living in poverty; Caribbean.  
Location: REDD vol.3 #18.

1093 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
Feminist theory and the gendered character of modern political systems. pp.43-65. FROM: ?. 
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; gender perspectives; political systems. 
Location: REDD vol.3 #19.

1094 - Reddock, Rhoda. 
The state and the autonomous women's movement in the anglophone Caribbean: analysis of a relationship. n.d. 7 p. 
KEYWORDS: women's movement; women's organizations; Caribbean.  
Location: REDD vol.3 #24.

1095 - Reddock, Rhoda. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; subordination of women; ecofeminism; environmental movement.  
Location: REDD vol.3 #25.
1096 - Reddock, Rhoda. 
Crisis, chaos and change: Caribbean development challenges in the 21st century. 4 p. 
Welcome remarks on behalf of the Principal UWI, St Augustine Campus. 
Location: REDD vol.3 #26.

1097 - Reddock, Rhoda (ed). 
Interrogating Caribbean masculinities: theoretical and empirical analyses. UWI Press. 
KEYWORDS: masculinity; Caribbean. 
Location: REDD + front office.

1098 - Reddock, Rhoda (lecturer). 
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; readings. 
Location: REDD.

1099 - Moseley, L.Leo (ed). Headley, Oliver St.C. (ed) 
KEYWORDS: alternative energy; solar energy; Caribbean. 
Location: SATIS.

1100 - Samarasinghe, Vidyamali. 
Female sex trafficking in Asia: the resiliency of patriarchy in a changing world. Routledge. 
KEYWORDS: sex tourism; women; human trafficking; Asia. 
Location: SAMA.

1101 - Samaroo, Brinsley. 
KEYWORDS: slaves; biography; Caribbean women. 
Location: SAMA.

1102 - Saith, Ruhi. Harriss-White, Barbara. 
Gender sensitivity of well-being indicators. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 1998. ix, 52 p. (Discussion Paper #95) 
KEYWORDS: gender studies; wellness; gender perspectives. 
Location: SAIIT.
1103 - Standing, Guy.  
KEYWORDS: migrant workers; women; Jamaica.
Location: STAN.

1104 - Editor.  
SAGE: a scholarly journal on black women.  Sage Women's Educational Press.  (vol.VII #1; vol.VIII #1 and #2; vol.IX #2)
KEYWORDS: feminism; women's studies; black women's studies.
Location: SAGE.

1105 - Sharpe, Jacqueline.  Bishop, Joan.  
KEYWORDS: teenage pregnancy; teenage mothers; teenage fathers; children living in poverty; street children; child abuse; juvenile delinquency; disabled; institutions; T&T.
Location: SHAR.

1106 - Sheehy, Elizabeth.  
KEYWORDS: legal status; women; legal system; Canada.
Location: SHEE.

1107 - Sawer, Marian.  
KEYWORDS: women's movement; government agencies; women's rights.
Location: SAWE.

1108 - Seager, Joni.  
KEYWORDS: status of women; atlases.
Location: SEAG.

1109 - Sweetman, Caroline (ed).  
KEYWORDS: cooperation; developing countries; women; women's organizations.
  Location: SWEE.

1110 - Scanlon, Jennifer (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminists; biographies; USA.
  Location: SCAN.

1111 - Seaforth, Sybil.
In silence the strands unravel.  Capricornus Enterprises.  Hamilton, Ont. Canada.  1999.  177
p.
KEYWORDS: fiction; Caribbean literature.
  Location: SEAF.

1112 - Salisbury, Lutishoor.
Women in science and technology: a selected and annotated bibliography.  CGDS / WDS,
UWI.  St Augustine, T&T.  1996.  95 p.
KEYWORDS: women in science; scientific and technical occupations; bibliographies.
  Location: SALI.

1113 - Seguino, Stephanie.
Why are women in the Caribbean so much more likely than men to be unemployed?.  2002.
KEYWORDS: unemployment; women; men; Caribbean.
  Location: SEGU.

1114 - Soodeen-Karamath, Sharon.
Women in agriculture: a selected annotated bibliography prepared for the 4th Disciplinary
KEYWORDS: women; agriculture; bibliographies.
  Location: SOOD.

Engendering history: Caribbean women in historical perspective.  St Martin's Press.  New
KEYWORDS: women's history; Caribbean women; Caribbean.
  Location: SHEP.

1116 - Shiva, Vandana (ed).  Moser, Ingunn (ed).
KEYWORDS: biotechnology; nature; feminist perspective.
Location: SHIV.

1117 - Singh, Kelvin.
War, trade, and civilization: retrospect and prospect (inaugural lecture). Faculty of Humanities and Education, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2005. 26 p. (Occasional Paper Series: 1)
KEYWORDS: war; trade; history; Caribbean.
Location: SING.

1118 - Silvestrini, Blanca.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; history.
Location: SILV.

KEYWORDS: occupational sex segregation; wage earners; sex discrimination; wage discrimination; gender inequity; guides.
Location: SILT.

1120 - Early Childhood Sexuality Education Task Force
KEYWORDS: sex education; preschool children; guides.
Location: SIECUS.

1121 - Sisulu, Elinor.
"Mrs Sisulu’s husband": subversion of gender roles in an African marriage. SEPHIS. Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 2007. 33p. (A lecture by Elinor Sisulu at UWI, St Augustine)
KEYWORDS: Walter Sisulu; gender roles.
Location: SISU.

1122 - Skjerven, Randi.
The Norwegian project: A woman's perspective in public planning - municipal planning on women's terms. Experience from the project to involve women in the local planning process.
KEYWORDS: urban areas; local government; gender perspectives.  
Location: SKJE.

1123 - Seguino, Stephanie.  
Engendering economics: gender matters at home, at work, and in policy. UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2001. 25 p. Text of address at one-day workshop on Rethinking Economics: Does Gender Matter?.  
KEYWORDS: economics; gender inequity; wage earning women; household labour; gender perspectives.  
Location: SEGU.

1124 - Sharp, Rhonda.  
KEYWORDS: budgeting; budget process; government; gender equity.  
Location: SHAR.

1125 - Shiw Parsad, Basmat.  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence against women; wife abuse; Guyana.  
Location: SHIW^.

1126 - Shohat, Ella.  
Gender and culture of empire: toward a feminist ethnography of the cinema. 1991. pp 45-84. (FROM: Quarterly Review of Film and Video vol.13 n.1-3)  
KEYWORDS: ethnography; film; gender perspectives; feminist perspective.  
Location: SHOH.

1127 - Sever, Charlie.  
KEYWORDS: citizenship; development; gender perspectives.  
Location: SEVE.

1128 - Socio-economic and Gender Analysis Programme.
KEYWORDS: gender studies; development; agriculture policy; gender perspectives; participatory management.
Location: SEAGA.

KEYWORDS: gender studies; development specialists; fieldwork; manuals.
Location: SEAGA.

KEYWORDS: feminism; academic disciplines.
Location: SPEN.

KEYWORDS: social services; budgets; plans; T&T.
Location: TTSD.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; national budgets; Namibia.
Location: STAR.

1133 - St Bernard, Godfrey. The family and society in Trinidad and Tobago: the findings of the National Survey of Family Life. ISER, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1998. xxxv, 246 p. for the Ministry of Social Development, Government of the Republic of Trinidad & Tobago.
KEYWORDS: family structure; family life; T&T.
Location: STBE.

KEYWORDS: violence against women; prevention; case studies.  
Location: SPIN.

1135 - Slim, Hugo.  Thomson, Paul.  
KEYWORDS: oral history; economic policy; economic development; developing countries.  
Location: SLIM.

1136 - Staveren, Irene van.  
KEYWORDS: gender; trade; economic policy.  
Location: STAV.

1137 - St Vincent and the Grenadines  
KEYWORDS: status of women; national reports; St Vincent and the Grenadines.  
Location: STVI.

1138 - St Vincent and the Grenadines  
Kingstown, St Vincent and the Grenadines.  n.d.  15 p.  
KEYWORDS: status of women; St Vincent and the Grenadines.  
Location: STVI.

1139 - St Vincent and the Grenadines  
Initial, second and third reports of St Vincent and the Grenadines submitted to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in compliance with Article 18 of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women.  
KEYWORDS: status of women; national reports; CEDAW; St Vincent and the Grenadines.  
Location: STVI.

1140 - St Hill, Donna (prep).  
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; macroeconomics; economic policy; Caribbean.  
Location: STHI.
1141 - ECLAC-CDCC
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; macroeconomics; economic policy; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1142 - Sukhu, Raquel Lisa-Marie.
KEYWORDS: wife abuse; violence against women; misogyny; patriarchy; T&T.
Location: SUKH.

KEYWORDS: women in development; developing countries; social conditions.
Location: SEN.

1144 - Stoltenberg, John.
KEYWORDS: men; masculinity; psychology; feminism; sex roles.
Location: STOL.

KEYWORDS: equal pay for equal work; labour legislation; bibliographies.
Location: SELD.

1146 - Sylvester, Christine.
KEYWORDS: migration; gender perspectives.
Location: SYLV.

1147 - Shiva, Vandana.
KEYWORDS: women in development; patriarchy; environment; India.
Location: SHIV.

1148 - Schneir, Miriam (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; readings.
Location: SCHN.

1149 - Oti-Boateng, Peggy. Battcock, Mike.
(Food Cycle Technology Source Book n.8)
KEYWORDS: food technology.
Location: OTIB.

1150 - Schneider, Gregory (ed).
KEYWORDS: conservatism; political philosophy; USA.
Location: SCHN.

1151 - McIntosh, Karel (prep).
Sowing sisterhoods: "Knowing histories, creating futures" 'Building young women's capacity and power". Workshop report. UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2002. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: empowerment; women; workshops.
Location: MCIN.

1152 - Sweetman, Caroline (ed).
KEYWORDS: gender relations; gender perspectives; culture; Islam.
Location: SWEE.

1153 - Swainson, N. Bendera, S. Gordon, R. Kadzamira, E.
KEYWORDS: education; girls; educational policy; Africa.
Location: SWAI.
1154 - Stephens, David.  
KEYWORDS: basic education; girls; cultural aspects; Ghana.  
Location: STEP.

1155 - Sontag, Susan.  
KEYWORDS: illness; HIV/AIDS; social attitudes.  
Location: SONT.

1156 - Soares, Judith.  Trotman, Sheree.  
Making women powerful: a summary of WAND projects 1995-2005.  WDU, School of  
KEYWORDS: women in development; WAND.  
Location: SOAR.

1157 - Stallings, Barbara (ed).  
Global change, regional response: the new international context of development.  Cambridge  
KEYWORDS: developing countries; global change; economic factors.  
Location: STAL.

1158 - Sistren  
Lionheart gal: life stories of Jamaican women.  University of the West Indies Press.  Kingston,  
KEYWORDS: women; social identity; customs; Jamaica.  
Location: SIST.

1159 - Sankatsingh, Glenn.  
190 p.  
KEYWORDS: social sciences; economics; Caribbean.  
Location: SANK.

1160 - Scott, Lawrence.  
KEYWORDS: fiction; Caribbean fiction.  
Location: SCOT.

1161 - Seabrook, Jeremy.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; sex tourism; juvenile prostitution; legislative aspects.  
Location: SEAB.

1162 - Shahar, Shulamith.  
KEYWORDS: women; history; Middle Ages; Europe.  
Location: SHAH.

1163 - Smith, Faith.  
KEYWORDS: Creole; Caribbean; black movement; Afro-Caribbean; nationalism.  
Location: SMIT.

1164 - Spender, Dale.  
KEYWORDS: feminists; suffragists; biographies; feminist writing.  
Location: SPEN.

1165 - Spelman, Elizabeth.  
KEYWORDS: feminism; philosophy; feminist theory.  
Location: SPEL.

1166 - Stewart, Ann.  
Aspirations to action: 25 years of the women's convention (CEDAW.  British Council.  
Manchester, UK.  2004.  64 p.  
KEYWORDS: CEDAW; status of women; case studies.  
Location: STEW.

1167 - Shepherd, Verene.  
KEYWORDS: education; sex discrimination; education of boys; Jamaica.


1172 - Social and Economic Studies, vol.39 n.1 and vol.44 n.2-3. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. Kingston, Jamaica. 1990 and 1995. KEYWORDS: women; clothing workers; feminist theory; Caribbean women; race, class and gender studies; workers; Caribbean; Rhoda Reddock; Eudine Barritteau; Cecilia Green; Addington Coppin.


LOCATION: SHEP.

LOCATION: SWEE.

LOCATION: SMAL.

LOCATION: TTSD.

LOCATION: TWEN.

LOCATION: SOCI.

LOCATION: TTCOM.
1174 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Public Utilities and the Environment, Water Resources Management Unit
KEYWORDS: water resources; water management.
Location: TTPUB.

1175 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Planning and Development, Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: surveys; population trends.
Location: TTCSO.

1176 - Trinidad and Tobago
KEYWORDS: equal opportunity; laws.
Location: TTEQ.

1177 - Das, Maitreyi.
KEYWORDS: urban women; women living in poverty; Guyana.
Location: DAS.

1178 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Health in collaboration with PAHO/WHO
Location: TTHEA.

1179 - Institute of Marine Affairs
Prepared for the Ministry of Agriculture, Land and Marine Resources.
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; environment management.
Location: IMA.

1180 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Health
Mental health plan of Trinidad and Tobago. n.d. 39 p.
KEYWORDS: mental health issues.
Location: TTHEA.

1181 - Trinidad and Tobago. Parliament
1182 - Law Reform Commission
Location: TTLAW.

1183 - Sukhu, Raquel.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; violence; violence against women.
Location: SUKH.

1184 - Schneir, Miriam (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminist writing.
Location: SCHN.

1185 - St Bernard, Godfrey.
KEYWORDS: social vulnerability.
Location: STBE.

1186 - Selolwane, Onalenna Doo.
KEYWORDS: politics; political parties; women in politics; South Africa.
Location: SELO.

1187 -
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; parks; sample copy.
Location: SOCI.

1188 - St Bernard, Godfrey.
KEYWORDS: women; social status; status of women; women living in poverty; T&T.
1189 - European Advisory Commission on Statistical Information in the Economic and Social Spheres
KEYWORDS: statistics; occupational sex segregation; sex segregation; gender; demographic measurements.

Location: CEIES.

1190 - Gordon, Lesley (ed).
KEYWORDS: history; culture; environment; T&T.
Location: TNT.

1191 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Planning and Development, Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; vital statistics.
Location: TTCSO.

1192 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Planning and Development, Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; vital statistics; population characteristics.
Location: TTCSO.

1193 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Planning and Development, Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; vital statistics.
Location: TTCSO.

1194 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Planning and Development, Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; households; housing.
Location: TTCSO.

1195 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Finance, Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements.
Location: TTCSO.

1196 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Trade and Industry
Industrial policy 1996-2000: a vision for the industrial development of Trinidad and Tobago.
KEYWORDS: industries; industrial conditions; policies.

Location: TTTI.

1197 - Liverpool, Hollis.
Sex and calypso: shaping our sexual attitudes (The case for Trinidad and Tobago).
KEYWORDS: sex; calypso; sexual behaviour; MISSING.

Location: LIVE.

1198 - Abt Associates
Trinidad and Tobago labor market study. Final report. IADB. Washington, DC, USA. 1998. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: labour market; employment practices; employment patterns; labour legislation; trade unions.

Location: IADB.

1199 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Culture and Gender Affairs, Domestic Violence Unit
KEYWORDS: data collection; domestic violence.

Location: TTDVU^.

1200 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Local Government
KEYWORDS: local government; policies.

Location: TTLG.

1201 - Trinidad and Tobago, Office of the Attorney General and Ministry of Legal Affairs
KEYWORDS: CEDAW; progress reports; discrimination against women.

Location: TTAG.

1202 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Social Development, Population Council
KEYWORDS: population policy.
Location: TTOP.

1203 - Trinidad and Tobago. Parliament
KEYWORDS: police service; laws.
Location: TTPARL.

1204 - Trinidad and Tobago. Parliament
KEYWORDS: police service; management; laws.
Location: TTPARL.

1205 - Trinidad and Tobago. Parliament
KEYWORDS: police service; complaints; laws.
Location: TTPARL.

1206 - National Youth Policy Task Force
KEYWORDS: policies; youth services; young people.
Location: TTSYA.

1207 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Planning and Development, Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: economic factors; retail prices.
Location: TTCSO.

1208 - Trinidad and Tobago. Cabinet
Report of the Committee appointed by Cabinet to make recommendations on a policy and administration framework for the prevention and control of environmental pollution due to motor vehicle emissions. 1997. xi, 35 p.
1209 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Health; Ministry of Community Development, Culture and Women's Affairs
KEYWORDS: women's health; women in development; reproductive health; domestic violence; workplace.
Location: TTHEA.

1211 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Location: TTFA.

1214 - Trinidad and Tobago. Permanent Mission to the United Nations
Location: TTUN.

1215 - Trinidad and Tobago Government; Inter-American Commission of Women
KEYWORDS: violence against women; policies; Caribbean.
  Location: TTICW.

1216 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of the Attorney General, Human Rights Unit
Trinidad and Tobago's second periodic report under the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
KEYWORDS: children's rights; progress reports.
  Location: TTAG.

1217 - Policy Research and Development Institute, Office of the Chief Secretary
KEYWORDS: economic development; social development; Tobago.
  Location: TOBA.

1218 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Community Development, Culture and Women's Affairs. Women's Affairs Division
KEYWORDS: status of women; T&T.
  Location: TTCOM.

1219 - Trinidad and Tobago. Interministerial Committee for the Formulation of the National Plan of Action
KEYWORDS: child welfare; child care policy.
  Location: TTINTER.

1220 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Social Development and Family Services, National Family Services Division
KEYWORDS: family life; T&T.
  Location: TTSD.

1221 - Trinidad and Tobago Police Service
KEYWORDS: police officers; security; community policing.
  Location: TTPOL.
1222 - Reddock, Rhoda (prep). Mohammed, Patricia (prep).
A national gender policy and action plan for the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. Draft.
CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2004. 139 p.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; T&T.
Location: TTCOM.

1223 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Culture and Gender Affairs
KEYWORDS: gender; development; manuals.
Location: TTCUL.

1224 - Tapia, Mario. de la Torre, Ana.
Women farmers and Andean seeds. International Plant Genetic Resources Institute. Rome, Italy. 1998. 45 p. (Gender and Genetic Resources Management)
KEYWORDS: rural women; farm workers; women; Andes.
Location: TAPI.

1225 - Taylor, Viviene.
KEYWORDS: governance; Third World; feminist perspective; globalization; women in politics.
Location: TAYL.

1226 - Taylor, Joan Kennedy.
KEYWORDS: sexual harassment; prevention; legal aspects.
Location: TAYL.

1227 - Thomas, Alan. Crow, Ben.
KEYWORDS: atlases; Third World; socioeconomic indicators.
Location: THOM.

1228 - Eisler, Richard.
KEYWORDS: gender roles; men's health; masculinity.
Location: EISL.
KEYWORDS: WAND; women in development; bibliographies; Caribbean.
Location: TROT.

KEYWORDS: educational attainment; educational policy; boys; Caribbean.
Location: TTUNESCO.

KEYWORDS: garment industry; clothing workers; trade unions.
Location: TTCOMENQ.

KEYWORDS: crime prevention; crimes; abuse; rights; victims.
Location: TTPOL.

1233 - Caribbean Studies vol.34 n.2; vol.35 n.1; vol.36 n.1. Instituto de Estudios del Caribe, Universidad de Puerto Rico. Rio piedras, Puerto Rico.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean studies; violence against women; domestic violence; Caribbean film; Mirabal sisters; Dominican Republic.
Location: CARIB.

KEYWORDS: children's rights; child welfare; child development; child labour; child abuse; T&T.
Location: TTSD.

1235 - Byng, Kimberly.
KEYWORDS: biography; writing; manuals.
Location: BYNG.

1236 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: citizenship; status of women; ethnicity; marriage; religion; patriarchy; T&T.
Location: REDD vol.4 #7.

1237 - Thomas, Clive.
KEYWORDS: economic conditions; economic policy; case studies; Caribbean.
Location: THOM.

1238 - Thompson-Ahye, Hazel.
KEYWORDS: family law; marriage; women; T&T.
Location: THOM.

1239 - Tibatemwa-Ekirikubinza, Lillian.
KEYWORDS: homicide; criminals; murderers; women; psychological factors; Uganda.
Location: TIBA.

1240 - Thanh-Dam Trang.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; enterprises; Vietnam.
Location: TRUO.

1241 - Renton, Linnea.
KEYWORDS: status of women; women and development; gender analysis.
Location: RENT.

1242 - Tjaden, Patricia. Thoennes, Nancy.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; USA.
Location: TJAD.

1243 - Thorin, Maria.
The gender dimension of globalization: a survey of the literature with a focus on Latin America and the Caribbean. UN-ECLAC Division of International Trade and Integration. Santiago, Chile. 2001. 52 p. (Serie Comercio internacional n.17)
KEYWORDS: globalization; gender perspectives; literature.
Location: THOR.

1244 - Cooperative Credit Union League of Trinidad & Tobago
Survey of factors which affect women's capacity to develop in the areas of production and trade. The League. Trinidad & Tobago. [2002]. 77 p.
KEYWORDS: women owned business; entrepreneurs; business ownership; women.
Location: COOP.

1245 - Women and Development Studies
KEYWORDS: humanities; gender perspectives; literature; religion; media; meetings.
Location: WDS.

1246 - Mohammed, Patricia. Gill, Margaret.
KEYWORDS: women in development; social conditions; meetings; WDS.
Location: WDS.

1247 - Reddock, Rhoda. Bobb-Smith, Yvonne.
KEYWORDS: family structure; sexual division of labour; working conditions; employment; working women.
Location: REDD.

1248 - Harrison, Faye (ed).
KEYWORDS: human rights; racism; democracy.
Location: HARR.

1249 - Papers presented during the International Conference on Research and Teaching Related to Women, Montreal 1982. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; meetings.
Location: INTE.

1250 - Kandiyoti, Deniz.
KEYWORDS: patriarchy; family relationships.
Location: KAND.

1251 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: social policy; gender perspectives.
Location: MOHA.

1252 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: common law marriage; cohabitation; legal aspects; family structure; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

1253 - Inter-American Commission of Women
KEYWORDS: violence against women; prevention.
Location: VF (Violence against women 1).

KEYWORDS: social sciences; Caribbean.
Location: JECS.

1255 - ETC Group
KEYWORDS: development; nanotechnology.
Location: UNNGLS.

1256 - Hosein, Gabrielle (prep). Rochford, Staria (prep)
Masculinity studies research and programmes undertaken by the Centre for Gender and Development Studies, UWI, St Augustine. 15 p. 2008. Report for the National Commission for UNESCO Human and Social Sub-Committee Roundtable.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; men's studies; CGDS.
Location: HOSE.

1257 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Social Development
KEYWORDS: policies; disabled.
Location: TTSC.

1258 - SAHARA (Human Sciences Research Council), Cape Town
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; gender perspectives; meetings.
Location: SAHARA.

1259 - ECLAC
KEYWORDS: globalization; productivity; economic factors; economic development; social security.
Location: ECLAC.

1260 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: United Nations.
Location: UN.

1261 - Sidhu, Gretchen. UN Non-governmental Liaison Service
KEYWORDS: United Nations; procedures.
Location: UNNGLS.

1262 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: SIDS.
Location: UN.

1263 - Tomasevski, Katarina.
KEYWORDS: human rights; women's rights; girls; gender bias.
Location: TOMA.

KEYWORDS: cultural heritage; literacy; Puerto Ricans.
Location: TORR.

1265 - UNAIDS
KEYWORDS: (HIV/AIDS; prevention; status.
Location: UNAIDS.

1266 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: socioeconomic conditions; Latin America; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1267 - United Nations
International Plan of Action on Ageing and United Nations Principles for Older Persons.
KEYWORDS: older adults; policies.
Location: UN.

1268 - United Nations. Dept of Economics and Social Affairs
KEYWORDS: status of women; demographic measurements; statistics.
Location: UN.

1269 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: social indicators; socioeconomic indicators; status of women.
Location: UN.

1270 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: migration; migration patterns; socioeconomic conditions; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1271 - UNRISD
KEYWORDS: gender equity; macroeconomics; meetings.
Location: UNRISD.

1272 - Townson, Nigel.
Sport and gender (an extract from The British at play - a social history of British sport from 1600 to the present). 1997. 11 pp.
KEYWORDS: women; sport; UK.
Location: TOWN.

1273 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: women's rights; children's rights; gender perspectives.
Location: UNICEF.
1274 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: youth; policies; health; health services.
   Location: UNICEF.

1275 - United Nations Development Programme
KEYWORDS: national development; T&T.
   Location: UNDP.

1276 - United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
KEYWORDS: science and technology; biotechnology; gender perspectives.
   Location: UNESCO.

1277 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: women in development; bibliographies; Caribbean.
   Location: ECLAC.

1278 - UNICEF
From ratification to implementation: reporting on child rights in the Caribbean. State reports reviewed by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child by December 1999 (Barbados, Belize, Jamaica, St Kitts & Nevis, Trinidad & Tobago). UNICEF Caribbean Area Office. Christchurch, Barbados. 2000. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: children's rights; Caribbean.
   Location: UNICEF.

KEYWORDS: reproductive health; sexual health; qualitative research.
   Location: ULIN.

1280 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: women in development; gender equality.
   Location: UN.
1281 - CGDS
Research report of the UNESCO Gender, peace and development in the Caribbean research project. UNESCO. 2001. 78 p. 4 append. (Developed from the reports of the research teams from UWI, CGDS, Mona and St Augustine campuses).
KEYWORDS: project reports.
Location: UNESCO.

1282 - UNESCO and CGDS
KEYWORDS: meetings; project reports.
Location: UNESCO.

1283 - UNEP, FAO and Oregon State University
KEYWORDS: fresh water; international agreements.
Location: UNEP.

1284 - UNECLAC
An evaluative study of the implementation of domestic violence legislation: Antigua and Barbuda, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia and St Vincent and the Grenadines. UNECLAC, Subregional Headquarters for the Caribbean. 2001. ix, 81 p.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence against women; legislative aspects; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1285 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: children; developing countries; child welfare.
Location: UNICEF.

1286 - UNESCO
KEYWORDS: qualitative analysis; gender equality; equal opportunity; education.
Location: UNESCO.

1287 - UNESCO Unit for the Promotion of the Status of Women and Gender Equality
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; status of women; gender equality.
Location: UNESCO.
1288 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: international agreements.
Location: UN.

1289 - ECLAC-CDCC
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; socialization; domestic violence; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1290 - ECLAC
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; women in development; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1291 - United Nations Inter-Agency Campaign on Women's Rights
KEYWORDS: violence against women; human rights.
Location: UNIFEM.

1292 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: women in development; bibliographies; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1293 - United Nations. Dept for Economics and Social Information
KEYWORDS: status of women; health; education; women at work; statistics.
Location: UN.

1294 - United Nations. Dept of Economics and Social Affairs
KEYWORDS: status of women; family structure; health; education; women at work; statistics.
Location: UN.
1295 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: status of women; women's work; violence against women; women in politics.
Location: UN.
1296 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: child welfare; early childhood.
Location: UNICEF.

1297 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: Beijing Declaration.
Location: UN.
1298 - Judd, Karen (ed).
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; budgets.
Location: UNIFEM.

1299 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: sexual abuse; sexual exploitation; child abuse.
Location: UNICEF.

1300 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: socioeconomic conditions; child welfare; family life; social conditions.
Location: UNICEF.
1301 - Canadian International Development Agency-Gender Equity Fund
Study for gender mainstreaming in the Caribbean. UNECLAC/CDCC. 2000. 43 p.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1302 - UNICEF/UNFPA
Meeting adolescent development and participation rights: the findings of five research studies on adolescents in Jamaica. UNICEF and UNFPA. Kingston, Jamaica. 2002. 281 p.
KEYWORDS: adolescence; child development; sexual behaviour; violence; living conditions; socialization; Jamaica.
Location: UNICEF.

1303 - UNICEF/UNFPA
KEYWORDS: adolescence; child development; sexual behaviour; violence; living conditions; socialization; Jamaica.
Location: UNICEF.

1304 - UNIFEM
KEYWORDS: CEDAW; HIV/AIDS; gender perspectives.
Location: UNIFEM.

1305 - UNIFEM
A guide to UNIFEM media advocacy activities. UNIFEM. New York, USA. n.d. 34 p.
KEYWORDS: media; advocacy.
Location: UNIFEM.

1306 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: women living in poverty.
Location: UN.

1307 - Walker, Cherryl.
KEYWORDS: land reform; gender perspectives; South Africa.
Location: WALK.
1308 - Bendell, Jem. UNNGLS
Location: BEND.

1309 - UNIDO
KEYWORDS: women at work.
Location: UNIDO.

1310 - UNECLAC
KEYWORDS: social conditions; demographic measurements.
Location: ECLAC.

1311 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: gender equality; gender gap; development indicators.
Location: UNDP.

1312 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: globalization; poverty alleviation; development indicators.
Location: UNDP.

1313 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: consumerism; environmental conservation; development indicators.
Location: UNDP.

1314 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: human rights; human development; poverty alleviation; development indicators.
Location: UNDP.
1315 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: human development; technology; development indicators.
Location: UNDP.

1316 - Institute for Research in Afro-American Studies
KEYWORDS: Afro-American; young adults.
Location: COLU.

1317 - USAID
KEYWORDS: FGM; education of girls; domestic violence; prevention; women's rights.
Location: USAID.

1318 - Alleyne, George et al.
Report of the Chancellor's task force on governance of the UWI. The University of the West Indies. 2006. iv, 23 p.
KEYWORDS: UWI; governance; performance reports.
Location: UWI.

1319 - CGDS
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; gender mainstreaming; capacity building.
Location: CGDS.

Gender issues and concerns in financing for development. UN International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women. 2004. iv, 34 p. (INSTRAW Occasional Paper n.3)
KEYWORDS: development finance; MDGs; gender perspectives.
Location: INSTRAW.

1321 - Ricketts, Heather.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; Tobago.
Location: UNDP.

Gender and poverty: an analysis for action. UNDP. New York, USA. 1996. 23 p. (Gender inDevelopment Monograph Series n.2)
KEYWORDS: poverty; gender perspectives.
Location: UNDP.

KEYWORDS: gender studies; library.
Location: UWI.

1324 - University of the West Indies
KEYWORDS: biographies; UWI.
Location: UWI.

1325 - University of the West Indies
KEYWORDS: guidelines.
Location: UWI.

1326 - Ryan, Selwyn.
KEYWORDS: democracy; political systems; social conditions; Caribbean.
Location: UNDP.

1327 - University of the West Indies
How employers view our graduates: the non-campus countries' perspective. A survey commissioned by the Office of the Board for Undergraduate Studies of the University of the West Indies. 1998. 89 p.
KEYWORDS: UWI; graduates.
Location: UWI.
1328 - Office of Planning
KEYWORDS: UWI; strategic plans.
Location: UWI.

1329 -
KEYWORDS: annual reports.
Location: UWI.

1330 - School of Continuing Studies, UWI
KEYWORDS: annual reports.
Location: UWI.

1331 -
Location: CGDS.

1332 - Doepke, Matthias. Tertilt, Michele.
KEYWORDS: women's rights; status of women; gender equality; economic factors.
Location: DOEP.

1333 - UWI, St Augustine
Location: UWI.

1334 - UNAIDS and CARICOM
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention; Caribbean.
Location: UNAIDS.

1335 - Dept of Women's Studies
1336 - UN Research Institute for Social Development
KEYWORDS: gender equality; sex discrimination; gender bias; migration; rural living; armed conflict; public service; gender perspectives; women in politics; labour force.
Location: UNRISD.

KEYWORDS: women's movement; Beijing Conference.
Location: ECLAC.

KEYWORDS: capacity building; economic policy.
Location: ECLAC.

1339 - UNIFEM
KEYWORDS: disarmament; peace movements; gender perspectives.
Location: UNIFEM.

1340 - Women and Development Studies Group
KEYWORDS: agriculture; gender perspectives; meetings.
Location: WDS.

1341 - McIntosh, Karel.
KEYWORDS: CGDS; progress reports.
Location: CGDS.

1342 - Women and AIDS Program
A study of the knowledge, practices, actions and beliefs held by women in Trinidad and Tobago on their sexuality. Women and Development Studies Group, ISER, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1994. 14 p. 5 append.
KEYWORDS: women; sexuality; sexual behaviour; T&T.
Location: UWI.

1343 - CGDS
KEYWORDS: outreach programmes; CGDS.
Location: CGDS.

1344 - CGDS
KEYWORDS: outreach programmes; CGDS.
Location: CGDS.

1345 - CGDS with CIDA and ISLE
Policy Round Table to report on research action/project 'Building Gender Approaches Towards Sustainable Livelihoods: the Nariva Swamp: a Gendered Case Study'. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2000. 16 p. 5 append.
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; gender perspectives; rural living.
Location: CGDS.

1346 - CGDS with CIDA and ISLE
KEYWORDS: Nariva Swamp; gender perspectives; rural living.
Location: CGDS.

1348 - CGDS
Doing ethnography: the poetics and politics of fieldwork. CGDS Summer course June 2006. CGDS. St Augustine, T&T. 2006. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: ethnography; fieldwork; training materials; readings.
Location: CGDS.

1349 - Feracho, Renette (prep).
KEYWORDS: CGDS; research institutes.
Location: CGDS.

1350 - UWI HARP
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention; treatment; strategic plans.
Location: UWI.

1351 - UWI Office of Planning
A policy on intellectual property for the University of the West Indies. 1998. 24 p.
KEYWORDS: intellectual property.
Location: UWI.

1352 - Bain, Brendan.  Morrissey, Michael.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention; treatment.
Location: UWI.

1353 - CGDS with UNECLAC
Report on a one day workshop on 'Rethinking economics: does gender matter?'. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2001. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: economics; gender perspectives.
Location: CGDS.

1354 - UNICEF
Mobilising stakeholders on crime and violence prevention in Trinidad and Tobago: exchanging best practices. Workshop report. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: crime; crime prevention; violence; drug abuse.
Location: UNICEF.

1355 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: disabled; equal opportunity.
Location: UN.

1356 - UN Non-Governmental Liaison Service
Location: UNNGLS.

KEYWORDS: reproductive health; HIV/AIDS; prevention.
Location: UNFPA.

1358 - Cohen, Sylvie. Burger, Michele.
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; masculinity; prevention; men.
Location: UNFPA.

1359 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: disabled; equal opportunity.
Location: UN.

1360 - Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council
KEYWORDS: water supply; water management; sanitation.
Location: WATER.

1361 - Velin, Jo-Anne (ed). Cruz, Adrienne (ed).
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention; treatment; discrimination; Africa.
Location: UNNGLS.
1362 - Cruz, Adrienne (ed).  
KEYWORDS: conflict; conflict resolution.  
Location: UNNGLS.  

1363 - Butcher, Neil et al.  
Information and communication technologies.  UN Non-Governmental Liaison Service.  Geneva and New York.  2000.  xii, 115 p.  (Voices from Africa n.9)  
KEYWORDS: information sciences; ICT; Africa.  
Location: UNNGLS.  

1364 - UNIFEM  
A life free of violence is our right! The UN Trust Fund to end Violence against Women: 10 years of investment.  UNIFEM.  New York, USA.  2007.  36 p.  
KEYWORDS: violence against women; prevention; women's rights.  
Location: UNIFEM.  

1365 - UNNGLS  
KEYWORDS: United Nations.  
Location: UNNGLS.  

1366 - Valle, Gina (ed).  
KEYWORDS: grandmothers; Canada.  
Location: VALL.  

1367 - Thoden van Helzen, H.U.E.  van Wetering, W.  
KEYWORDS: traditions; tribal customs; religious beliefs; maroons; Suriname.  
Location: THOD.  

1368 - Vassell, Linnette (comp).  
KEYWORDS: women's history; Jamaica.
Location: VASS.

1369 - Ford Foundation
KEYWORDS: violence against women; meetings.
Location: FORD.

1370 - UNECLAC
KEYWORDS: violence against women; directories; resources; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

1371 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: young adults; juvenile delinquency; demographic measurements.
Location: UNDP.

1372 - Reddock, Rhoda (prep). Barclay, Rosalie (prep). Clarke, Roberta (prep).
KEYWORDS: violence against women; prevention; T&T.
Location: REDD.

1373 - Williams, Suzanne. Seed, Janet. Mwau, Adelina.
KEYWORDS: gender studies; training; manuals.
Location: WILL.

1374 - United Nations Population Fund
KEYWORDS: gender inequality; violence against women; women's rights; reproductive health.
Location: UNFPA.

1375 - Women and Development Studies
Third disciplinary seminar. Gender and education. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: education; gender perspectives; meetings.
Location: WDS.

1376 - Women and Development Unit
KEYWORDS: menstrual cycle; reproductive cycle; women's health.
Location: WAND.

1377 - World Health Organization
KEYWORDS: development studies; health aspects.
Location: WHO.

1378 - Nicholls, Neville.
KEYWORDS: financial management.
Location: NICH.

1379 -
KEYWORDS: women in development; Barbados; annual reports.
Location: WAND.

1380 - Mayor of London.
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements.
Location: MAYO.

1381 - Women's Media Watch
KEYWORDS: media coverage; media portrayal; gender perspectives; training; manual.
Location: WOMEN.

1382 - Wyss, Brenda. White, Marceline.
KEYWORDS: globalization; social conditions; agriculture; gender perspectives; Jamaica.
Location: WYSS.
1383 - World Bank
KEYWORDS: structural adjustment; gender policy; gender perspectives.
Location: WORLD BANK.

1384 - Williams, Gwendoline.
KEYWORDS: housing; gender perspectives; Sou Sou Lands; T&T.
Location: WILL and VF (Gender and Policy - TT).

KEYWORDS: qualitative research.
Location: WARR.

1386 - Wieringa, Saskia (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminism.
Location: WIER.

KEYWORDS: globalization; social development; Caribbean.
Location: WEDD.

1388 - Women's Environment and Development Organization
KEYWORDS: women in development; gender equality.
Location: WEDO.
1389 - Women in Development Unit
Programme for the opening of the Expert Group Meeting on Gender Planning, July 16-17, 1997, ECLAC Conference Room, Port of Spain.
Location: WID.

1390 - World Health Organization
KEYWORDS: induced abortion; prenatal care; maternal health services.
Location: WHO.

Integrating women into development programs: a guide for implementation for Latin America and the Caribbean. USAID. Washington, DC. 88 p. (The Gender Manual Series)
KEYWORDS: women in development; USAID; Caribbean.
Location: WHIT.

1392 - Whiting, Beatrice. Edwards, Carolyn.
KEYWORDS: socialization; social behaviour; mothers.
Location: WHIT.

1393 - Warner, Sophia.
KEYWORDS: religious beliefs; Orisha faith; women.
Location: WARN.

1394 -
KEYWORDS: Caribbean writing; sample copy.
Location: WADA.

1395 - Women and Development Studies Group
Report on policies for women in the rural sector (Republic of Trinidad and Tobago). IICA. T&T. 1990. 75 p.
KEYWORDS: social conditions; policies; rural women; T&T.
Location: WDSG.
1396 - Whitehead, Ann. Lockwood, Matthew.  
Gender in the World Bank's poverty assessments: six case studies from sub-Saharan Africa.  
KEYWORDS: poverty; gender perspectives; Africa.  
Location: WHIT.  

1397 - Gender, science and technology seminar. Centre for Gender & Development Studies and 
Faculty of Natural Sciences, UWI. Mona, Jamaica. 1994. 1 vol.  
KEYWORDS: women in science; science education; gender perspectives; meetings.  
Location: CGDS.  

1398 - Sadasivam, Bharati (ed). Women's Environment and Development Organization  
Risks, rights and reforms: a 50-country survey assessing government actions five years after 
the International Conference on Population and Development. WEDO. New York, USA.  
KEYWORDS: social development; reproductive health.  
Location: WEDO.  

1399 - Wieringa, Saskia (ed).  
Women's movements and organizations in historical perspective. Project summaries and 
KEYWORDS: women's movement.  
Location: WIER.  

1400 - Wilson, Midge. Russell, Kathy.  
Divided sisters: bridging the gap between black women and white women. Anchor Books, 
KEYWORDS: Afro-American women; Caucasian women; race relations.  
Location: WILS.  

1401 - Winter-Brathwaite, Colleen.  
Educating for peace: changing the culture of the classroom. A report on an innovative  
teacher training programme implemented by UNESCO/CARNEID. UNESCO. Kingston,  
KEYWORDS: violence; violence in the media; peace; education; gender perspectives.  
Location: WINT.  

1402 -  
West Indian Medical Journal. Faculty of Medical Sciences, UWI. Mona, Jamaica. 2004. 78 p.  
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; drug abuse; research.
1403 - MacDonald, Mandy (comp).
KEYWORDS: capacity building; leadership training; gender analysis; advocacy; communication; training; women's rights; gender perspectives; Beijing.
Location: WIDE.

1404 - MacDonald, Mandy.
KEYWORDS: globalization; trade; gender perspectives.
Location: WIDE.

1405 - Allaert, Benedicte (ed). Forman, Nicole (ed).
KEYWORDS: women's rights; trade; WTO; economic rights; gender perspectives.
Location: WIDE.

1406 - MacDonald, Mandy (ed).
KEYWORDS: women living in poverty; feminization of poverty; Europe.
Location: WIDE.

1407 - Williams, Mariama.
KEYWORDS: women in development; economic power; literacy; training; manuals.
Location: WIDE.

1408 - WIDE
KEYWORDS: Lome Convention; negotiations; gender perspectives.
Location: WIDE.
1409 - Harcourt, Wendy (ed).  WIDE
KEYWORDS: international conventions; meetings.
   Location: WIDE.

1410 - Allaert, Benedicte (ed).
KEYWORDS: trade agreements; gender analysis.
   Location: WIDE.

1411 - Management Development Programme
KEYWORDS: women in management; bibliographies.
   Location: COMSEC.

1412 - Osmund, Marie Withers.
KEYWORDS: working women; working conditions; Cuba.
   Location: OSMO.

1413 - Women's Environment and Development Organization
KEYWORDS: gender equality; women's rights.
   Location: WEDO.

1414 - Williams, Lydia.
KEYWORDS: gender equity; World Bank; Beijing.
   Location: WILL.

1415 - Dan, Alice (ed).  Rosser, Sue (ed).
KEYWORDS: women's health; medicine; feminist studies.
Location: Women.

1416 - SADC
KEYWORDS: women in politics; southern Africa; SADC.
Location: SADC.

1417 - Trades Union Congress
KEYWORDS: women working outside the home; working conditions; UK.
Location: TUC.

Guidelines for the use of non-sexist language at the University of the West Indies. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2002. 21 p.
KEYWORDS: non-sexist language.
Location: YOUS.

1419 - Yeager, Gertrude (ed).
KEYWORDS: women; feminism; historical perspective; Latin America.
Location: YEAG.

1420 - Yelvington, Kevin.
KEYWORDS: women working outside the home; ethnicity; working class; power; gender perspectives; T&T.
Location: YELV.

1421 - Social Justice Group at The Center for Advanced Feminist Studies, Univ of Minnesota (ed)
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; same-sex marriage; women's studies; homosexuality; education.
  Location: SOCI.

  KEYWORDS: migration; women; migrants; Asia.
  Location: YAMA.

  KEYWORDS: education; gender perspectives; media; tertiary education; gender differences.
  Location: UWI.

  KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; migrant workers.
  Location: IOM.

  KEYWORDS: international division of labour; textile industry; electronics industry.
  Location: WOMEN.

  KEYWORDS: rural women; women in agriculture; women in development.
  Location: FAO.

1427 - Caribbean Association for Feminist Research and Action Women in Caribbean agriculture project [WICA]. Introduction to the country reports with summary of main findings. CAFRA. 1988. 75 p.
  Location: CAFRA.
KEYWORDS: Muslim women; Koran.
Location: WOMEN.

1429 - UN Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women
KEYWORDS: working women; employment; unemployment; statistical data.
Location: INSTRAW.

1430 - Guenette, Louise.
Changing the world step by step: mosaic in tribute to women's struggles world-wide. World 
KEYWORDS: women's rights; violence against women; human trafficking; prostitution; 
reproductive health; lesbians.
Location: WORLD.

1431 - Women and Geography Study Group
Feminist geographies: explorations in diversity and difference. Addison Wesley Longman. 
KEYWORDS: women; geography; feminist studies.
Location: WOMEN.

1432 - 
Women and health: information for action issue paper. World Federation of Public Health 
KEYWORDS: women's health; socioeconomic conditions; health care.
Location: WORLD.

1433 - Bureau of International Information Programs
KEYWORDS: women; biographies; USA.
Location: USA.

1434 - UN Non-governmental Liaison Service
panel held at the NGO Forum on Women '95. 45 p. NGLS. Geneva and New York. 1996.
KEYWORDS: women's organizations; NGOs; activism.
Location: UNNGLS.

1435 - York University
KEYWORDS: abstracts; women's rights; children's rights; gender roles.
Location: YORK.

1436 - Inter-American Institute for Cooperation in Agriculture
KEYWORDS: rural women; women in agriculture; Trinidad.
Location: IICA.

KEYWORDS: Caribbean; Latin America; ethnic studies; sample copy.
Location: LATIN.

1438 - England, Sarah.
KEYWORDS: doula; Afro-Trinidadian; Indo-Trinidadian; miscegenation; racial mixing; Trinidad.
Location: ENGL.

1439 - Wyss, Brenda. White, Marceline.
KEYWORDS: trade liberalization; poverty; Jamaica.
Location: WYSS.

1440 - Wynd, Shona.
KEYWORDS: female education; Niger; Africa.
Location: WYND.

1441 - Wiltshire-Brodber, Rosina.
KEYWORDS: families; family structure; migration; Caribbean.
1442 - World Bank
KEYWORDS: poverty; labour market; social services; human resources; unemployment; T&T.
Location: WORLD.

1443 - Women Living Under Muslim Laws
KEYWORDS: Muslim; honour killing.
Location: WOMEN.

KEYWORDS: politics; Indo-Trinidadian; Caribbean; gender; racial factors; slavery; capitalism; Eric Williams.
Location: WILL.

1445 - Maynard, Olga Comma.
KEYWORDS: autobiography; historical perspective; T&T.
Location: MAYN.

1446 - Johnson, Tina (ed).
KEYWORDS: CEDAW; older adults; violence against women; human trafficking; sex tourism; indigenous populations; cultural influences.
Location: COMSEC.

1447 - Barriteau, Violet Eudine.
KEYWORDS: gender relations; women in politics; politics; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

1448 - Barriteau, Violet Eudine.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

KEYWORDS: migration; human trafficking; prostitution; deportees; Caribbean.
Location: LESS.

1450 - UN Non-Governmental Liaison Service
KEYWORDS: United Nations.
Location: UNNGLS.

1451 - Bureau of Women's Affairs
KEYWORDS: status of women; Barbados.
Location: BARB.

1452 - Ministry of Community Development, Welfare and the Status of Women
KEYWORDS: families; social services.
Location: TTCD.

1453 - Ministry of Community Development, Welfare and the Status of Women
KEYWORDS: families; social services.
Location: TTCD.

1454 - United Research Institute for Social Development
KEYWORDS: poverty alleviation; indicators; social services; urban environment; credit.
1455 - Alternatives to Custody Group
Report of the First International Conference on Alternatives to Custody and Penal Reform held in Trinidad and Tobago at the Mount Hope Medical Sciences Complex, April 1997. 120 p. KEYWORDS: prisons; sanctions; meetings. Location: TT.

1456 - Ministry of the Attorney General

1457 - World Meteorological Organization

1458 - Women's National Commission

1459 -
Masculinities: interdisciplinary studies on gender vol.2 n.1. The Guilford Press. 1994. KEYWORDS: masculinity; disabled; macho; child abuse; gender relations; sample copy. Location: MASC.

1460 - Andaiye.
The Lucille Mair Mathurin Lecture. 'Towards building a movement: a critique of feminist politics and organising in the Caribbean'. CGDS, UWI. Mona, Jamaica. 2002. x, 25 p. KEYWORDS: feminism; politics; Caribbean. Location: ANDA.

1461 - UNFPA

KEYWORDS: violence; domestic violence; suicide; sexual abuse; war; public health; risk factors.
   Location: WHO.

1463 - Mohammed, Patricia. Shepherd, Cathy.
Women and Development Studies Group. 50 p.
KEYWORDS: meetings; women in development.
   Location: WDSG.

1464 - ECLAC-CDCC
KEYWORDS: Caribbean; social change; men's roles; women's roles.
   Location: ECLAC.

1465 - Verano
Informacion: el VI Instituto de Verano de Estudios Transculturales Internacionales de la Mujer Negra. 98 p.
KEYWORDS: meetings; black women; status of women.
   Location: VERA.

1466 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: women in development; project planning; project management.
   Location: UN.

1467 - United Nations Development Programme
KEYWORDS: women in development.
   Location: UNDP.

1468 - Zwarteveen, Margreet.
A plot of one's own: gender relations and irrigated land allocation policies in Burkina Faso.
KEYWORDS: gender relations; irrigation; Burkina Faso.
   Location: ZWAR.
1469 - Zwarteveen, Margreet.
KEYWORDS: women's roles; irrigation; Nepal.
Location: ZWAR.

1470 - UNIFEM
KEYWORDS: trade; policies; gender perspectives; NAFTS; globalization; Grenada.
Location: UNIFEM.

1471 - World Health Organization
KEYWORDS: gender roles; sexual health; reproductive health; health care; gender perspectives.
Location: WHO.

1472 - United Nations
Compilation of guidelines on the form and content of reports to be submitted by states parties to the international human rights treaties. Report of the Secretary-General. 2001. 51 p. (International Human Rights Instruments)
Location: UN.

1473 - ECLAC
Location: ECLAC.

Commonwealth Secretariat. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; democracy; politics; parliament; meetings.
Location: COMSEC.

1475 - United Nations Development Fund for Women
KEYWORDS: women's rights; violence against women; legal aspects; advocacy.
Location: UNIFEM.

1477 - Women and Development Studies Group
KEYWORDS: meetings; women in development; gender perspectives.
Location: WDSG.

1478 - Women's Studies Unit and UNICEF
KEYWORDS: structural adjustment; poverty; women's organizations; meetings.
Location: GUYA.

1479 - World Health Organization
KEYWORDS: women in development; women's health; maternal mortality.
Location: WHO.

1480 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Social Development
KEYWORDS: social services; human development; poverty alleviation; T&T.
Location: TTSD.

1481 - National Institute of Higher Education Research Science and Technology
KEYWORDS: surveys; science and technology; T&T.
Location: NIHERST.

1482 - Brown, Monica (prep).
Gender differentials at the secondary and tertiary levels of the educational system in the anglophone Caribbean. Specialist study: dropout from educational institutions in three CARICOM countries. University of the West Indies, CGDS, RCU. Mona, Jamaica. 2006. iv, 31 p.
KEYWORDS: dropouts; secondary schools; higher education; T&T; Belize; Guyana; gender perspectives.
Location: BROW.

1483 - UNESCO
KEYWORDS: non-sexist language.
Location: UNESCO.

1484 - Simpson, Ruth.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; female intensive occupations; gender perspectives.
Location: SIMP.

Knowledge and perception of abortion and the abortion law in Trinidad and Tobago. 2007. pp 97-107. From: Reproductive Health Matters vol.15, n.29.
KEYWORDS: abortion laws; public opinion; T&T.
Location: MART.

1486 - Parpart, Jane.
Rethinking participation, empowerment and development from a gender perspective. 1999. pp 250-267. From Transforming Development edited by Jim Freedman, University of Toronto Press.
KEYWORDS: women and development; empowerment; gender perspectives.
Location: PARP.

1487 - Castello, June (ed).
Gender, masculinity and the workplace. Centre for Gender and Development Studies, UWI. Mona, Jamaica. 2006. v, 64 p. (Working Paper Series n.4)
KEYWORDS: men; higher education; employment; fathers; fathering; Jamaica.
Location: CGDS.

1488 - St Bernard, Godfrey.
KEYWORDS: family structure; family life; demographic measurements; Caribbean diaspora.
1489 - Burton, Antoinette.
KEYWORDS: women; feminism; history.

Location: BURT.

1490 - Orloff, Ann Shola.
KEYWORDS: welfare state; gender perspectives.

1491 - Davies, Carol Boyce.
KEYWORDS: carnivals; female body; women; Caribbean.

Location: DAVI.

1492 - Sanchez Taylor, Jacqueline.
KEYWORDS: tourism; sexual behaviour; sex tourism; prostitution.

Location: SANC.

1493 - McDowell, Linda.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; boys; labour market; UK.

Location: MCDO.

1494 - Broek, Aart.
KEYWORDS: lesbian relationships; Curacao; Caribbean.

Location: BROE.

1495 - de la Cancela, Victor.
KEYWORDS: machismo; cool; men; black; latino.
Location: DELA.

1496 - de la Cancela, Victor.
KEYWORDS: men; black; Latino; men's health.
Location: DELA.

1497 - Baksh-Soodeen, Rawwida.
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminist movement; global feminism; Caribbean.
Location: BAKS.

1498 - St Bernard, Godfrey. Salim, Carol.
Adult literacy in Trinidad and Tobago: a study based on the findings of the National Literacy Survey 1995. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1995. xii, 77 p.
KEYWORDS: literacy; T&T.
Location: STBE.

1499 - Ministry of Social Development
KEYWORDS: families; social conditions; family conflict; family policy.
Location: TTSD.

1500 -
KEYWORDS: refugees; sexual violence; feminism.
Location: SIGN.

1501 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: Beijing Platform.
Location: UN.

1502 - Belcon, Patricia (comp).

KEYWORDS: carnival; steelbands; calypso; Caribbean; T&T.

Location: BELC.

1503 - CGDS

KEYWORDS: annual reports.

Location: CGDS.

1504 - Pargass, Gaietry (prep).

KEYWORDS: gender policy; action plan; legal aspects; T&T.

Location: CGDS.

1505 - Pasley, Victoria.

KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; gender roles; social history; T&T.

Location: PASL.

1506 - Bass, Sarah.

KEYWORDS: women's history; Indo-Caribbean women.

Location: BASS.

1507 - Caribbean Coalition of National AIDS Programme Coordinators

KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; gender perspectives; Caribbean.

Location: CCNAPC.

1508 - International AIDS Vaccine Initiative
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention; vaccines; gender perspectives.

Location: IAVI.

1509 - Seguino, Stephanie.
KEYWORDS: economic growth; quality of life; Caribbean.
Location: SEGU.

1510 - Massiah, Joycelin (ed).
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; family structure; employment; women in agriculture.
Location: SES.

1511 - Central Statistical Office
KEYWORDS: demographic measurements; T&T.
Location: TTCSO.

1512 - Centre for Gender and Development Studies
KEYWORDS: meetings; project reports; gender analysis.
Location: CGDS.

1513 - Centre for Gender and Development Studies
Intensive one week gender policy training course. Course package. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2006. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: training materials; workshops.
Location: CGDS.

1514 - Timothy, Roberta.
KEYWORDS: resistance; shelters; women's shelters; Black women.
Location: TIMO.
KEYWORDS: male circumcision; HIV/AIDS; prevention; abortion; contraception; reproductive rights; sexual rights.
Location: RHM.

1516 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: vendors; labour market; internal trade; inter-island trade; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

KEYWORDS: vendors; inter-island trade; feasibility studies; OECS.
Location: BABB.

1518 - Khosla, Prabha.
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; sanitation; water resources.
Location: KHOS.

1519 - Young, Brigitte. Hoppe, Helle.
KEYWORDS: globalization; agriculture; Doha; gender perspectives.
Location: YOUN.

1520 - CARICOM
KEYWORDS: progress reports.
Location: CARICOM.

1521 - Hafkin, Nancy. Taggart, Nancy.
Gender, information technology, and developing countries. USAID. Washington, DC. 2001. 121 p.
KEYWORDS: information; developing countries; gender perspectives; sex work.
Location: HAFK.

1522 - Higman, B.H.
KEYWORDS: household workers; historical account; Jamaica.
Location: HIGM.

1523 - Brereton, Bridget.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; historical account.
Location: BRER.

1524 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: sex; sexuality; sex roles; feminist perspective.
Location: MOHA.

1525 - Law Commission
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; legal aspects; T&T.
Location: TTLAW.

1526 - Elson, Diane. Keklik, Hande.
KEYWORDS: status of women; women's rights; MDGs.
Location: ELSO.

1527 -
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; policy making; planning; meetings.
Location: CGDS.
KEYWORDS: status of women; families; girls; children; adolescents; Cuba.
Location: SUAR.

1529 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: EPA; international trade.
Location: EPA.

1530 - Thorburn, Diana Ruth.
KEYWORDS: international relations; gender perspectives; feminist perspective; national development; Caribbean.
Location: THOR.

1531 - Poats, Susan.
KEYWORDS: women in agriculture.
Location: POAT.

1532 - Third World Organization for Women in Science
KEYWORDS: women in science; directories.
Location: TWOOW.

1533 - Gopaul, Roanna.
KEYWORDS: gender analysis; globalization; Caribbean.
Location: GOPA.

1534 - Cornwall, Andrea.

KEYWORDS: gender roles; participation; gender differences.
Location: CORN.

1535 - Antwi, Anna.
KEYWORDS: women in agriculture; T&T.
Location: ANTW.

1536 - Cheater, A.P. Gaidzwana, R.B.
KEYWORDS: citizenship; patrilinearity; gender perspectives; Africa.
Location: CHEA.

1537 - Sharpe, Jenny. Pinto, Samantha.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; sex work; dancehall; Caribbean.
Location: SHAR.

1538 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
KEYWORDS: family structure; Caribbean; Caribbean women.
Location: BOLL.

1539 - Johnson, Ulric.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; violence against women.
Location: JOHN.

1540 - Jayasinghe, Daphne.
'More and more technology, women have to go home': changing skill demands in manufacturing and Caribbean women's access to training. 2001. pp 70-79. From Gender and Development v.9 n.1.
KEYWORDS: employment; manufacturing industry; female intensive occupations; technology development; Caribbean women.
Location: JAYA.

1541 - Parry, Odette.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; education of boys; male underachievement; Caribbean; high schools; coeducation.
Location: PARR.

1542 - Parry, Odette.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; boys; educational attainment; Caribbean.
Location: CARI.

1543 - Mills, Frank L. (ed).
Multidisciplinary challenges and approaches for the Caribbean in the nineties. Eastern Caribbean Center of the UVI. St Thomas, USVI. 1996. 32 p. (Caribbean Perspectives December 1996)
KEYWORDS: masculinity; educational attainment; health; ecotourism; Caribbean.
Location: CARI.

1544 - Duncan, Neville. O'Brien, Kenneth.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; Barbados.
Location: DUNC** (copy in Box File).

1545 - CARICOM
KEYWORDS: historical account; regional development; trade; women and development; cricket; CARICOM.
Location: CARICOM.

1546 -
KEYWORDS: feminism; lesbianism; film; women and science; revolution; sample copy.
Location: WOME.
1547 - Drayton, Donna Bobb.
ALTA and the literacy crisis in Trinidad - a gendered perspective. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2001. 27 p. MPhil thesis proposal.
KEYWORDS: adult literacy; gender; ALTA; T&T.
Location: DRAY.

1548 - Hart, Gillian.
KEYWORDS: apartheid; industry; social policy; South Africa.
Location: HART.

1549 - Seemungal, Florence (comp).
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence.
Location: SEEM.

1550 - Caribbean Network for Integrated Rural Development
KEYWORDS: rural development; directories.
Location: CNIRD.

1551 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: social sciences.
Location: MOHA.

1552 - CARICOM
KEYWORDS: cultural policy; CARICOM.
Location: CARICOM.

1553 - Waldorf, Lee
Pathway to gender equality: CEDAW, Beijing and the MDGs. UNIFEM; GTZ and Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development. n.d. 44 p.
KEYWORDS: MDGs; gender equality; CEDAW.
   Location: UNIFEM.

1554 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: family structure; Islam; foster care; pre-school education; teenage pregnancy; T&T.
   Location: TT.

1555 - Murray, David.
KEYWORDS: human rights; sexuality; social conditions; Caribbean.
   Location: MURR.

1556 - Bisnauth, Dale.
KEYWORDS: religion; fundamentalism; sexism.
   Location: BISN.

1557 - Council of Legal Education; Centre for Gender and Development Studies Workshop on "Gender, Law and Legal Systems in the Caribbean". 1 binder.
KEYWORDS: gender; legal aspects; legal system; Caribbean; meetings.
   Location: COUN.

1558 - Derbyshire, Helen.
Gender issues in agrarian and environmental change. rev ed. Wye College. UK. 1996. 1 binder. The University of the West Indies External Programme in Agriculture. Diploma and MSc in Agricultural and Rural Development.
KEYWORDS: agricultural development; environmental protection; gender perspectives; training materials.
   Location: UWI.

1559 -
KEYWORDS: SIDS; environmental protection; natural resources.
   Location: ECLAC.
1560 - Walley, Christine. 
KEYWORDS: female genital mutilation; FGM; circumcision. 
Location: WALL.

1561 - Ndambuki, Berida. Robertson, Claire. 
"We only come here to struggle". Stories from Berida's life. Indiana University Press. Introduction and Chapter 1 only. 
KEYWORDS: life histories. 
Location: NDAM.

1562 - Klass, Morton. 
KEYWORDS: Indo-Trinidadian; creolization; T&T. 
Location: KLAS.

1563 - Gmelch, George. Gmelch, Sharon Bohn. 
KEYWORDS: rural living; Barbados. 
Location: GMEL.

1564 - Mohammed, Patricia. 
KEYWORDS: calypso; Caribbean. 
Location: MOHA.

1565 - Rowley, Michelle. 
KEYWORDS: youth; discipline; behaviour; gender perspectives. 
Location: ROWL.

KEYWORDS: menstruation; menopause; women's health.
1567 - Helgesen, Sally.
KEYWORDS: women; sustainable development.
Location: HELG.

1568 - Anon.
Labour force fertility study - a comparative analysis of Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago. n.d. 201 p.
KEYWORDS: fertility; labour force participation; women's studies; Guyana; Jamaica; T&T.
Location: ANON.

1569 - Centre for Gender and Development Studies
Gender mainstreaming in integrated water resources management in the Caribbean, April 7-11, 2008. Workshop manual. 1 vol. In conjunction with Women, Gender and Water Network; Global Water Partnership; Caribbean WaterNet.
KEYWORDS: gender analysis; gender mainstreaming; water resources; training materials; meetings.
Location: CGDS.

1570 -
Creative strategies for making a difference in the classrooms. One-day workshop. CGDS, UWI. St Augustine,T&T. 1 folder.
KEYWORDS: teaching; classroom management; meetings.
Location: CGDS.

1571 - United Nations Dept for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development
KEYWORDS: women in development; structural adjustment; poverty; gender perspectives.
Location: UN.
1572 - Patnaik, Utsa.
Global capitalism, deflation and agrarian crisis in developing countries. UNRISD. Geneva, Switzerland. 2003. x, 47 p. (Social Policy and Development Paper n.15)
KEYWORDS: global capitalism; structural adjustment; food security; developing countries; balance of payments.
Location: PATN.

1573 - Faculty of Law / Women and Development Studies, UWI
Engendering justice: gender and the rule of law in the Commonwealth Caribbean. 1 folder.
KEYWORDS: family law; gender perspectives; violence against women; gender equity; Caribbean.

Location: BOX #2.

1574 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women writers; Caribbean women.

Location: REDD.

1575 -
KEYWORDS: women and science; gender perspectives; science education (science and technology).

Location: INIT.

1576 - Quinlan, Robert.
KEYWORDS: marginality; males; daughters; gender studies; Dominica.

Location: QUIN.

1577 - Stuempfle, Stephen.
KEYWORDS: steelbands; music; musicians; Trinidad and Tobago.

Location: STUE.

1578 - Rohlehr, Gordon.
KEYWORDS: calypsoes; vocal music; images of women; historical perspective.

Location: ROHL.
KEYWORDS: men's studies; fatherhood; men's health; masculinity; violence against women; macho; machismo.
  Location: PEAS.

1580 - International Commission of Jurists
KEYWORDS: sexual orientation; gender identity; legal aspects.
  Location: ICJ.

1581 - International Commission of Jurists
KEYWORDS: sexual orientation; gender identity; law reports; human rights.
  Location: ICJ.

1582 - International Commission of Jurists
KEYWORDS: sexual orientation; gender identity; law reports; human rights; Latin America.
  Location: ICJ.

1583 - International Commission of Jurists
KEYWORDS: sexual orientation; gender identity; law reports; human rights; Latin America.
  Location: ICJ.

1584 - Allen, Lillian.
KEYWORDS: poetry; feminist writing; Afro-Caribbean women.
  Location: ALLE.

1585 - Indo-Caribbean Cultural Council
KEYWORDS: Divali; Hindu culture; festivals; Hinduism.
   Location: ICCC.

1586 - Indo-Caribbean Cultural Council
KEYWORDS: Divali; Hindu culture; festivals; Hinduism.
   Location: ICCC.

1587 - Centre for Gender and Development Studies
Report: Reclaiming the classroom: creative strategies for making a difference (draft). UWI.
KEYWORDS: teaching; classroom management; education.
   Location: CGDS.

1588 - Pietila, Hilkka.
KEYWORDS: women's rights; IWY; Beijing Platform; gender mainstreaming.
   Location: PIET.

1589 - Gaul, Elise.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; legislation.
   Location: SORO.

KEYWORDS: novels; historical account; Suriname.
   Location: MCLE.

1591 - Thompson, Roger.
   London and Boston. 1974. ix, 276 p.,
KEYWORDS: historical account; women; status of women; UK; USA.
   Location: THOM.
1592 - Pantin, Dennis.  
KEYWORDS: public policy; science and technology; T&T.  
Location: PANT.

1593 - Fernandez, Rodolfo Davalos.  
KEYWORDS: USA; Cuba; judicial process; trials.  
Location: FERN.

1594 - International Human Rights Network  
KEYWORDS: funding; human rights; directories.  
Location: IHRN.

1595 - Schneiderman, Jill.  
KEYWORDS: water resource management; gender perspectives; community action; T&T.  
Location: SCHN.

1596 - Dept of Women's Studies  
KEYWORDS: feminist writing; globalization.  
Location: UNIMD.

1597 - Azoda, Ada Uzoamaka.  
KEYWORDS: feminism; Africa.

1598 - Baca Zinn, Maxine.  Thornton Dill, Bonnie.
KEYWORDS: cross cultural feminism.

KEYWORDS: globalization.

1600 - Blackwood, Evelyn.
KEYWORDS: transvestites; women; Amerindian.

1601 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
KEYWORDS: feminism; women; globalization.

1602 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
KEYWORDS: wage earning women; tourism; Jamaica.
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1604 - Mazumdar, Vina.
KEYWORDS: rural women; education.
1605 - Moghadam, Valentine.  
KEYWORDS: feminist studies.

1606 - Mullings, Beverley.  
KEYWORDS: tourism; globalization; sex tourism.

KEYWORDS: curriculum integration; women's studies.

1608 - Stillwaggon, Eileen.  
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; poverty; Africa.

1609 - Markowitz, Sally.  
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies.

1610 - Wallach Scott, Joan.  
KEYWORDS: gender studies; historical perspective.

1611 - Association of Caribbean Higher Education Administrators  
ACHEA.  
KEYWORDS: ACHEA; constitution.
Location: VF (ACHEA).

1612 - Arts, Karin.
KEYWORDS: Cotonou Agreement; gender perspectives.
Location: VF (ACP-EU).

1613 - Massiah, Joycelin.
KEYWORDS: WICP; Caribbean women; women; workers.

1614 - Durant-Gonzales, Victoria.
KEYWORDS: WICP; research methods.

1615 - White, Averille.
KEYWORDS: WICP; Caribbean women.

1616 - Powell, Dorian.
KEYWORDS: WICP; Caribbean women; family structure.

1617 - Barrow, Christine.
KEYWORDS: WICP; Caribbean women; status of women.

1618 - Massiah, Joycelin.
KEYWORDS: WICP; Caribbean women; wage earning women; historical perspective.

1619 - Odie-Ali, Stella.
KEYWORDS: WICP; women in agriculture; Guyana.

1620 - Anderson, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: WICP; Caribbean women; children; status of women.

1621 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
In: Gender in Caribbean Development ed by Patricia Mohammed and Catherine Shepherd.
KEYWORDS: women in development; Caribbean.

1622 - Drayton, Kathleen.
KEYWORDS: language; education; Caribbean.

1623 - Massiah, Joycelin.
KEYWORDS: status of women; working women.

1624 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: family structure; Caribbean.

1625 - Henry, Ralph.
KEYWORDS: labour force; employment; gender studies; Caribbean.

1626 - Barrow, Christine.
KEYWORDS: anthropology; family structure; Caribbean.

1627 - Wiltshire-Brodber, Rosina.
Gender, race and class in the Caribbean. 1988. pp 142-155. In: Gender in Caribbean Development ed by Patricia Mohammed and Catherine Shepherd. KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; Caribbean.


1633 - Herrera, Heather-Dawn. Eco-locations of Trinidad and Tobago. Privately published. T&T. 2006. KEYWORDS: eco-tourism; nature trails; T&T. Location: HERR.

KEYWORDS: MDGs; poverty alleviation; education; gender equality; health services; environmental protection.
Location: UN.

1635 - Lindsey, Lydia.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; Caribbean women; UK; historical perspective.

1636 - Haraksingh, Kusha.
KEYWORDS: race relations; Indo-Trinidadian; Eric Williams.

1637 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: feminism; black feminism; historical perspective; race, class and gender studies; patriarchy.
Location: FEMI.

1638 - Delmar, Rosalind.
KEYWORDS: feminism; historical perspective.

1639 - Mohanty, Chandra Talpade.
KEYWORDS: feminism; third world; race, class and gender studies.

1640 - Eisenstein, Hester.
KEYWORDS: feminism; patriarchy; historical perspective.

1641 - Butler, Judith.
KEYWORDS: feminism; gender studies; women.
1642 - Kramarae, Cheris.
KEYWORDS: patriarchy; race, class and gender studies.

KEYWORDS: women's studies; Caribbean.

1644 - Flax, Jane.
KEYWORDS: gender relations; postmodernism; feminist theory.

1645 - Spender, Dale.
KEYWORDS: gender relations; women in education; education of women.

1646 - Wieringa, Saskia.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory.

1647 - Rowley, Michelle.
KEYWORDS: feminist studies.

1648 - Momsen, Janet.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean; historical perspective.

1649 - Parry, Odette.
KEYWORDS: feminist scholarship.
1650 - Shepherd, Verene.
KEYWORDS: Indo-Caribbean women; Jamaica.

1651 - Brereton, Bridget.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean; historiography; gender perspectives.

1652 - Leo-Rhynie, Elsa.
KEYWORDS: women and development studies.

1653 - Bailey, Barbara.
KEYWORDS: education; gender perspectives.

1654 - Whitely, Peter.
KEYWORDS: science education; gender perspectives.

1655 - Leo-Rhynie, Elsa.
KEYWORDS: sex stereotypes; teenagers; Jamaica.

1656 - Barriteau, Eudine.
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1657 - Trotz, Alissa.
KEYWORDS: family structure; women; household workers; Guyana.

1658 - Rawlins, Joan.
KEYWORDS: older women; middle age; Jamaica.

1659 - Williams, David.
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1660 - Clarke, Richard.
KEYWORDS: mass media; gender studies.

1661 - Ramsay, Paulette.
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1662 - Bankay, Anne Maria.
KEYWORDS: women writers; gender perspectives.

1663 - de Caires Narain, Denise.
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1664 - Nicholson, Hilary.
KEYWORDS: mass media; gender perspectives.

1665 - de Bruin, Marjan.
KEYWORDS: mass media; women; Caribbean.
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KEYWORDS: sexuality; gender perspectives.
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KEYWORDS: culture; gender perspectives.

1673 - Lewis, Linden.

KEYWORDS: gender relations; Caribbean.

1674 - Feminist Africa 8: Rethinking universities I. African Gender Institute, University of Cape Town. South Africa. 2007. 131 p.

KEYWORDS: tertiary education; women in academia; Africa.

Location: FEMI.


KEYWORDS: extension; training materials; rural women; Caribbean.

Location: REDD.

1676 - CGDS

KEYWORDS: women; water; rural women; natural resource management.

Location: CGDS.

1677 - Mohammed, Patricia.

KEYWORDS: history; colonialism; nationalism; gender roles; T&T.

1678 - United Nations Development Fund for Women

KEYWORDS: CEDAW; women's rights; human rights.

Location: UNIFEM.

1679 - Centre for Women's Development Studies
KEYWORDS: women's studies; women in development; India.
Location: CWDS.

1680 - Bolland, O Nigel. 
In: IDEAZ vol.4 n.1-2.
KEYWORDS: regionalism; Caribbean; historical perspective.
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KEYWORDS: educational attainment; male underachievement; gender roles.
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KEYWORDS: gender diversity.
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KEYWORDS: gender gap; country profiles.
Location: HAUS.

1687 - Laurence, Amanda Muriel.
Agents of transformation: the impact of governmental development organisations within the contemporary development praxis. 2000. x, 163 p. Thesis for Degree of Master of Philosophy in International Relations, UWI, St Augustine.

KEYWORDS: NGOs; development; Caribbean; CAFRA; women in development.
Location: LAUR.

1688 - Renwick, Shamin (ed). Kochhar, Jaishree (ed).
KEYWORDS: libraries; computers; computer literacy; meetings.
Location: RENW.

Special research methods workshop, April 11-17 2004. Institute of International Relations, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2004. 1 vol.
KEYWORDS: training materials; research methods.
Location: HODG.
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Location: HACK.
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Sex, power and taboo: gender and HIV in the Caribbean and beyond.  Unpublished draft.  
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KEYWORDS: sexuality; HIV/AIDS; gender perspectives; Caribbean.  
Location: ROBE.
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Location: GOLD.

1716 - Rose, Hilary.
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KEYWORDS: women in development; environmental protection.
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KEYWORDS: traditional knowledge; rural women.
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1740 - Mendes, Douglas. A legal interpretation of the Trinidad and Tobago abortion law. FPATT. Port of Spain, T&T. 2008. 12 p. KEYWORDS: abortion laws; T&T. Location: MEND.

1741 - Family Planning Association of Trinidad and Tobago. A situational analysis of unsafe abortion in Trinidad and Tobago. FPATT. Port of Spain, T&T. 2008. 28 p. KEYWORDS: abortion; legal aspects. Location: FPATT.
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'Young t'ing is the name of the game': sexual dynamics in a Caribbean romantic fiction series. 1998. pp 320-338. In: Caribbean Portraits: Essays on Gender Ideologies and Identities edited by Christine Barrow.
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1769 - Trotz, D. Alissa.  
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KEYWORDS: education of women; women's groups.  
Location: ENGL.

1772 - Mirsky, Judith.  
KEYWORDS: sexual violence; sexual abuse; schools.  
Location: PANOS.

1773 - Barriteau, Violet Eudine.  
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; women in development; World Bank.  
Location: BARR.

1774 - World Bank  
KEYWORDS: adolescents; sexual behaviour; violence; youth unemployment; Caribbean.  
Location: WORL.
1775 - Brown, Helen.
Feminism and development theory: a critical overview. Dept of Sociology, University College.
KEYWORDS: feminism; development; development studies.
Location: VF (Development).

1776 - Barriteau, V. Eudine.
Structural adjustment policies in the Caribbean: a feminist perspective. 1996. pp 142-156.
(From: Global Perspectives vol.8 n.1)
KEYWORDS: structural adjustment; feminist perspective; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Development).

1777 - Phillips, Brenda D.
(From: International J of Mass Emergencies and Disasters vol.11 n.1)
KEYWORDS: disasters; housing; shelters.
Location: VF (Disasters and Gender).

1778 - Morrow, Betty Hearn. Phillips, Brenda D.
KEYWORDS: disasters; women's roles; women.
Location: VF (Disasters and Gender).

1779 - Comerio, Mary C.
Hazards mitigation and housing recovery - Watsonville and San Francisco one year later.
KEYWORDS: disasters; housing.
Location: VF (Disasters and Gender).
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KEYWORDS: environmental hazards; sustainability; equity.
Location: VF (Disasters and Gender).

1781 - Mies, Maria.
Social origins of the sexual division of labour. 1986. pp 44-73. (From: Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale: Women in the International Division of Labour by Maria Mies)
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; feminist perspective; historical perspective.
Location: VF (Division of labour).

1782 - Mackintosh, Maureen.
Gender and economics: the sexual division of labour and the subordination of women. 1981. pp 3-17. (From: Of Marriage and the Market: Women's Subordination Internationally and its Lessons, ed by Kate Young, Carol Wolkowitz & Roslyn McCullagh)
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; subordination of women; economic value of women's work.
Location: VF (Division of labour).

1783 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women's networks; domestic violence.
Location: BINDER #4; digital(R).

1784 - Zellerer, Evelyn.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; prevention; T&T.
Location: ZELL.

1785 - Danns, George K. Shiw Parsad, Basmat.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; Guyana.
Location: DANN^.

1786 - Trinidad and Tobago
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; laws; sanctions; T&T.
Location: TTLAW.

1787 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.
Plenary Address at Conference on "Women, Culture, and Development Practice" sponsored by
the French Senate.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; litigation; T&T.
Location: LAZA.

1788 - Razack, Sherene.
Domestic violence as gender persecution: policing the borders of nation, race, and gender.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; immigration; Canada.
Location: RAZA.

1789 - Niranjana, Tejaswini.
'Left to the imagination': Indian nationalisms and female sexuality in Trinidad. 1997. pp
KEYWORDS: Indo-Caribbean; female sexuality; indentureship; modernity; colonialism;
historical perspective; nationalism.
Location: VF (East Indians in Trinidad).

1790 - Nash, June.
Women in the world capitalist crisis. 36 p. Paper presented at the Conference on Feminism
and Anthropology, University of Amsterdam, December 12-13 1988.
KEYWORDS: women; capitalism.
Location: VF (Economics 2).

1791 - Leo-Rhynie, Elsa.
From: Women and the Sexual Division of Labour ed by Keith Hart.
KEYWORDS: labour force participation; education of women; gender perspectives;
Caribbean.
Location: VF (Education of Women).

1792 - Taylor, Jean.
Education, colonialism, and feminism: an Indonesian case study. 1984. pp 137-151. From:
Education and the Colonial Experience ed by Philip Altbach & Gail Kelly.
KEYWORDS: education; colonialism; feminism; Indonesia.
Location: VF (Education of Women).

1793 - McKenzie, Hermione.
The educational experiences of Caribbean women. 1986. pp 65-105. From: Social and
Economic Studies vol.35 n.3.
KEYWORDS: education; Caribbean women.
Location: VF (Education of Women).

1794 - Global Environment Facility
KEYWORDS: environmental protection; GEF; international cooperation; projects.
Location: GEF.

1795 - Law Commission of T&T
KEYWORDS: equal opportunity; gender equality; discrimination; human rights; T&T.
Location: VF (Equal Opportunities Legislation).

1796 - Mohammed, Pat.
KEYWORDS: family planning; contraception; historical perspective.
Location: VF (Family Planning).

1797 - Helzner, Judith Frye.
Men's involvement in family planning. 1996. pp 146-154. (From: Reproductive Health Matters n.7).
KEYWORDS: family planning; men.
Location: VF (Family Planning).

1798 - Shorter, Edward.
KEYWORDS: illegitimacy; sexual revolution; social change; Europe.
Location: VF (Families 1).

1799 - US Department of State (ed)
The American family. 2001. 37 p. (US Society and Values vol.6 n.1)
KEYWORDS: family structure; USA; Fathers; aging.
Location: VF (Families 1).

1800 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
KEYWORDS: economically disadvantaged; female headed households; Jamaica; family structure; informal economy.
Location: VF (Families 1).

1801 - Hodge, Merle.  
KEYWORDS: textbook bias; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Families 1).

1802 - Hareven, Tamara K.  
The history of the family as an interdisciplinary field.  1971.  15 p.  From: Journal of Interdisciplinary History vol.2 n.2.  
KEYWORDS: families; historical perspective.  
Location: VF (Families 1).

1803 - Ferdinand, Dinnys Luciano.  
Marginalisation and gay families in Latin America and the Caribbean.  1996.  pp 47-51.  
From: Gender and Development vol.4 n.2.  
KEYWORDS: marginalization; family structure; lesbians; homosexuals; Dominican Republic.  
Location: VF (Families 2).

1804 - Morrissey, Marietta.  
KEYWORDS: female headed households; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Families 2).

1805 - Sinclair, Sonja.  
KEYWORDS: family structure; child care; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Families 2).

1806 - Solien, Nancie.  
KEYWORDS: family structure; households; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Families 2).

1807 - Kerton, Robert.
KEYWORDS: economic factors; family life; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Families 1).

1808 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Popular conceptions and misconceptions about the Indian family in Trinidad. 1988. 7 p.
Paper presented at the UNESCO/Faculty of Social Sciences/Dept of History Conference, UWI, St Augustine, Dec 1988.
KEYWORDS: family life; Indo-Trinidadian.
Location: VF (Families - Indo-Caribbean).

1809 - UWI. Office of Planning and Institutional Research
Location: UWI.
1810 - Justus, Joyce Bennet.
KEYWORDS: status of women; families; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Family - women's role).

1811 - Green, Cathy. Joekes, Susan. Leach, Melissa.
KEYWORDS: environment; policy; gender perspectives.
Location: GREE.

1812 - Hodge, Merle.
KEYWORDS: Afro-Caribbean; female male relationships.
Location: VF (Female male relationships).

1813 - Morris, Jeanette.
KEYWORDS: women in management; women in education; T&T.
Location: MORR.
1814 - Westkott, Marcia. 
KEYWORDS: feminist criticism; social sciences. 
Location: VF (Feminism 1).

1815 - English, Jane. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; philosophy. 
Location: VF (Feminism 1).

1816 - Stacey, Judith. Thorne, Barrie. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; sociology. 
Location: VF (Feminism 1).

1817 - Fee, Elizabeth. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; objectivity; scientific method. 
Location: VF (Feminism 1).

1818 - Bulbeck, Chilla. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; women's movement; feminist theory. 
Location: VF (Feminism 1).

1819 - Russo, Ann. 
KEYWORDS: feminist perspective; pornography; sexual freedom. 
Location: VF (Feminism 1).

1820 - Hartsock, Nancy. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminist theory; political systems.


1824 - Kimball, Meredith. Developing a feminist psychology of women: past and future accomplishments. 1986. pp 248-259. From: Canadian Psychology vol.27 n.3. KEYWORDS: psychology; feminism; women.


1827 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: feminism; T&T; feminist theory; philosophy.
Location:VF (Feminism - Caribbean).

1828 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Building the women's movement in Trinidad and Tobago: results and prospects. 1982. 10 p. Workshop presentation at International Conference on Research and Teaching Related to Women, 26 Jul-4 Aug 1982, Simone de Beauvoir Institute, Canada.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; T&T.
Location: VF (Feminism - Caribbean).

1829 - Barriteau, Violet Eudine.
KEYWORDS: black feminism; feminism; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Feminism - Caribbean).

1830 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
KEYWORDS: anthropology; research methods; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Feminist Politics).

1831 - Roberts, Penelope.
KEYWORDS: marriage; marriage and family law; Ghana.
Location: VF (Feminist Politics).

1832 - Jacobs, Susie. Howard, Tracey.
KEYWORDS: status of women; social policy; women; Zimbabwe.
Location: VF (Feminist Politics).

1833 - Bie Nio Ong.
KEYWORDS: women; socialism; Africa.
Location: VF (Feminist Politics).

1834 - Andreas, Carol.
Organizing in the shantytowns. Ch 4 from 'When women rebel: the rise of popular feminism in Peru'. Lawrence Hill & Co. Westport, CT, USA. pp 90-124.
KEYWORDS: feminism; Peru; slums; urban environment.
Location: VF (Feminist Politics).

1835 - Dahlerup, Drude.
KEYWORDS: patriarchy; status of women.
Location: VF (Feminist politics).

1836 - Agosin, Marjorie.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; Argentina; Chile; political ideology.
Location: VF (Feminist politics).

1837 - Marchand, Marianne.
KEYWORDS: Latin American; women; status of women; women in development.
Location: VF (Feminist politics).

1838 - Jain, Devaki.
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Location: VF (Feminist theory).

1839 - Kelly, Joan.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory.
Location: VF (Feminist theory).
1840 - Mohanty, Chandra Talpade.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; colonialism.
Location: VF (Feminist theory).

1841 - Barrett, Michele. McIntosh, Mary.
KEYWORDS: ethnocentrism; feminist theory; socialism.
Location: VF (Feminist theory).

1842 - Firestone, Shulamith.
The dialectic of sex: the case for feminist revolution (Chapters 1-2). pp 1-71.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory.
Location: VF (Feminist theory).

1843 - Tong, Rosemarie.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory.
Location: VF (Feminist theory).

1844 - Rowland, Robyn. Klein, Renate.
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Location: VF (Feminist theory).

1845 - Barriteau Foster, V. Eudine.
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Location: VF (Feminist theory).

1846 - Chhachhi, Amrita.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory.
Location: VF (Feminist theory).
1847 - Davis, Kingsley. Blake, Judith.  
KEYWORDS: fertility; social structure.  
Location: VF (fertility).

1848 - Marino, Anthony.  
KEYWORDS: fertility; family structure; sex ratio; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Fertility).

1849 - Sukhu, Raquel L.M.  
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence against women; violence against men.  
Location: VF (Domestic violence - TT 1).

1850 - Seguino, Stephanie. Stevens, Thomas. Lutz, Mark A.  
KEYWORDS: gender; cooperative behaviour; altruism.  
Location: VF (Economics 1).

1851 - Barriteau, Violet Eudine.  
KEYWORDS: gender equality; gender justice; Barbados.  
Location: VF (Gender equality).

KEYWORDS: gender.  
Location: VF (Gender).

1853 - Scott, Joan W.
KEYWORDS: gender; historical perspective.
Location: VF (Gender).

KEYWORDS: gender studies; race, class and gender studies.
Location: VF (Gender).

KEYWORDS: gender studies; femininity; masculinity; USA.
Location: VF (Gender).

KEYWORDS: gender bias; development.
Location: VF (Gender bias).

KEYWORDS: black women's studies; Afro-American studies; gender; black feminism.
Location: VF (Gender & black studies).

KEYWORDS: citizenship; gender aspects; USA.
Location: VF (Gender & Citizenship).

KEYWORDS: sex differences; sexual division of labour.
Location: VF (Gender bias).
1860 - Henry, Ralph M.
KEYWORDS: development; gender perspectives.
Location: VF (Gender and Policy).

1861 - Redclift, Nanneke.
KEYWORDS: labour; gender perspectives.
Location: VF (Gender and Policy).

1862 - CARICOM Secretariat
Regional policy on gender equality and social justice (Draft). Guyana. 1995. 32 p. for Seventh Meeting of Ministers responsible for WID.
KEYWORDS: gender equality; policies; equity; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Gender and Policy).

1863 - Guillaumin, Colette.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory.
Location: VF (Gender and Sexuality).

1864 - Ehrenreich, Barbara. English, Deirdre.
The sexual politics of sickness, from "For her own good: 150 years of the experts' advice to women". 1989. pp 101-140.
KEYWORDS: illness; psychosomatic disorders; women; historical perspective.
Location: VF (Gender and Sexuality).

1865 - Chodorow, Nancy.
KEYWORDS: feminism; gender differences.
Location: VF (Gender difference).

1866 - Kramarae, Cheris.
KEYWORDS: gender differences; language; stereotyping; speech.
Location: VF (Gender difference).

1867 - Ward, Colleen.
KEYWORDS: gender differences; gender bias.
Location: VF (Gender difference).

1868 - UN Research Institute for Social Development
KEYWORDS: gender equality; sex discrimination; gender bias; wage earning women.
Location: UNRISD.

1869 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; social action; Grenada.
Location: VF (Grenada).

1870 - Schneiderman, Jill.
KEYWORDS: feminism; environmental movement; earth sciences.
Location: VF (Gender, Science & Technology).

1871 - Schneiderman, Jill. Sharpe, Virginia.
KEYWORDS: curriculum integration; earth sciences; feminist studies.
Location: VF (Gender, Science & Technology).

1872 - Bissessar, Ann Marie.
Determinants of gender mobility in the public service of Trinidad and Tobago. 1999. pp 409-422. From: Public Personnel Management, vol.28 n.3.
KEYWORDS: gender bias; public service; occupational mobility; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: VF (Gender and Policy - T&T).
1873 - Williams, Christine.
KEYWORDS: female intensive occupations; gender bias.
Location: VF (Gender bias).

1874 - Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: socialization; cultural influences; men's roles; women's roles.
Location: CHEV.

1875 - Farquhar, Bernadette.
KEYWORDS: discriminatory language; language; gender perspectives.
Location: VF (Gender in Literature).

1876 - Baugh, Edward.
KEYWORDS: discriminatory language; language; feminist criticism.
Location: VF (Gender in Literature).

1877 - Mervyn, Morris.
KEYWORDS: language; feminist criticism.
Location: VF (Gender in Literature).

1878 - Mervyn, Morris.
KEYWORDS: language; feminist criticism.
Location: VF (Gender in Literature).
1879 - Young, Kate.
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; social relations; gender roles.

1880 - Harrison, Faye.
KEYWORDS: feminist studies; globalization; environmental movement.
Location: HARR.

1881 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: globalization; feminism; working conditions.
Location: VF (Globalization).

1882 - Venner, Dwight.
KEYWORDS: economic policy; globalization; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Globalization).

1883 - As, Berit.
KEYWORDS: globalization; feminization of poverty.
Location: VF (Globalization).

1884 - Nielson, Joyce McCarl.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; sex/gender systems.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1885 - Crompton, Rosemary (ed). Mann, Michael (ed)
KEYWORDS: sex/gender systems.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1886 - Lockwood, David.
KEYWORDS: class; class formation; sex/gender systems.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1887 - Delphy, Christine. Leonard, Diana.
KEYWORDS: class; class formation; family structure.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1889 - Lewis, Jane.
KEYWORDS: class ideology; socioeconomic conditions.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1890 - Stacey, Margaret.
KEYWORDS: class; class formation; sex/gender systems.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1891 - Henry, Frances.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies.
Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1892 - Walby, Sylvia.
KEYWORDS: class; class formation; sex/gender systems.
   Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1893 - Sutton, Constance. Makiesky-Barrow, Susan.
Woman Cross-Culturally' edited by Filomina Chioma Steady.
KEYWORDS: Afro-Caribbean; race, class and gender studies; Barbados.
   Location: VF (Gender/Race/Class).

1894 - Moser, Caroline.
The institutionalization of gender planning. Chapter 6 from 'Gender Planning and
KEYWORDS: gender policy; planning.
   Location: VF (Gender mainstreaming).

1895 - Anderson, Cecilia.
edited by L. Ostergaard, Routledge.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; methodology.
   Location: VF (Gender policy).

1896 - Kardem, Nuket.
Women and development agencies. pp 133-153.
KEYWORDS: women in development.

1897 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
Hegemonic constructions of Caribbean sexuality and some of the challenges. 2002. 15 p.
Paper presented in: Caribbean Feminisms Workshop: Recentring Caribbean Feminism. RECE.
KEYWORDS: heterosexuality; Caribbean; sexuality; race, class and gender studies.

1898 - Reddock, Rhoda.
RECE.
KEYWORDS: feminism; Caribbean; antiracism.

1899 - Wekker, Gloria.
Of mimic men and unruly women: exploring sexuality and gender in Surinamese family
KEYWORDS: sexuality; Caribbean; gender; Suriname.
1900 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: women's movement; Caribbean; feminism.

1901 - Marchand, Marianne (ed).  
KEYWORDS: migration; migration patterns; Mexico.  
Location: MARC.

1902 - United Nations Population Fund  
KEYWORDS: empowerment; women; violence against women; prevention.  
Location: UNFPA.

1903 - Anon.  
KEYWORDS: meetings; Caribbean women; status of women; feminism.  
Location: IDS.

1904 - Zeitlin, June (ed).  
KEYWORDS: Beijing Platform; women's rights; status of women.  
Location: ZEIT.

1905 - Kabeer, Naila.  
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; poverty alleviation; Millennium Development Goals.  
Location: COMSEC.

1906 - Allen, Caroline.  
KEYWORDS: ethnicity; race; health education; CD4H.
1907 - Allen, Caroline.
KEYWORDS: health education; bodies; physical fitness; T&T.
Location: VF (Health).

1908 - Williams, David R. Neighbors, Harold.
KEYWORDS: race; racism; racial discrimination; hypertension; Afro-American.
Location: VF (Health & Ethnicity).

1909 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: ethnicity; race; health; gender perspectives.
Location: VF (Health & Ethnicity).

1910 - Jones, Terence.
KEYWORDS: health; poverty; race; ethnicity; social class.
Location: VF (Health & Ethnicity).

1911 - Smith, R.T. Jayawardena, C.
KEYWORDS: marriage customs; Hindu; Guyana.
Location: VF (Hindu traditions).

KEYWORDS: Indo-Caribbean; family structure; gender issues; Suriname.
Location: VF (Hindu traditions).

1913 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: children's rights; international conventions.
Location: TTSD.

1914 - Padilla, Mark.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; sex tourism; gender identity; Dominican Republic.
Location: PADI.

1915 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: indentureship; Indian women; T&T.
Location: REDD.

1916 - Shameen, Shaista.
Migration, labour and plantation women in Fiji: a historical perspective. 1998. 35 p.
Published in "Women plantation workers: international experiences" edited by Shobhita Jain and Rhoda Reddock.
KEYWORDS: migration; indentureship; status of women; colonialism; Indian women; Fiji.
Location: SHAM.

1917 - Shepherd, Verene.
KEYWORDS: migrant workers; plantations; colonialism; Indian women; gender perspectives; Jamaica.
Location: SHEP.

1918 - Figueroa, Mark.
KEYWORDS: educational attainment; Caribbean; gender differences.
Location: FIGU.

1919 - Merkitch, Denise Sherline.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; gender equality; gender equity; development; Tobago.

Location: MERK.

1920 - Hufton, Olwen. Wallach Scott, Joan.

KEYWORDS: women's history; Europe.

Location: VF (History 1).

1921 - Fox-Genovese, Elizabeth.

KEYWORDS: women's history.

Location: VF (History 1).

1922 - Kelly-Gadol, Joan.

KEYWORDS: women's history; social relations.

Location: VF (History 1).

1923 - Trotman, David.

KEYWORDS: protest actions; Trinidad; history.

Location: VF (History 1).

1924 - French, Joan.

KEYWORDS: status of women; status of women; workers; women; Jamaica.

Location: VF (History 2).

1925 - Bilby, Kennenth. Steady, Filolina Chioma.

KEYWORDS: black women; Maroons; Jamaica.

Location: VF (History 2).
1926 - Welsh, Patrick.
KEYWORDS: Nicaragua; prevention; violence against women; machismo; men's roles.
Location: WELS.

KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; victims; blame.
Location: VF (HIV/AIDS).

1928 - Short, R.V.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention; biocides; natural methods.
Location: VF (HIV/AIDS - Prevention & Education).

1929 - United Nations Population Fund
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; men.
Location: VF (HIV/AIDS and gender).

1930 - Reid, Sandra.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; drug abuse; HIV/AIDS; T&T; mental health issues; homeless.
Location: VF (HIV/AIDS - T&T).

1931 - de Gourville, E.M.  Mabey, D.  Quigley, M.  Jack, N.  Mahabir, B.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; risk taking behaviour; T&T.
Location: VF (HIV/AIDS - T&T).

KEYWORDS: communication; counselling; HIV/AIDS.
KEYWORDS: communication; HIV/AIDS; hotlines; T&T.
Location: VF (HIV/AIDS hotlines).

1934 - UNAIDS
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; counselling; case studies; T&T.
Location: VF (HIV/AIDS hotlines).

1935 - Lewis, Miranda.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; gender inequality; gender perspectives; developing countries.
Location: LEWI.

1936 - Anon.
HIV/AIDS in the Caribbean. Unpublished. 1 vol. Contains reports from UN/ECLAC and UNIFEM.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; Caribbean; gender perspectives; disease prevention.
Location: HIV.

1937 - Made, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; treatment; gender equality.
Location: UNIFEM.

1938 - Odie-Ali, Stella. Patterson, Sybil.
KEYWORDS: black women; slavery; Guyana; history.
Location: ODIE.

1939 - Joseph, Gloria.
Caribbean women: the impact of race, sex, and class. 1978. pp 143-161. From: "Comparative Perspectives of Third World Women: the impact of race, sex, and class" ed by Beverly Lindsay, Praeger Scientific.  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; status of women.  
Location: VF (Women, Caribbean).

1940 - Wekker, Gloria.  
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; lesbianism; Suriname.  
Location: Box 1.

1941 - Gillespie, Carmen.  
KEYWORDS: homophobia; homosexuality.  
Location: Box 1.

1942 - Clemencia, Joceline.  
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; lesbianism; Curacao.  
Location: Box 1.

1943 - Puar, Jasbir Kaur.  
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; sex tourism; T&T.  
Location: PUAR.

1944 - Wekker, Gloria.  
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; lesbianism; black women.  
Location: VF (Homosexuality).

1945 - Greenberg, David F.
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; classification; gender identity.
Location: VF (Homosexuality).

1946 - Lang, Sabine.
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; gender identity; Native Americans.
Location: VF (Homosexuality).

1947 - Nanda, Serena.
KEYWORDS: gender identity; gender diversity; hijra; India.
Location: VF (Homosexuality).

1948 - Horn, Jessica.
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; Africa; homophobia.
Location: VF (Homosexuality).

1949 - Fishbein, Martin et al.
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; sexual behaviour; gay men; gay studies.
Location: VF (Homosexuality).

1950 - National Institute on Drug Abuse
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; drug abuse.
Location: NIDA.

1951 - Leo-Rhynie, Elsa.
KEYWORDS: glass ceiling; UWI; gender equity; women in academia.
Location: LEOR.

1952 - Brake, Mike.
KEYWORDS: gender identity; gender roles; transsexuality.
Location: BRAK.

KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; education; gender perspectives.
Location: UNIFEM.

1954 - Harris, Sonja.
KEYWORDS: project reports; HIV/AIDS.
Location: UNIFEM.

1955 - UNIFEM Caribbean
KEYWORDS: meetings; HIV/AIDS; gender perspectives.
Location: UNIFEM.

1956 - UNIFEM Caribbean
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; gender analysis.
Location: UNIFEM.

1957 - UNIFEM Caribbean
Gender, human rights and sex work in the Caribbean: policy considerations in the context of HIV and AIDS. Unpublished draft. 32 p.
KEYWORDS: human rights; sex work; gender perspectives; Caribbean.
1958 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS.
Location: UNAIDS.

1959 - Francis, Claudette.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; risk factors; STDs; disease prevention.
Location: FRAN.

1960 - Wanyeki, Ian.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS.
Location: CAREC.

1961 - Guyer, Jane I.
KEYWORDS: households; communities; African studies.
Location: VF (Households).

1962 - Pittin, Renee.
KEYWORDS: households; African studies; sexual division of labour.
Location: VF (Households).

1963 - White, Benjamin.
KEYWORDS: households; rural living.
Location: VF (Households).

1964 - Boris, Eileen.
KEYWORDS: housework; mothering; household workers.
1965 - Vanek, Joann.
KEYWORDS: housework.
  Location: VF (Housework).

1966 - Pittin, Renee.
Documentation and analysis of the invisible work of invisible women: a Nigerian case study.
KEYWORDS: housework; African women; sexual division of labour.
  Location: VF (Housework).

1967 - Berch, Bettina.
KEYWORDS: household workers; historical perspective.
  Location: VF (Housework).

1968 - Kaluzynska, Eva.
KEYWORDS: wages for housework; economic value of women's work.
  Location: VF (Housework).

1969 - Mies, Maria.
KEYWORDS: capitalism; sexual division of labour.
  Location: VF (Housework).

1970 - Bennholdt-Thomsen, Veronika.
KEYWORDS: homemakers; sexual division of labour.
  Location: VF (Housework).

1971 - Molyneux, Maxine.
KEYWORDS: household labour; economic value of women's work.
Location: VF (Housework).

1972 - Caribbean Researchers
Pilot survey on time use of the unwaged household worker for the CARICOM Secretariat.
KEYWORDS: household workers; T&T; surveys.
Location: VF (Households).

KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; household workers; South Africa.
Location: VF (Household Labour/Workers).

1974 - Roldan, Martha.
KEYWORDS: household labour; household workers; money management.
Location: VF (Household labour/workers).

1975 - Young, Grace Esther.
KEYWORDS: household workers; household labour; organizing.
Location: VF (Household labour/workers).

1976 - Harvey-Carr, Sandra.
KEYWORDS: household workers; household labour; organizing; Belize.
Location: VF (Household labour/workers).

1977 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: maternal and infant welfare; health services.
Location: UNICEF.

1978 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: maternal and infant welfare; health services; demographic measurements.
Location: UNICEF.

1979 - Press, Clayton.
Fron: Caribbean Issues vol.4.
KEYWORDS: hustling; sex tourism; tourism; Barbados.
Location: VF (Hustling).

1980 - Baptiste, Lyndon.
KEYWORDS: fiction; T&T.
Location: BAPT.

The impact of social institutions on the economic role of women in developing countries. OECD. Paris, France. 2004. 59 p. (Development Centre Working Paper n.234)
KEYWORDS: gender inequality; women's roles; economic status.
Location: MORR.

1982 - Jenkins, Rhys.
KEYWORDS: international division of labour; wage earning women.
Location: VF (International Division of Labour).

KEYWORDS: status of women; United Nations.
Location: VF (International relations 1).

1984 - Mitter, Swasti.
KEYWORDS: labour; technology; women working outside the home; sexual division of labour.
Location: VF (International division of labour).

1985 - Bernard, Jessic
KEYWORDS: IWY; status of women.
Location: VF (International relations 1).

1986 - Whitworth, Sandra.
Gender and international organisation. Chapter 3 from 'Feminism and International Relations: Towards a Political Economy of Gender in Interstate and Non-Governmental Institutions'. pp 64-77.
KEYWORDS: social relations; gender perspectives.
Location: VF (International relations 1).

1987 - United Nations
KEYWORDS: international agreements; status of women.
Location: VF (International relations).

KEYWORDS: women in development; sexual division of labour; integration.
Location: VF (International relations).

1989 - Feder, Ernest.
KEYWORDS: World Bank; income distribution; third world; agriculture.
Location: VF (International relations 2).

1990 - Frank, Andre Gunder.
KEYWORDS: global change; economic conditions; global economy.
Location: VF (International relations 2).

1991 - Joekes, Susan.
KEYWORDS: women; economic conditions; employment.


1998 - Yudelman, Sally.
KEYWORDS: women in development; NGOs; Latin America.
Location: VF (Latin America).

1999 - Leon, Magdalena.
KEYWORDS: working women; labour; measurement.
Location: VF (Latin America).

2000 - Ford, Jackie.
KEYWORDS: leadership; feminism.
Location: VF (Leadership).

2001 - Obbo, Christine.
What do women know? ... as I was saying!. 1997. pp 41-63. From: 'Oral Narrative Research with Black Women: Collecting Treasures' edited by Kim Marie Vaz.
KEYWORDS: life histories; women.
Location: VF (Life stories of women).

2002 - Green-Powell, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: life histories; women; research methods.
Location: VF (Life stories of women).

2003 - Chang, Victor.
KEYWORDS: book reviews; Caribbean literature.
Location: VF (Literature 1).

2004 - Robinson, Jeffrey.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; literary criticism.
Location: VF (Literature 1).

Glissant on time and history. 16 p. (No source).
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature.
    Location: VF (Literature 1).

2006 - Marquis, Claudia.
"Not at home in her own skin": Jamaica Kincaid, selfhood and history. 10 p. Unpublished paper.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature.
    Location: VF (Literature 1).

2007 - Crawford, Mary. Chaffin, Roger.
KEYWORDS: reading; gender perspectives.
    Location: VF (Literature 1).

2008 - Cooper, Carolyn.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; dancehall culture.
    Location: VF (Literature 1).

2009 - Pollard, Velma.
Features of Caribbean culture in the work of some Caribbean writers in the diaspora. 9 p. Unpublished paper.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature.
    Location: VF (Literature 1).

2010 - Moi, Toril.
KEYWORDS: feminist writing.
    Location: VF (Literature 1).

2011 - Schnepel, Ellen.
The other tongue, the other voice: language and gender in Creole studies. 1990. 33 p. 
Paper presented to the 89th Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association, 
New Orleans.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; gender perspectives; Creole.
Location: VF (Literature 1).

2012 - Jenkins, Mercilee. Kramarae, Cheris.
A thief in the house: women and language. 1981. pp 11-22. From: 'Men's Studies Modified: 
the Impact of Feminism on the Academic Disciplines', ed by Dale Spender, Pergamon Press.
KEYWORDS: feminism; language.
Location: VF (Literature 2).

2013 - Rohlehr, Gordon.
KEYWORDS: calypso; songs; women.
Location: VF (Literature 2).

Black immigrant women in Brownstone Girl, Brownstones. 1987. pp 87-91. From:
'Caribbean Life in New York City: Sociocultural Dimensions', ed byv Constance Sutton & Elsa 
Chaney, Center for Migration Studies of New York.
KEYWORDS: immigrants; ethnic groups.
Location: VF (Literature 2).

2015 - Lawrence, Leota.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; women.
Location: VF (Literature 2).

2016 - Fido, Elaine Savory.
Value judgements on art and the question of macho attitudes: the case of Derek Walcott. 
KEYWORDS: male chauvinism; feminist criticism.
Location: VF (Literature 2).

2017 - Kaplan, Sydney Janet.
Literary Criticism' ed by Gayle Greene & Coppelia Kahn, Methuen.
KEYWORDS: feminist criticism.
Location: VF (Literature 2).
2018 - Fido, Elaine.  
KEYWORDS: women; theatre; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Literature 2).

2019 - Elder, J.D.  
KEYWORDS: calypso; songs.  
Location: VF (Literature 2).

2020 - Fido, Elaine.  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; literary criticism.  
Location: VF (Literature 2).

2021 - Lewis, Linden.  
KEYWORDS: male underachievement; social mobility; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Masculinity, Caribbean).

2022 - Plummer, David.  Simpson, Joel.  
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; masculinity; Caribbean.  
Location: VF (Masculinity, Caribbean).

2023 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: masculinity; gender studies; Caribbean.  
Location: MOHA.

2024 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: masculinity; feminist theory; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

2025 - Cohen, David.
KEYWORDS: men; masculinity.
Location: VF (Males and manhood).

2026 - Rivers, Kim. Aggleton, Peter.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; gender perspectives.
Location: VF (Males - health).

2027 - Verma, Ravi K. et al.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; HIV/AIDS; gender violence; gender perspectives; India.
Location: VF (Masculinity - general).

2028 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Marital rape. Lecture to the Rotary Club of Port of Spain on Tuesday 29th April 1986, at the Holiday Inn, Wrightson Road, Port of Spain. 8 p.
KEYWORDS: domestic rape; rape; legislation; T&T.
Location: VF (Marital rape).

2029 - Edwards-Romain, Linda.
KEYWORDS: marriage.
Location: VF (Marriage).

2030 - Delphy, Christine.
KEYWORDS: marriage; divorce.
Location: VF (Marriage).

2031 - Voydanoff, Patricia. Rodman, Hyman.
2032 - Ang, Ien.  
KEYWORDS: mass media; soap opera; popular culture.  
Location: VF (Mass media).

2033 - Hartmann, Paul.  Husband, Charles.  
Racism and the mass media: a study of the role of the mass media the formation of white beliefs and attitudes in Britain (Conclusion only).  Davis-Poynter.  London.  1974.  pp 205-214.  
KEYWORDS: racism; mass media; UK.  
Location: VF (Mass media).

2034 - Mattelart, M.  
KEYWORDS: mass media; women.  
Location: VF (Mass media).

2035 - Postman, Neil.  
KEYWORDS: mass media; television.  
Location: VF (Mass media).

2036 - Anon.  
KEYWORDS: men; men's liberation.  
Location: VF (Men 1).

2037 - Turner, Chuck.  
KEYWORDS: men; Black men; self concept; sexuality.  
Location: Box 1.

2038 - Noguera, Pedro.  
KEYWORDS: black men.
Location: NOGU.

2039 - Brown, Janet.
KEYWORDS: gender equality; men's roles; family life.
Location: BROW.

2040 - Goode, William.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; men's roles.
Location: GOOD.

2041 - Clatterbaugh, Kenneth.
Introduction to the men's movement, Chapter 1 from 'Men's Movement'. pp 1-16.
KEYWORDS: men's movement; men's studies.
Location: VF (Men's movements).

2042 - Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: fathers; parenting; Jamaica.
Location: VF (Men's organizations).

2043 - King, Andrew.
KEYWORDS: men; family relationships.
Location: VF (Men's studies).

2044 - Wiltshire-Brodber, R. Wiltshire, W. Basch, L.
The impact of Caribbean migration on donor societies. 1987. 22 p. IDRC Migration Project (draft).
KEYWORDS: migration; international aid; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration1).

2045 - Guengant, Jean-Pierre.
KEYWORDS: migration; Caribbean.
    Location: VF (Migration 1).

2046 - Palmer, Ransford.
KEYWORDS: migration; regional development; Caribbean.
    Location: VF (Migration 1).

2047 - Samaroo, Brinsley.
"In sick longing for the further shore": return migration by Caribbean East Indians during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 1982. pp 45-72. From: RIIES Occasional Papers n.3, Washington, DC.
KEYWORDS: migration; India; Caribbean; history.
    Location: VF (Migration 1).

2048 - Bolles, Lynn.
KEYWORDS: migration; women; USA; Jamaica; Trinidad.
    Location: VF (Migration 1).

2049 - Oakes, Betsy.
KEYWORDS: migration; tourism; British Virgin I; USVI; economic factors.
    Location: VF (Migration 2).

KEYWORDS: migration; USA; Afro-Trinidadian; Indo-Trinidadian; Trinidad.
    Location: VF (Migration 1).

2051 - CAFRA TT
KEYWORDS: prostitutes; sex tourism; HIV/AIDS; STDs; violence; T&T.
Location: CAFRA.

2052 - Bascom, Wilbert.
KEYWORDS: remittances; transfer income; economic development; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 3).

2053 - Maingot, Anthony.
KEYWORDS: migration; economic development; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 3).

KEYWORDS: immigration; United States; migration patterns; women.
Location: VF (Migration 3).

2055 - McElroy, Jerome. de Albuquerque, Klaus.
KEYWORDS: migration; Caribbean; Montserrat; St Kitts-Nevis; Turks and Caicos; Anguilla; Cayman I.; USVI; British Virgin I.
Location: VF (Migration 3).

2056 - Simmons, Alan. Guengant, Jean-Pierre.
KEYWORDS: migration; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 3).

KEYWORDS: migration; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 2).

2058 - Directorate of Social Affairs, Aruba
KEYWORDS: migration; migrant workers; Aruba.
Location: VF (Migration 2).

2059 - Acker, Joan. Barry, Kate. Esseveld, Joke.
KEYWORDS: feminist studies; social science research.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2060 - Reuben, Ellen.
KEYWORDS: feminist scholarship.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2061 - Howe, Florence.
KEYWORDS: feminist scholarship.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2062 - Oakley, Ann.
KEYWORDS: social science research; interviewing.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2063 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; feminist theory.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2064 - Haggis, Jane.
KEYWORDS: social science research; feminist studies.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2065 - Cook, Judith A. Fonow, Mary Margaret.
KEYWORDS: feminist studies; methodology; feminist scholarship.
Location: VF (Methodology 1).

2066 - Mies, Maria.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; feminist scholarship.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2067 - Palmer, Ransford.
KEYWORDS: migration; illegal migrants; North America; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 4).

2068 - Bonnett, Aubrey.
KEYWORDS: migration; women; North America; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 4).

2069 - Samuel, Wendell.
KEYWORDS: remittances; migration; economic development; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 4).

2070 - Thomas-Hope, Elizabeth.
KEYWORDS: migration; migration patterns; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 4).
2071 - Brown, Dennis A.
KEYWORDS: migration; migration patterns; professional occupations; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 4).

2072 - Henry, Ralph.
KEYWORDS: migration; labour supply; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 4).

2073 - Oakley, Ann.
KEYWORDS: motherhood.
Location: VF (Motherhood).

2074 - Glover, Judith. Arber, Sara.
KEYWORDS: wage earning mothers; pension benefits; wage discrimination.
Location: VF (Mothers in the labour force).

2075 - Jokhan, Mala.
KEYWORDS: migration; Caribbean; T&T; child custody.
Location: VF (Migration 2).

2076 - Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: hair styles; gender differences; Jamaica.
Location: CHEV.

2077 - Mills, Frank.
From "When Borders Don't Divide: Labor Migration and Refugee Movements in the Americas" ed by Patricia Pessar, Center for Migration Studies, New York.
KEYWORDS: migration; St Kitts-Nevis.
Location: MILL.

2078 - Bahamas Ministry of Health
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; treatment; Bahamas.
Location: BAHA.

2079 - Merenissi, Fatima.
Femininity as subversion: reflections on the Muslim concept of nushuz. 1996. pp 109-120.
From: 'Women's Rebellion and Islamic Memory' by Fatima Merenissi, Zed Books.
KEYWORDS: Islam; Muslim women; subordination of women.
Location: VF (Muslims).

2080 - Menon, Shanti.
KEYWORDS: matrilineal societies; India; Nayars.
Location: VF (Families 2).

2081 - Jensen, Katherine.
KEYWORDS: oral history; methodology.
Location: VF (Methodology).

2082 - CARICOM
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; epidemiology; strategies; prevention; research; Caribbean; CRSF.
Location: VF (Pan Caribbean Partnership on HIV/AIDS).

2083 - Agarwal, Bina.
KEYWORDS: patriarchy; social conditions; Asia.
Location: VF (Patriarchy).
2084 - Beechey, Veronica.
KEYWORDS: patriarchy; feminism.
   Location: VF (Patriarchy).

KEYWORDS: class; patriarchy; women's work; Bangladesh.
   Location: VF (Patriarchy).

2086 - Jones, Sandra.
KEYWORDS: women; police officers.
   Location: VF (Policewomen).

2087 - Price, Barbara.
KEYWORDS: women; police officers; leadership skills.
   Location: VF (Policewomen).

2088 - Heidensohn, Frances.
KEYWORDS: women; police officers.
   Location: VF (Policewomen).

2089 - Restrepo, Helena. Rozental, Manuel.
KEYWORDS: ageing; older adults.
   Location: VF (Ageing).

2090 - Ffolkes, Suzanne.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; legal aspects.
2091 - Blanco, Masaya.
El ABC de los presupuestos sensibles al genero en la Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; gender issues; Venezuela.
Location: VENE.

2092 - Kimmel, Michael (comp). Messner, Michael (comp).
KEYWORDS: men; masculinity; race; sexuality; misogyny; violence; USA.
Location: KIMM.

2093 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
Prostitution, marginality and empowerment: Caribbean women in the sex trade. pp 69-84.
KEYWORDS: prostitution; sex industry; Curacao.
Location: VF (Prostitution).

2094 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
Freelancers, temporary wives, and beach-boys: researching sex work in the Caribbean.
KEYWORDS: prostitution; sex tourism; feminist perspective; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Prostitution).

2095 - Thanh-Dam Truong.
KEYWORDS: prostitution; sex tourism; Thailand; exploitation.
Location: VF (Prostitution).

2096 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: sex industry; black women; feminist perspective.
Location: VF (Prostitution).

2097 - Pineau, Lois.
KEYWORDS: rape; date rape; feminist perspective.
Location: PINE.
2098 - Giller, Joan. Nabaganda, Stella. 
KEYWORDS: rape; sexual violence; war; Uganda. 
Location: Box 1.

2099 - Mahabir, Cynthia. 
KEYWORDS: rape; violence against women; legal aspects; gender inequality; Grenada. 
Location: MAHA.

2100 - Smith, Valerie. 
KEYWORDS: rape; feminist perspective. 
Location: SMIT.

2101 - Seebaran, Lynette. 
KEYWORDS: rape; legislative aspects; T&T. 
Location: VF (Rape T&T).

2102 - Pryce, Kenneth. Figueira, Daurius. 
Rape and socio-economic condition in Trinidad and Tobago: some preliminary notes. Dept of Sociology, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1978. 16 p. Draft - to be revised. 
KEYWORDS: rape; socioeconomic conditions; T&T. 
Location: VF (Rape T&T).

2103 - Gross, Rita M. 
KEYWORDS: religious practices; rites of passage; Australia. 
Location: VF (Religions).

2104 - Mair, Lucille Mathurin. 
KEYWORDS: religion; religious beliefs; activism; feminism.
Location: VF (Religion).

2105 - Gajadhar, Cheryl Ann.
The girl in the cupboard. Published privately. 2008. 147 p.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; life histories.
Location: GAJA.

2106 - Juteau, Danielle. Laurin, Nicole.
KEYWORDS: nuns; images of women; feminist perspective.
Location: VF (Religion).

2107 - Stone, Merlin.
KEYWORDS: images of women; religion; mother goddess.
Location: VF (Religion).

2108 - Hale, Sondra.
KEYWORDS: Islam; women; fundamentalism; Sudan.
Location: VF (Islamic fundamentalism and women).

2109 - Afshar, Haleh.
KEYWORDS: women; marriage; Islam.
Location: VF (Islamic fundamentalism and women).

2110 - Moghadam, Valentine.
KEYWORDS: Islam; women; gender aspects; revolutionary movements; Iran; Afghanistan.
Location: VF (Islamic fundamentalism and women).

2111 - Chhachhi, Amrita.
KEYWORDS: women; Islam; fundamentalism; Asia; religious practices.
   Location: VF (Islamic fundamentalism and women).

2112 - Chevannes, Barry.
The case of Jah versus society: Rastafari exorcism of the ideology of racism in Jamaica.
KEYWORDS: racism; Rastafarianism; Jamaica; belief systems.
   Location: VF (Rastafarianism - Jamaica).

2113 - Nachmias, David.  Nachmias, Chava.
Basic elements of research. Chapter 2 from 'Research Methods on the Social Sciences'.  St
KEYWORDS: research methods.
   Location: VF (Research methods).

2114 - Babbie, Earl.
Research design, Chapter 4 from 'The Practice of Social Research'.  6 ed.  Wadsworth
KEYWORDS: research methods.
   Location: VF (Research methods).

The substance of the study: framing the research question, and: Data collection methods,
Chapters 2 and 4 from 'Designing Qualitative Research'.  Sage Publications.  Thousand Oaks,
KEYWORDS: research methods.
   Location: VF (Research methods).

2116 - Denzin, Norman (ed).  Lincoln, Yvonna (ed).
Introduction to 'Entering the Field of Qualitative Research'.  Sage Publications.  Thousand
KEYWORDS: qualitative research.
   Location: VF (Research methods).

2117 - Elston, Mary Ann.
Medicine as 'old husbands' tales': the impact of feminism.  1981.  pp 189-211.  From: 'Men's
Studies Modified: the Impact of Feminism on the Academic Disciplines', ed by Dale Spender,
Pergamon Press.
KEYWORDS: medical sciences; women; feminism.
   Location: VF (Science and gender).
2118 - Overfield, Kathy.
KEYWORDS: sciences; women; feminism.
Location: VF (Science and gender).

2119 - Klein, Renate Duelli.
KEYWORDS: reproductive technologies; feminism.
Location: VF (Science and gender).

2120 - Sayers, Janet.
KEYWORDS: sex differences.
Location: VF (Science and gender).

2121 - Fee, Elizabeth.
KEYWORDS: scientific method; feminism.
Location: VF (Science and feminism).

2122 - Rose, Hilary. Hanmer, Jalna.
KEYWORDS: women's liberation; feminism; reproduction.
Location: VF (Science and feminism).

2123 - MacIntyre, Sally.
KEYWORDS: women's liberation; feminism; reproduction; motherhood.
Location: VF (Science and feminism).

2124 - Pollina, Ann.
KEYWORDS: science education; girls.
Location: VF (Science and gender).

KEYWORDS: feminism; ROSCAS; Jamaican women; informal economy.
Location: VF (ROSCAS).

KEYWORDS: money management; gender aspects.
Location: VF (Stephanie Seguino).

KEYWORDS: gender equity; globalization; economic policy; income distribution.
Location: VF (Stephanie Seguino).

KEYWORDS: quality of life; gender; Asia; economic growth.
Location: VF (Stephanie Seguino).

KEYWORDS: unemployment; gender; women; men; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Stephanie Seguino).

KEYWORDS: sex tourism; prostitution.
Location: VF (Sex tourism).
2131 - Ryan, Chris. Martin, Amber.
KEYWORDS: sex tourism; strippers.
Location: VF (Sex tourism).

2132 - Dahles, Heidi. Bras, Karin
KEYWORDS: sex tourism; romance; Indonesia.
Location: VF (Sex tourism).

2133 - Reid, S.D.
KEYWORDS: drug use; sexual behaviour; HIV/AIDS; risk; T&T; mental disorders.
Location: VF (Sexual behaviour).

2134 - Simeon, D.T. LeFranc, E. Bain, B. Wyatt, G.E.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; socialization; sexual relationships; Jamaica.
Location: VF (Sexual behaviour, men).

2135 - O'Callaghan, Evelyn.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; literature; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Sexual behaviour, women).

2136 - Population Reference Bureau
KEYWORDS: women's rights; reproductive health.
Location: PRB.

2137 - Chevannes, Barry.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; literature review; Jamaicans.
2138 - Moghadam, Valentine.  
KEYWORDS: feminization of poverty; gender inequality; feminist perspective; poverty.  
Location: MOGH.

2139 - Plaza, Dwaine.  
KEYWORDS: glass ceiling; race relations; racial discrimination; Canada.  
Location: PLAZ.

2140 - Dietrich, Gabriele.  
Reconstructing sexual relations.  1987.  pp 58-64.  From: 'In search of our bodies: a feminist look at women, health and reproduction in India', Bombay.  
KEYWORDS: sexual relationships; sexuality.  
Location: VF (Sexuality I).

2141 - Coward, Rosalind.  
KEYWORDS: the woman question; Marxism; women's roles.  
Location: VF (Sexuality I).

2142 - Amadiume, Ifi.  
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; race bias.  
Location: VF (Race, class & gender).

2143 - Ross, Ellen.  Rapp, Rayna.  
KEYWORDS: sexuality; social relations.  
Location: VF (Sexuality 2).

2144 - Hearn, Jeff.  Parkin, Wendy.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; power; authority.
Location: VF (Sexuality 2).

2145 - Bland, Lucy.
KEYWORDS: female sexuality; images of women; women's liberation.
Location: VF (Sexuality 2).

2146 - Ruehl, Sonja.
KEYWORDS: female sexuality; sexual relationships.
Location: VF (Sexuality 2).

2147 - Wankeki, Muthoni.
KEYWORDS: female genital mutilation; rites of passage.
Location: VF (Genital mutilation).

2148 - Abdalla, Raqiya Haji Dualeh.
KEYWORDS: female genital mutilation; infibulation; Muslim women; Somalia.
Location: VF (Genital mutilation).

2149 - Thanh-Dam Truong.
KEYWORDS: prostitution; gender relations; Thailand; Buddhism.
Location: VF (Prostitution).

2150 - Chen, Marty.
KEYWORDS: race, class and gender studies; poverty; social conditions; Bangladesh.
Location: VF (Gender/race/class).

2151 - Thiam, Awa.
KEYWORDS: female genital mutilation; clitoridectomy; infibulation; Africa.
Location: VF (Genital mutilation).

2152 - Bryceson, Deborah Fahy. Vuorela, Ulla.
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour.
Location: VF (Division of labour).

2153 - Cohen, Philip.
KEYWORDS: occupational segregation; housework; gender inequality; division of labour; sexual division of labour.
Location: VF (Division of labour).

2154 - Beneria, Lourdes.
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; subordination of women.
Location: VF (Division of labour).

2155 - Mies, Maria.
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; rural women; gender inequality.
Location: VF (Division of labour).

2156 - Jordens, Peter.
KEYWORDS: social capital; development studies; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Social capital).
2157 - Gopaul, Roanna. Cain, Maureen
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; T&T.
Location: VF (Violence against women 1).

2158 - Said Khan, Nighat.
KEYWORDS: status of women; Pakistan.
Location: VF (Violence against women 1).

2159 - Fox, Diana. Savery, Heidi. Dalton, Ron.
"A gift from God": gender and the feminist ethnography of water in three Trinidadian communities. 31 p. From: 'Caribbean Review of Gender Studies'.
KEYWORDS: water; gender; T&T.
Location: VF (Water resources management).

2160 - Trinidad and Tobago. Ministry of Social Development
KEYWORDS: socioeconomic conditions; social services; budgets; plans; T&T.
Location: TTSD.

2161 - Trotman, David.
KEYWORDS: women; crime; T&T.
Location: TROT.

2162 - Smart, Carol.
KEYWORDS: prostitution; rape.
Location: VF (Crime).

2163 - Beilstein, Janet. Burgess, Stephen.
KEYWORDS: gender inequality; women in politics; Caribbean.
Location: BEIL.

2164 - Williams, Gwendoline. Hewitt, Linda. 
KEYWORDS: women in management; public sector; T&T. 
Location: VF (Women in management).

2165 - Bouchier, David. 
KEYWORDS: feminist theory; feminism. 
Location: VF (Feminist movement).

2166 - Reddock, Rhoda. 
Employers' Consultative Association of Trinidad and Tobago Conference. Women's place in the next millennium - an industrial relations perspectives. 2000. 8 p. Round Table - Breaking the Glass Ceiling. 
KEYWORDS: glass ceiling; status of women. 
Location: Binder #4.

2167 - Phillip, Nicole. 
KEYWORDS: women; Grenada; status of women. 
Location: VF (Women, Caribbean).

2168 - Barrow, Christine. 
KEYWORDS: courts; child support; paternity; Antigua; Caribbean. 
Location: VF (Women and the law).

2169 - Schuler, Margaret. 
KEYWORDS: women and the law; family law; violence against women; sex crimes; women's rights.
Location: VF (Women and the law).

2170 - Farabi, Hamid.
KEYWORDS: pollution; water pollution; industrial hazards; women; children.
Location: VF (Women and the environment).

2171 - Beneria, Lourdes.
KEYWORDS: unwaged work; working women.
Location: VF (Unwaged work).

2172 - Powell, Dorian.
Women's domestic labour, paid and unpaid. pp 133-140. From: 'Women and the Sexual Division of Labour in the Caribbean' ed by Keith Hart.
KEYWORDS: household labour; unwaged work; women in the labour force.
Location: VF (Household labour/workers).

2173 - Moser, Caroline.
Third world policy approaches to women in development. Chapter 4 from 'Gender Planning and Development: Theory, practice and training'. 1993. pp 55-79.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; planning.
Location: VF (Gender policy).

2174 - Chowdhry, Geeta.
KEYWORDS: women; status of women; women in development.
Location: VF (Women in development 3).

2175 - Hirshman, Mitu.
KEYWORDS: women; status of women; women in development.
Location: VF (Women in development 3).

2176 - Maguire, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: women in development.
   Location: VF (Women in development 3).

2177 - Sherlock, Philip.
The role of women in the development of tropical and sub-tropical countries. 1. The Federation of the West Indies. 1958. 16 p. (cyclostyled report).
KEYWORDS: women in development; Caribbean.
   Location: VF (Women in development, Caribbean).

2178 - Antrobus, Peggy.
KEYWORDS: women in development.
   Location: VF (Women in development 3).

2179 - Antrobus, Peggy.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; economic factors; Jamaica.
   Location: VF (Women in development, Caribbean).

KEYWORDS: feminism; development; developing countries.
   Location: VF (Women in development 2).

2181 - Wiltshire-Brodber, Rosina. Williams, Gwendoline.
KEYWORDS: economic development; gender perspectives; status of women; T&T.
   Location: VF (Women in development 2).

2182 - Gill, Margaret.
KEYWORDS: status of women; employment; Barbados.
Location: VF (Women in development, Caribbean).

2183 - Rubenstein, Hymie.
KEYWORDS: family structure; households; household division of labour; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Families 2).

2184 - Henderson, T.H. Gomes, P.I.
KEYWORDS: family structure; rural conditions; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Family 2).

2185 - Raissiguier, Catherine.
KEYWORDS: migrants; social identity.
Location: VF (Women - roles/status).

2186 - Henry, Maxine.
KEYWORDS: status of women; social conditions; Jamaica.
Location: VF (Women - roles/status).

2187 - Gallagher, Margaret.
KEYWORDS: media stereotyping; images of women; mass media.
Location: VF (Women in mass media).

2188 - MediaWatch
KEYWORDS: mass media; women.
Location: VF (Women in mass media).

2189 - Mathison, Carla Roxanne.
The role of the press in ethno-nationalism in Trinidad and Tobago. A thesis proposal.  
Institute of International Relations, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 1994. 33 p.  
KEYWORDS: press coverage; ethnicity; Trinidad and Tobago.  
Location: VF (Women in mass media).

2190 - International Labour Office  
KEYWORDS: glass ceiling; women in management.  
Location: VF (Women in management).

KEYWORDS: women in management; gender differences.  
Location: VF (Women in management).

2192 - Lim, Linda.  
KEYWORDS: international division of labour; global assembly lines; multinational corporations.  
Location: VF (Women in the labour force 1).

2193 - Bakan, Abigail.  
KEYWORDS: migrant workers; deskilling; low pay.  
Location: VF (Women in the labour force 1).

2194 - Joekes, Susan.  
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; manufacturing industry.  
Location: VF (Women in the labour force 2).

2195 - Heyzer, Noeleen.
KEYWORDS: informal sector; informal economy.
Location: VF (Women in the labour force 2).

2196 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
KEYWORDS: IMF; structural adjustment; Jamaican women; women working outside the home.
Location: VF (Women in the labour force WI).

2197 - Bolles, A. Lynn.
KEYWORDS: IMF; structural adjustment; Jamaican women; women working outside the home.
Location: VF (Women in the labour force WI).

2198 - Young, Kate. Rivera Quintero, Marcia.
KEYWORDS: women working outside the home; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Women in the labour force WI).

2199 - Harewood, Jack.
KEYWORDS: labour force; labour force statistics; T&T.
Location: VF (Women in the labour force WI).

2200 - Leon, Magdalena.
KEYWORDS: economic value of women's work; Latin America.
Location: VF (Economic value of women's work).

2201 - Unesco
KEYWORDS: migration; status of women; rural women; Caribbean.
Location: VF (Migration 2).

2202 - Wieringa, Saskia.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; Indonesia.
Location: VF (Women's organizations).

2203 - Massiah, Joycelin.
KEYWORDS: UWI; Caribbean women; women's studies.
Location: VF (Women's studies).

2204 - Crichlow, Marilyn.
KEYWORDS: Caroni River Basin; environment management; T&T.
Location: CRIC.

KEYWORDS: feminist jurisprudence; legal status; feminist perspective; India.
Location: KAPU.

2206 - Elder, J.D.
KEYWORDS: calypso; role conflict.
Location: VF (Women in calypso).

2207 - Hewitt, Linda.
KEYWORDS: family structure; households; socioeconomic aspects; T&T.
Location: Box file #1.
2208 - Douglass, Lisa.
Creating a dynasty: family structure and historical consciousness in Jamaica's business elite.
Not for general circulation. 1987. 9 p. (Paper prepared for AAA Meeting, Chicago)
KEYWORDS: family structure; gender roles; Jamaica.
Location: Box file #1.

2209 - Rubenstein, Hymie.
KEYWORDS: family structure; households; Caribbean.
Location: Box file #1.

2210 - Brockmann, C.Thomas.
KEYWORDS: family structure; households; Caribbean.
Location: Box file #1.

2211 - CGDS
Report to the Regional Coordinating Unit for the period September 2001 to August 2002.
KEYWORDS: annual reports.
Location: CGDS.

2212 - CGDS
Report to the Regional Coordinating Unit for the period September 2002 to August 2003.
KEYWORDS: annual reports.
Location: CGDS.

2213 -
KEYWORDS: CGDS; quality assessment.
Location: CGDS.

2214 -
KEYWORDS: CGDS; annual reports.
Location: CGDS.

2215 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: feminism; historical perspective; Caribbean.
Location: Binder #4.

2216 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Women's organisations in the Caribbean Community from the 19th century to today. 1990. pp 17-24. (from: 'Woman Speak! A magazine about Caribbean women' n.26 & 27)
KEYWORDS: women's organizations; historical perspective; Caribbean.
Location: Binder #4.

2217 -
no data.

2218 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: feminist perspective; sex industry; third world.
Location: VF (Sex work and sex workers 1).

2219 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: feminist perspective; sex industry.
Location: VF (Sex work and sex workers 1).

2220 - Dunn, Leith (ed). Wedderburn, Judith (ed).
KEYWORDS: women in politics; media portrayal; governance; Jamaica.
Location: DUNN.

The gender implications of current migration patterns - the case of Caribbean nurses migrating to the UK. Dept of Benavioural Sciences, UWI. St Augustine. 2006. 33 p. (Working Paper n.10)

KEYWORDS: migrant workers; nurses; globalization.

Location: jone.

2222 - Pan-American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: health; demographic measurements.
Location: PAHO.

2223 - Reddock, Rhoda (prep).
KEYWORDS: gender analysis; gender mainstreaming; T&T.
Location: REDD.

2224 - Berger, Iris.
KEYWORDS: teaching resources; women's studies.
Location: BERG.

2225 - Institute of Social and Economic Research
KEYWORDS: ISER; history.
Location: UWI.

2226 - Hezekiah, Gabrielle (ed). Unifem Caribbean
KEYWORDS: violence against women; domestic violence; sexual harassment; child abuse; sexual violence.
Location: UNIFEM.

2227 - Hezekiah, Gabrielle.
KEYWORDS: women's rights; campaigns; Caribbean.
Location: UNIFEM.
2228 - Hindu Women's Organization of Trinidad and Tobago
KEYWORDS: Hindu women; Trinidad and Tobago; domestic violence.
Location: HWO.

2229 - UNIFEM; UNNGLS
KEYWORDS: meetings; NGOs.
Location: UNNGLS.

2230 - Josephs, Aleric.
KEYWORDS: women's history; Caribbean.
Location: JOSE.

2231 - Bhagwansingh, Neela.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; adolescents; young adults.
Location: BHAG.

2232 - UNIFEM/CIM
Report on the Caribbean follow-up meeting to the Fourth World Conference on Women, Port of Spain, TT, October 1995. 64 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; Caribbean.
Location: UNIFEM.

2233 - James-Bryan, Meryl.
KEYWORDS: social conditions; socioeconomic aspects; youth; Caribbean.
Location: Box File #1.

2234 - Sheehan, Charles.
KEYWORDS: status of women; China; marriage customs.
Location: Box File #1.
2235 - Rowland, Robyn. Klein, Renate.
KEYWORDS: radical feminism.
Location: Box File #1.

2236 - ECLAC
Developing social policy for youth with special reference to young men in Saint Lucia.
KEYWORDS: social policy; men; male underachievement; St Lucia.
Location: ECLAC.

2237 - Pierre, Adrian.
KEYWORDS: gay studies; homosexuals; T&T.
Location: PIER.

2238 - ECLAC
Advancing gender equality in the Caribbean: legislative approaches to sex discrimination.
KEYWORDS: sex discrimination; gender equality; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

KEYWORDS: social history; women's history; Caribbean.
Location: REDD.

2240 - Wilson, Leon. Williams, David. Wilkins, Kendra.
KEYWORDS: mental health; family structure; socioeconomic status; Guyana.
Location: VF (Health).

2241 - Caribbean Contact
KEYWORDS: youth; men; marginalization.
2242 - UNIFEM; British Development Division in the Caribbean Project design workshop. Report of proceedings. 44 p. KEYWORDS: advocacy; social change; project planning. Location: UNIFEM.

2243 - Lagro, Monique. The hucksters of Dominica. UNECLAC/CDCC. 1990. vi, 54 p. KEYWORDS: informal sector; inter-island trade; Dominica. Location: ECLAC.

2244 - Bishop, Myrtle (prep). Women as the recipients of services from resources allocated in the national budget of Dominica. ECLAC. 1986. v, 116 p. KEYWORDS: status of women; Dominica. Location: ECLAC.

2245 - ECLAC Women in the inter-island trade in agricultural produce in the Eastern Caribbean. UNECLAC. 33 p. Presented at 4th Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the Economic and Social Development of Latin America and the Caribbean, Guatemala, Sep 1988. KEYWORDS: inter-island trade; food marketing; Caribbean. Location: ECLAC.

2246 - ECLAC Women in Latin America and the Caribbean in the 1990s: diagnostic elements and proposals. UNECLAC. 35 p. 6th Session of the Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the Economic and Social Development of Latin America and the Caribbean, Mar del Plata, Argentina, Sep 1994. KEYWORDS: status of women; living conditions; Caribbean; Latin America. Location: ECLAC.

2247 - ECLAC Regional programme of action for the women of Latin America and the Caribbean, 1995-2001. UNECLAC. 37 p. 6th Session of the Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the Economic and Social Development of Latin America and the Caribbean, Santiago, Chile, Nov 1994. KEYWORDS: women and development; gender equity; Caribbean; Latin America. Location: ECLAC.
2248 - Boland, Barbara. 
KEYWORDS: fertility rates; migration patterns; population policy; demographic measurements. 
Location: ECLAC.

2249 - ECLAC 
KEYWORDS: status of women; gender equity; social justice; Caribbean. 
Location: ECLAC.

KEYWORDS: cultural identity; carnival; historical perspective; T&T. 
Location: ZAVI.

2251 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie. 
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; family; gender; law; family courts.

2252 - UNAIDS Caribbean 
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; Caribbean. 
Location: UNAIDS.

2253 - Singh, Jasbir. 
KEYWORDS: women in management; higher education; women in education. 
Location: VF (Women in management).

2254 - Centre for Gender and Development Studies
Report on the implementation of the project 'Gender, Peace and Human Enrichment Programme' under the UNESCO Culture of Peace and the Promotion of Good Citizenship Initiative. UNESCO. Kingston, Jamaica. 2009. 35 p.

KEYWORDS: peace movements; counselling; aggressive behaviour; behaviour modification. Location: CGDS.

2255 - Bernard, Desiree P.

KEYWORDS: status of women; women's roles. Location: BERN.

2256 - Reddock, Rhoda.

KEYWORDS: poverty; poverty alleviation; women living in poverty; T&T. Location: VF (Poverty - Caribbean).

2257 - UNDP; WEDO

KEYWORDS: development; finance; gender policy; gender mainstreaming. Location: UNDP.

2258 - University of Chicago Press

KEYWORDS: writing; manuals. Location: REFERENCE.

2259 - Trauth, Eileen (ed).
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Location: TIP.
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Location: ILO.

2374 - International Labour Office
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Location: ILO.
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Location: UNDP.
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Location: UNDP.
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Location: CLEA.
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Location: UNICEF.
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2384 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: climate change; gender equality; gender perspectives.
Location: UNDP.

2385 - Aids-Free World
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Arts degree.
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2388 - Nagassar, RP. Rawlins, JM. Sampson, NR. Zackerali, J. Chankadyal, K. Ramasir, C. Boodram, R.
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2389 - Instructional Development Unit, UWI
Some teaching and learning strategies. UWI. St Augustine. n.d. 27 p.
KEYWORDS: educational methods.
Location: UWI.

2390 - van der Gaag, Nikki.
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2391 - van der Gaag, Nikki.
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Location: PLAN.

2392 - van der Gaag, Nikki.
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Location: PLAN.
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KEYWORDS: gender roles; gender equality; agriculture; rural development.
Location: FAO.
2394 - Jaggar, Alison.
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2396 - Mohammed, Patricia.
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2397 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Location: CD#3.
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Location: CD#3.
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KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming.
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Location: UWI.
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Location: HWO.
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Location: DANI.

2408 - Woloch, Nancy.
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2410 - Stephenson, Jill.
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Location: WEST.
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Location: STEP.
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2414 - Gender Affairs Division (rev)
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2427 - CGDS
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KEYWORDS: immigrants; demographic transition; cultural identity; acculturation; assimilation patterns; Canada.
  Location: CANA.

2463 - Alison, Miranda H.
KEYWORDS: armed conflict; gender perspectives; gender relations; nationalism.
  Location: ALIS.

2464 - Johnston, Lynda. Longhurst, Robyn.
KEYWORDS: gender identity; sex; sexuality; gays; bodies; homosexuality.
  Location: JOHN.

2465 - WGWNetwork
KEYWORDS: water resources; education; water management.
  Location: WGWN.

2466 - Schatz, Edward (ed).
KEYWORDS: political science; anthropology.
  Location: SCHA.

2467 - Li, Tania Murray.
KEYWORDS: economic development; economic policy.
  Location: LI.

2468 - Zarkov, Dubravka.
KEYWORDS: war; gender perspectives; conflict; sexuality; ethnicity; mass media; genocide; Yugoslavia.
2469 - Bouvard, Marguerite Guzman.
KEYWORDS: human rights; persecution; human rights violations; Argentina.
Location: BOUV.

2470 - Mosse, David.
KEYWORDS: rural development; sociological aspects; financial aid; political aspects; India.
Location: MOSS.

2471 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: discipline; children.
Location: UNICEF.

2472 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: discipline; children.
Location: UNICEF.

2473 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; prevention.
Location: UNICEF.

2474 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; Caribbean.
Location: UNICEF.

2475 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: anger; conflict resolution; self help.
Location: UNICEF.

2476 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: teenagers; relationships.
Location: UNICEF.

2477 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: teenagers; peer influence.
Location: UNICEF.

2478 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: prevention; violence; conflict resolution; crime prevention; self help; juvenile.
Location: UNICEF.

2479 - UWI/IGDS/CADV
Report of the Stakeholder Workshop to present the findings of the study of service provision. Break the silence - end child sexual abuse. UNICEF. St Augustine. 2011. 113 p. (Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago)
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; prevention.
Location: IGDS.

2480 - UWI/IGDS/CADV
Protocols for child sexual abuse/incest service delivery in Trinidad and Tobago. UNICEF. St Augustine. [2011]. 7 p. (Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago)
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse.
Location: IGDS.

2481 - Barclay, Rosalie.
Literature review: child sexual abuse in Trinidad and Tobago and the Caribbean. IGDS, UWI. St Augustine. 2009. 59 p. (Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago)
KEYWORDS: bibliographies; child abuse; sexual abuse; Trinidad and Tobago; Caribbean.
2482 - IGDS
Ethnographic case study of child sexual abuse in three communities in Trinidad and Tobago. IGDS, UWI. St Augustine. 2010. 102 p. (Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago)
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; case studies; sociological aspects; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: IGDS.

2483 - Pargass, Gaietry.
A review of the laws relating to child sexual abuse in Trinidad and Tobago. IGDS, UWI. St Augustine. 2009. 66 p. (Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago)
KEYWORDS: legislative aspects; child abuse; sexual abuse; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: IGDS.

2484 - Nickenig, Tisha.
Political economy assessment on sexuality in Trinidad and Tobago. UWI/IGDS/IDRC/UN Women. IGDS, St Augustine. 2011. 61 p.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; socioeconomic conditions; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: IGDS.

2485 - CGDS
KEYWORDS: gender; sexuality; HIV/AIDS; meetings; Caribbean.
Location: CGDS.

KEYWORDS: tertiary education; women in academia; Africa.
Location: FEMI.

KEYWORDS: black feminism; Caribbean women; gender inequality; writers.
Location: FEMI.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; abortion; gender inequality; homosexuality.
Location: FEMI.

KEYWORDS: sexuality; violence against women; Islam.
Location: MIRH.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; gender equality.
Location: UNDP.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; poverty alleviation; education; Asia.
Location: UN.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; women in politics; MDGs.
Location: UNDP.

KEYWORDS: women; Islam; dress codes; hijab.
Location: KARI.

KEYWORDS: abortion; contraception; family planning; poverty alleviation.
Location: VF (Abortion).

KEYWORDS: household workers; worker's rights.
Location: VF (Household labour/workers).

2496 - International Domestic Workers Network
KEYWORDS: household workers; worker's rights.
Location: VF (Household labour/workers).

2497 - International Labour Organization
ILO 100th Session. Text of the convention concerning decent work for domestic workers.
KEYWORDS: household workers; worker's rights; conventions.
Location: VF (Household labour/workers).

2498 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
27 p.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; gender; human trafficking; sex work.
Location: KEMP.

2499 - Mohammed, Patricia (ed).
Decades of research: UWI, St Augustine at 50. Office of the Principal, UWI. St Augustine,
Trinidad and Tobago. 2010. 143 p.
KEYWORDS: research projects; UWI.
Location: UWI.

2500 - Educational Research Association
The Caribbean Teaching Scholar: education research for best best practice, best policy. UWI.
St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2011.
KEYWORDS: teaching; research methods; educational policy; journal.
Location: CARI.

2501 - Munroe-Knight, Shantal (ed).
Trade, labour and gender in the Caribbean: educational reference handbook. Caribbean
KEYWORDS: trade agreements; labour; gender; Caribbean.
Location: MUNR.

Research as praxis: social and gender analysis in natural resource management. Sage
Publications. 2010. 126 p. (Gender, Technology and Development (special issue Vol 14, n. 1)
KEYWORDS: gender analysis; gender equality; development; natural resource management; sustainable development.
Location: GTD.

2503 - Baptiste, Roland G (ed).
Human resource management: a reader for students and practitioners. The University of The West Indies Open Campus. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2011. xi, 210 p.
KEYWORDS: human resources; personnel management; glass ceiling.
Location: BAPT.

2504 - Bose, Christine E (ed). Kim, Minjeong.
KEYWORDS: feminism; gender studies; international perspective.
Location: BOSE.

2505 - van der Gaag, Nikki.
KEYWORDS: girls; boys; internet; gender equality; violence against women; behaviour change.
Location: PLAN.

2506 - Dijkstra, A Geske.
KEYWORDS: gender equality; human development; measurement.
Location: DIJK.

2507 - Black, Maggie (prep).
Early marriage: child spouses. UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre. Florence, Italy. 2001. 30 p. (Innocenti Digest No.7)
KEYWORDS: child marriage; marriage customs; gender equality; human rights; arranged marriage.
Location: UNICEF.

2508 - United Nations Children's Fund
KEYWORDS: child marriage; human rights; domestic violence; statistical data.
Location: UNICEF.
KEYWORDS: war; conflict; gender perspectives; refugees; gender violence.
Location: UNFPA.

2510 - IGDS; Trinidad and Tobago Coalition against Domestic Violence
Breaking the silence: child sexual abuse and incest and implications for HIV and AIDS: Findings from a study of service providers and implications for the development of protocols and policies. Workbook. IGDS, UWI. St Augustine. 2010. 85 p. (Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago)
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; workbooks; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: IGDS.

KEYWORDS: feminist scholarship; social development; work; gender equity; gender perspectives.
Location: JAIN.

KEYWORDS: social issues; labour policy; recession.
Location: ILO.

KEYWORDS: worker's rights; recession.
Location: ILO.

2514 - Majid, Nomaan. Economic and Labour Market Analysis Dept
KEYWORDS: poverty; income distribution; poverty alleviation; globalization; developing countries.
Location: ILO.

2515 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: human development; equity; sustainable development; demographic measurements.
Location: UNDP.

2516 - The Churches Regional Commission for Yorkshire and The Humber
KEYWORDS: human trafficking.
Location: CHUR.

2517 - Bacchetta, Marc (ed). Jansen, Marion (ed).
KEYWORDS: globalization; employment; offshore industries; income; wealth distribution.
Location: BACC.

2518 - Barrow-Giles, Cynthia.
Political party financing and women's political participation in the Caribbean. pp 55-70. Chapter 3 from ?.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; finance; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

2519 - Htun, Mala. Poscopo, Jennifer.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; gender issues; Caribbean; LAC.
Location: HTUN.

2520 - National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health
2521 - National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health
KEYWORDS: self-destructive behaviour.
Location: NICE.

2522 - World Bank
KEYWORDS: women's rights; women in business; legal status.
Location: WORL.

2523 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: gender policy; politics; gender issues; democracy; Caribbean.
Location: MOHA.

2524 - Commonwealth Foundation
KEYWORDS: film; Caribbean.
Location: COMFOUN.

2525 - Brown, Dennis A.V.
KEYWORDS: social policy; Caribbean.
Location: BROW.

2526 - Ali, Catherine Mary.
"Getting through": what constitutes empowerment in negotiations in Trinidad?. Institute of Gender and Development Studies, UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2010. vii, 228 p. Thesis submitted in fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Master of Philosophy.
KEYWORDS: empowerment; negotiation; conflict resolution.
2527 - Kondo, Dorinne K.
Crafting selves: power, gender, and discourses of identity in a Japanese workplace.
KEYWORDS: women; working women; social conditions; Japan.
Location: KOND.

2528 - Berger, Michele Tracy. Radeloff, Cheryl.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; gender studies; feminism; career choice.
Location: BERG.

2529 - Sabbagh, Suha (ed).
KEYWORDS: Arab; Islam; women; social conditions; feminism.
Location: SABB.

2530 - Ferguson, James.
KEYWORDS: anthropology; urbanization; industrialization; social conditions; economic conditions; Zambia.
Location: FERG.

2531 - Martin, Emily.
KEYWORDS: women; physiology; menstruation; reproduction; childbirth.
Location: MART.

2532 - Murdock, Donna F.
KEYWORDS: feminism; women in development; social conditions; Colombia.
Location: MURD.

2533 - van Nieuwkerk, Karin.
KEYWORDS: entertainers; social status; social conditions; Egypt.
    Location: VANN.

KEYWORDS: women; Middle East; North Africa; history.
    Location: NASH.

KEYWORDS: entertainment; cocktail servers; male friendship; social clubs; Japan.
    Location: ALLI.

KEYWORDS: feminism; Islam; Muslim women; gender identity; religious practices.
    Location: MAHM.

KEYWORDS: Hispanic women; life stories.
    Location: RUIZ.

KEYWORDS: ethnology; fieldwork; participant observation; case studies.
    Location: BURA.

KEYWORDS: Muslim women; Islam; status of women; advertising.
    Location: SHIR.
2540 - Abu-Lughod, Lila (ed).  
Remaking women: feminism and modernity in the Middle East.  Princeton University Press.  
KEYWORDS: women; status of women; social conditions; Islam; feminism; Middle East.  
Location: ABUL*.

2541 - Marcus, Julie.  
KEYWORDS: Islam; social conditions; status of women; gender roles; Turkey.  
Location: MARC.

2542 - Wallace, Mike.  Alison, Wray.  
KEYWORDS: research; writing; reading.  
Location: WALL.

2543 - Wolf, Diane L (ed).  
KEYWORDS: women's studies; fieldwork; feminism.  
Location: WOLF.

2544 - Hesse-Biber, Sharlene Nagy.  Leavy, Patricia Lina.  
KEYWORDS: women's studies; feminism.  
Location: HESS.

2545 - McNeal, Keith.  
KEYWORDS: religion; Orisha; Shakti; Hinduism; Trinidad and Tobago.  
Location: MCNE.

2546 - Hart, Chris.  
KEYWORDS: literature review; methodology.  
Location: HART.

2548 - UWI Course Team. Gender in Caribbean development [GEND 2013], Readings (Pilot). Open Campus, University of the West Indies. St Augustine. 2011. 1 vol. KEYWORDS: feminism; masculinity; patriarchy; learning. Location: OPEN*.

2549 - Macoomeh, Queen. Tales from Icebox Land. 2 ed. Commess University Press. 2008. 163 p. KEYWORDS: stories; humour; Caribbean. Location: MACO.


2551 - UNDP. National report - Trinidad and Tobago. National reports on the situation of gender violence against women. UNDP. 1999. 107 p. (Inter-Agency Campaign on Violence Against Women and Girls. Regional Project RLA/97/014) KEYWORDS: rape; child abuse; incest; domestic violence; social services; victim services; sexual harassment; legislative aspects.


KEYWORDS: crime; domestic violence; human trafficking; young adults; violence; gangs; security; police; criminal justice.

2554 - Boodhna, Anushka.
KEYWORDS: business; business ownership; productivity; gender perspectives.

2555 - Pan American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: young people; gender identity; adolescents; health services.
Location: PAHO.

2556 - Pan American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: gender equality.
Location: PAHO.

2557 - Pan American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; health aspects; manuals.
Location: PAHO.

2558 - Pan American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: gender equality; gender policy.
Location: PAHO.

2559 - Pan American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: gender equality; gender policy; health aspects.
Location: PAHO.

2560 - World Health Organization; London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
KEYWORDS: sexual violence; domestic violence; prevention; spouse abuse.
Location: WHO.
2561 - Grabman, Genevieve. Friedman, Sara.
Gender equality in health: improving equality and efficiency in achieving health for all.
KEYWORDS: gender equality; health aspects.
Location: PAHO.

KEYWORDS: men's health; women's health; America.
Location: PAHO.

2563 - Lanskyj, Helen.
KEYWORDS: femininity; sports; women; historical account.
Location: LENS.

2564 - MacLeod, Linda.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; wife abuse; battered women; Canada.
Location: MACL.

2565 - Storrie, Kathleen (ed).
KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; feminism; isolation; Canada.
Location: STOR.

2566 - Hardwick, Elizabeth.
KEYWORDS: women authors; women in literature.
Location: HARD.

2567 - Baxter, Sheila.
KEYWORDS: women living in poverty; poverty; social conditions; case studies.
Location: BAXT.
2568 - Miller, Jean Baker. 
KEYWORDS: women; psychology. 
Location: MILL.

2569 - Caplan, Paula J. 
KEYWORDS: women; psychology; masochism; self-denial. 
Location: CAPL.

2570 - Spretnak, Charlene (ed). 
KEYWORDS: feminism; spirituality; female spirituality; morality; religious practices. 
Location: SPRE.

KEYWORDS: feminism; sex roles; sex discrimination; social conditions. 
Location: CURR.

2572 - Oakley, Ann. 
KEYWORDS: women; household labour; domesticity; homemakers; social conditions. 
Location: OAKL.

2573 - Valverde, Mariana. 
KEYWORDS: women; sexual behaviour; heterosexuality; bisexuality; lesbianism; pornography; feminism; ethics. 
Location: VALV*.

KEYWORDS: feminism; men; psychology; sex roles. 
Location: JARD.

2575 - Corea, Gena. 
KEYWORDS: human reproduction; artificial insemination; social issues; women's rights; reproductive technologies?
   Location: CORE.

2576 - Haskell, Molly.
KEYWORDS: films; actresses; images of women; women.
   Location: HASK.

2577 - Rawlins, Joan M.
Sixty years and on in Trinidad and Tobago: conversations with older women. Faculty of Medical Sciences, UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2010. 61 p.
KEYWORDS: ageing; older women; Trinidad and Tobago.
   Location: RAWL.

2578 - Shepherd, Verene A (ed).
KEYWORDS: women's history; social conditions; slavery; gender identity; Caribbean women.
   Location: SHEP.

KEYWORDS: masculinity; crime; peer influence; Caribbean.
   Location: PLUM.

2580 - Ajodha, Cherise (prep).
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; rapid assessment; reproductive health; sexual health; Grenada.
   Location: UNFPA.

2581 - Anderson-Duncan, Beverley.
KEYWORDS: rebellious behaviour; women in development; GAD; Lucille Mathurin Mair.
   Location: ANDE.
KEYWORDS: ethnology; personality; life histories.
Location: WATS.

KEYWORDS: mass media; adolescents; sex roles; music; music videos; popular culture; gender identity.
Location: FORB.

KEYWORDS: remittances; agricultural development; rural development; poverty alleviation; migration.
Location: IFAD.

KEYWORDS: young adults; CSME; adolescents; education; sport; culture; violence.
Location: CARICOM.

2586 - Child Protection Section, INICEF Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean. Violence against children in the Caribbean region: regional assessment. UN Secretary General's study on violence against children. UNICEF. Panama. 2006. 112 p.
KEYWORDS: violence against children; punishment; child abuse; discipline.
Location: UNICEF.

KEYWORDS: CARICOM.
Location: CARICOM.

2588 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: children; urban environment; children's rights; migration; violence.
   Location: UNICEF.

2589 - Trinidad and Tobago
KEYWORDS: unpaid household labour; unpaid employment; laws; T&T.
   Location: TTLAW.

2590 - Tamale, Sylvia (ed). 
KEYWORDS: sexuality; sex; reproductive rights; masculinity; femininity; spirituality; gender identity; Africa.
   Location: TAMA.

2591 - James, Patrick (ed).
KEYWORDS: religion; international relations.
   Location: JAMW.

2592 - Stickey, Johanna H.
KEYWORDS: women; religion; Judaism; Christianity; Islam; goddess worship.
   Location: STUC.

2593 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Gender and achievement in higher education. 2010. pp 1-20. (Journal of Education and Development in the Caribbean, Vol.12, n.1)
KEYWORDS: educational attainment; gender; crime; higher education; masculinity.
   Location: Binder Vol 4 #8.

2594 - Trustlaw
KEYWORDS: rape; sexual assault; legal system.
   Location: TRUS.
2595 - Ministry of Labour and Small and Micro Enterprise Development
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; workplace; policies.
Location: TTMLSME.

2596 - Hindu Women's Organization of Trinidad and Tobago
KEYWORDS: Hinduism; violence against women; prevention; women's rights.
Location: HWO.

2597 - UWI
The UWI Quality Education Forum. Office of the Board for Undergraduate Studies, UWI. Mona, Jamaica. vols. 8, 10, 12, 14.
KEYWORDS: education; educational policy; tertiary education.
Location: UWI.

2598 - Women in Development Service
KEYWORDS: food; agriculture; natural resources; agribusiness.
Location: FAO.

2599 - Hamburg, David A.
KEYWORDS: conflict resolution; education.
Location: HAMB.

2600 - Domestic Violence Unit
KEYWORDS: domestic violence.
Location: TTCGA.

2601 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: corporal punishment; punishment; legal aspects; Caribbean.
Location: GICPC.
KEYWORDS: gender; violence; violence against women; domestic violence; interpersonal violence; IPV; Caribbean; Martinique.
Location: CRPLC.

KEYWORDS: environment; women.
Location: Box File #1.

2604 - CEDAW Reports relating to Trinidad and Tobago's initial, second and third periodic reports under the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women . Unpublished. TT.  2002.  3 papers.
KEYWORDS: CEDAW.
Location: CEDAW.

KEYWORDS: women in politics; Eugenia Charles; Dominica.
Location: VF, Caribbean Eminent Persons.

KEYWORDS: gender mainstreaming; HIV/AIDS; Caribbean.
Location: UNIFEM.

KEYWORDS: gender equality; decent work; employment practices.
Location: OAS.

2608 - Inter-American Commission on Women
KEYWORDS: strategic plans; gender perspectives; CIM.
Location: OAS.

2609 - Anon
KEYWORDS: CEDAW.
Location: CEDAW.

2610 - Brereton, Bridget.
KEYWORDS: family life; slavery; working women; plantations.
Location: BRER.

2611 - Trotman, David V.
KEYWORDS: women; crime; jamette; Trinidad.
Location: TROT.

2612 - Mama, Amina.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; legal aspects; gender perspectives; gender ideology; religious influences.
Location: VF - Domestic Violence, Caribbean.

2613 - Leevy, Dorothy (summarized).
KEYWORDS: gender policy; Dominica.
Location: DOMI.

2614 - WHO;UNAIDS;UNICEF
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; antiretroviral therapy; disease prevention.

Child abuse: a painful reality behind closed doors. ECLAC/UNICEF. Santiago, Chile. 2009. 12 p. (Challenges: Newsletter on Progress towards the MDGs from a Child's Rights Perspective n.9)
KEYWORDS: child abuse; violence against children.

2616 - Chew, Lin. Ramdas, Kavita.
KEYWORDS: disasters; women.

2617 - Turquet, Laura et al.
KEYWORDS: women; justice system; gender justice; gender perspectives; MDGs.

2618 - Crossette, Barbara et al.
KEYWORDS: fertility; youth; urbanization; migration; population; resource management.

2619 - Hausmann, Ricardo. Tyson, Laura D. Zahidi, Saadia.
KEYWORDS: gender gap; country profiles.

2620 - UNIFEM
KEYWORDS: gender justice; gender equity; MDGs.

2621 - UN Trust Fund to End Violence against Women
Effective approaches to addressing the intersection of violence against women and HIV/AIDS: findings from programmes supported by the UN Trust Fund to End Violence against Women. UN Women. Washington, DC. 2012. 34 p.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; HIV/AIDS.
2622 - International Labour Office
KEYWORDS: decent work; household workers.

2623 - Montano, Sonia. Milosavjlevic, Vivian.
The invisible face of child labour in Latin America and the Caribbean. ECLAC/UNICEF. Santiago, Chile. 2009. 12 p. (Challenges: Newsletter on Progress towards the MDGs from a Child's Rights Perspective n.8)
KEYWORDS: child labour; children's rights.

KEYWORDS: mass media; guidelines; training materials; women.
Location: VF, Mass media.

2625 - Ragbir, Anusha.
Research proposal: "Staging Indianness": the production of visibility in Indian beauty pageants in Trinidad. IGDS. St Augustine. 2010. 31 p.
KEYWORDS: beauty contests; proposals; Indian women.
Location: RAGB.

2626 - Joseph-Brown, Lynette.
Developing a causality analysis framework for UNICEF programming in three selected areas. UNICEF. Panama City, Panama. 2006. 47 p.
KEYWORDS: causal analysis; maternal mortality; teenage pregnancy; HIV/AIDS; gender violence.

2627 - Joseph-Brown, Lynette.
Setting up a gender sensitive monitoring system: the process. UNICEF. Panama City, Panama. 2006. 45 p.
KEYWORDS: monitoring; evaluation; gender analysis; gender indicators.

2628 - Parpart, Jane L. Thompson, Lisa.
KEYWORDS: conflict; violence; gender perspectives; international relations; Africa.
Location: PARP.

2629 - Chevannes, Barry.
Drop pan and folk consciousness.  21 p.
KEYWORDS: games; gambling; Jamaica.
Location: VF - Games, Caribbean.

2630 - Walby, Sylvia.
UN Expert Group Meeting on Indicators to Measure Violence against Women. Indicators to measure violence against women.  34 p.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; data collection; social indicators; status of women.
Location: WALB.

2631 - Marinova, Jivka.
UN Expert Group Meeting on "The Role of Men and Boys in Achieving Gender Equality". Gender stereotypes and the socialization process.  9 p.
KEYWORDS: gender equality; gender socialization; gender stereotypes; gender relations.
Location: MARI.

2632 - Barker, Gary.
UN Expert Group Meeting on "The Role of Men and Boys in Achieving Gender Equality". How do we know if men have changed? Promoting and measuring attitude change with young men. Lessons from Program H in Latin America.  15 p.
KEYWORDS: gender roles; sexual behaviour; men; behaviour modification.
Location: BARK.

2633 - Kaplan, E.Ann.
KEYWORDS: women; media portrayal; media stereotyping; film; film production.
Location: KAPL.

KEYWORDS: gender; migration; sex tourism; geographies.
Location: IDEN.

2635 -
KEYWORDS: feminism; women's organizations; Africa.
Location: FEMI.
2636 - Girvan, Norman.  
KEYWORDS: economic conditions; social conditions; Caribbean.  
Location: GIRV.  

2637 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.  
KEYWORDS: family violence; domestic violence; dispute resolution.  
Location: LAZA.  

2638 - Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society  
KEYWORDS: family life; marriage; religious beliefs.  
Location: WATCH.  

KEYWORDS: balancing work and family life; working parents; support systems; family life.  
Location: CHIN.  

KEYWORDS: gender policy; BVI.  
Location: BVI.  

2641 - Commonwealth Foundation; Trinidad and Tobago Transparency Institute  
KEYWORDS: civil society; accountability; methodology.  
Location: COMFOUN.  

2642 - Shirkat Gah  
KEYWORDS: women friendly spaces; women's shelters; women living under Muslim laws; Pakistan.
2643 - Nopo, Hugo.  
KEYWORDS: sex discrimination; economic factors; wage gap; wage discrimination; gender gap; education; labour force participation; gender bias; racial discrimination; occupational segregation; Jamaica; Barbados.  
Location: SHIR.

2644 -  
Making It. UNIDO. Vienna. 2009 -. (No.1 - )  
KEYWORDS: development; environment management.

2645 - Pereira, Federico Batista.  
Gender and community participation in Latin America and the Caribbean. Vanderbilt University. Nashville, TN. 2012. 9 p. (Americas Brometer Insights No.78)  
KEYWORDS: political participation; gender perspectives; gender gap; community action.

2646 - United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner  
KEYWORDS: human rights; LGBT persons; sex discrimination; sexual orientation.

2647 - Bureau of Women's Affairs / The Gender Advisory Committee  
KEYWORDS: gender policy; gender equality; Jamaica.

2648 - Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands  
KEYWORDS: human rights; foreign policy.

2649 - Rodriguez, Jorge. Hopenhayn, Martin.  
Teenage motherhood in Latin America and the Caribbean: trends, problems and challenges. ECLAC/UNICEF. Santiago, Chile. 2007. 12 p. (Challenges: Newsletter on Progress towards the MDGs from a Child's Rights Perspective n.4)  
KEYWORDS: teenage mothers; fertility rates; poverty.

2650 - Tong, Rosemarie.
KEYWORDS: literal feminism; radical feminism; socialist feminism; psychoanalytic feminism; global feminism; ecofeminism; postmodern feminism; third-wave feminism; feminist theory.

2651 - Dunn, Leith.
KEYWORDS: gender aspects; disasters; hurricanes; climate change; risk management.
Location: DUNN.

2652 - Pruett, Duncan.
KEYWORDS: Clean Clothes Campaign; clothing workers; sweatshops; factory conditions.

KEYWORDS: politics; government; social conditions; culture; USA.
Location: NAVA.

2654 - Mason, Peter.
KEYWORDS: carnival; customs; T&T.
Location: MASO.

2655 - Hall, Edward T.
KEYWORDS: culture; philosophy; social science.
Location: HALL.

KEYWORDS: feminism; women; feminist theory; third wave feminism; USA.
Location: HEYW.

2657 - Rosaldo, Michelle Zimbalist (ed). Lamphere, Louise (ed).
KEYWORDS: anthropology; women; cultural aspects; women's roles.
Location: ROSA.

2658 - Krasno, Jean A. (ed).
KEYWORDS: United Nations; disarmament; war; human rights.
Location: KRAS.

2659 - De-Light, Dominique. Thomas, Polly.
KEYWORDS: tourism; T&T.
Location: DELI.

KEYWORDS: food; aid; developing countries.
Location: SING.

2661 - Lexus (comp)
Location: LEXU.

2662 - Ewbank, Tim.
KEYWORDS: customs; culture; T&T.
Location: EWBA.

2663 - Budlender, Debbie.
A critical review of time use surveys. UN Research Institute for Social Development. Geneva. 2007. viii, 49 p. (Gender and Development Programme Paper n.2)
KEYWORDS: surveys; training.
Location: BUDL.

2664 - Molyneux, Maxine.
Change and continuity in social protection in Latin America. UN Research Institute for Social Development. Geneva. 2007. vi, 49 p. (Gender and Development Programme Paper n.1)
KEYWORDS: social policy; poverty; poverty alleviation; gender perspectives.
Location: MOLY.
2665 - Lewis, Linden.  
KEYWORDS: masculinity; political aspects; sexuality; gender; labour.  
Location: LEWI.

2666 - Lazarus-Black, Mindie.  Merry, Sally Engle.  
(Law and Social Enquiry: Journal of the American Bar Association, Vol.28, n.4)from Symposium on Violence between Intimates, Globalization and the State.  
KEYWORDS: gender violence; domestic violence; laws; politics.  
Location: LAZA.

2667 - Walker-Kilkenny, Roberta.  
KEYWORDS: women; socioeconomic conditions; historical account; Guyana.  
Location: WALK.

2668 - Channing Bete Company  
KEYWORDS: child abuse; protection; training materials.  
Location: CHAN.

2669 - Munroe-Knight, Shantal.  
KEYWORDS: trade; labour policies; gender perspectives; Caribbean.  
Location: MUNR.

2670 - Deere, Carmen Diana.  
KEYWORDS: peasants; gender perspectives; women in agriculture.  
Location: Box 1.

2671 - Sandy-Robinson, Claire.  
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention.
Location: Box 1.

2672 - Emmanuel, Louraine (comp).
KEYWORDS: gender; bibliographies; Caribbean.
Location: Box 1.

2673 - Muhammad, David.
KEYWORDS: black studies; black movement.
Location: MOHA.

KEYWORDS: religious beliefs.
Location: ALI.

2675 - Skloot, Rebecca.
KEYWORDS: women's health; cancer; biography.
Location: SKLO.

2676 - Hanif, Shahina (ed).
KEYWORDS: climate change; gender perspectives; Pakistan.
Location: HANI.

2677 - Jones, Adele D (ed).
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; legal aspects.
Location: JONE (PP Office).

2678 - Mohammed, Waffie.
KEYWORDS: afterlife.
Location: MOHA.
2679 - Ministry of Communication and Information
KEYWORDS: Venezuela.
Location: VENE.

2680 - Ali, Catherine Mary.
Navigating empowerment in mediation and restorative justice in Trinidad. Institute for
Gender and Development Studies, The UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2012. iv,
392 p. Thesis submitted in fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in Gender and Development.
KEYWORDS: restorative justice; empowerment; negotiation; conflict resolution.
Location: ALI.

2681 - Collins, Patricia Hill.
What's in a name? Womanism, black feminism, and beyond. 1996. 10 p. (Black Scholar,
Vol.26, No.1)
KEYWORDS: black feminism; womanism; Afro-American women.
Location: COLL.

2682 - Babul, Parvez.
Women's empowerment, food security and climate change. Pranto Prokashon. Dhaka,
Bangladesh. 2010. 103 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; violence against women; empowerment; Bangladesh.
Location: BABU.

2683 - Hull-La Coa, Karen.
An internship experience at the Gender Affairs Division, Trinidad: Reflections. Institute of
Gender and Development Studies, The UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2012. viii,
88 p. Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Master of
Science in Gender and Development Studies.
KEYWORDS: gender affairs; gender mainstreaming.
Location: HULL.

2684 - Reddock, Rhoda.
What now for Caribbean people and their leaders? Reflections on the current economic and
Lecture.
KEYWORDS: socioeconomic conditions; gender perspectives; youth; parenting; masculinity.
Location: REDD.
2685 - Anon.  
KEYWORDS: maternity leave; maternity benefits; paternity leave; laws; Maternity Protection Act.  
Location: Box of Laws.

2686 - Mohammed, Pat.  
Gender and conflict. Women & Development Unit, UWI. Barbados. 1986. 9 p. (Concerning Women and Development 4/86)  
KEYWORDS: conflict; gender perspectives.  
Location: PM Folder #1.

2687 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: conflict; social conflict; gender perspectives.  
Location: PM Folder #1.

2688 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
The women's movement in Trinidad and Tobago since the 1950s. Part I - The decade of the sixties. Part II - The decade of the seventies to the present (1985). Women & Development Unit, UWI. Barbados. 1985. 7 p. (Concerning Women & Development 11/85 - 12/85)  
KEYWORDS: women's movement; women's organizations; historical aspect; Trinidad and Tobago.  
Location: PM Folder #1.

2689 - Johnson, Kim Nicholas. Mohammed, Patricia.  
Prepared for Second Conference on Culture and Sovereignty in the Caribbean. Women, labour and the defence of the region. 12 p.  
KEYWORDS: imperialism; social conflict; sexual division of labour.  
Location: PM Folder #1.

2690 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
Confrontation or conformism? The mobilization of women in the Caribbean. 9 p.  
Unpublished essay.  
KEYWORDS: socio-economic conditions; conflict Sistren; Jamaica; Trinidad and Tobago.  
Location: PM Folder #1.

2691 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: mass media; gender perspectives.
Location: PM Folder #1.

2692 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Workshop on Innovative Methodologies in Popular Education - through Culture to
Consciousness. Issues in popular mobilisation. Women & Development Unit. 7 p. On Behalf
of the Concerned Women for Progress (Trinidad).
KEYWORDS: women's organizations; popular education.
Location: PM Folder #1.

2693 - Mohammed, Patricia.
(Caraibisch Forum 2/3)
KEYWORDS: women's movement; status of women; Concerned Women for Progress)
(Trinidad.
Location: PM Folder #1.

2694 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Paper presented at the Seminar sponsored by The National Commission on the Status of
Women. The portrayal of women in the media and the perceptions of women in society in
Trinidad and Tobago. 9 p.
KEYWORDS: status of women; mass media; advertising; cultural influences; Trinidad and
Tobago.
Location: PM Folder #1.

2695 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Women and education. ISER, UWI. Cave Hill, Barbados. 1982. pp 34-77. (Women in the
Caribbean Project Vol.5)
KEYWORDS: status of women; education; historical account.
Location: PM Folder #1.

2696 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Presented at International Conference on Research and Teaching Related to Women. Building
the women's movement in Trinidad and Tobago: results and prospects. 9 p.
KEYWORDS: women's movement; women's studies; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: PM Folder #1.

2697 - Mohammed, Patricia.
Introduction (to Trinidad Women Speak edited by Bori S Clark). Libros Latinos. 1981. pp i-
vii.
KEYWORDS: life histories; Trinidad and Tobago).
Location: PM Folder #1.

2698 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: schools; education; Trinidad and Tobago.  
Location: PM Folder #2.

2699 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
Presented at Second Disciplinary Seminar "Social Sciences".  Structures of experience: gender, race and class in the lives of two Indian women in Trinidad.  34 p.  
KEYWORDS: life stories; race, class and gender studies; Trinidad.  
Location: PM Folder #2.

2700 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: household workers; Caribbean.  
Location: PM Folder #2.

2701 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
WDU Tenth Anniversary Consultation and Symposium "Crisis and Challenges:.. Reflections on the women's movement in Trinidad: the 70's and the 80's.  13 p.  
KEYWORDS: women's movement; calypsoes; Concerned Women for Progress; Trinidad.  
Location: PM Folder #2.

2702 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: family life; Indo-Trinidadian.  
Location: PM Folder #2.

2703 - Mohammed, Patricia.  
KEYWORDS: family life; family structure; Caribbean.  
Location: PM Folder #2.

2704 - Mohammed, Patricia.
KEYWORDS: Indo-Trinidadian; education; cultural influences. 
Location: PM Folder #2.

2705 - Asencio, Marysol. 
KEYWORDS: youth; sexual behaviour; Puerto Rico. 
Location: ASEN.

2706 - Ministry of Gender, Youth and Child Development 
National Youth Policy 2012-2017: for every youth ... a place, a purpose, a plan. Thr Ministry. Trinidad and Tobagp. n.d. x, 29 p. 
KEYWORDS: young people; youth services; policies. 
Location: TTGYCD.

2707 - Ramcharitar, Raymond. 
KEYWORDS: Caribbean fiction. 
Location: RAMC.

2708 - Hong Kingston, Maxine. 
KEYWORDS: life stories; autobiography. 
Location: HONG.

KEYWORDS: gender identity; sex differences; bodies; social aspects; feminist theory. 
Location: LORB.

2710 - Harriott, Anthony. 
KEYWORDS: crime; crime prevention; Jamaica. 
Location: HARR.

2711 - Manoo-Rahming, Lelawatee. 
KEYWORDS: poetry; Caribbean literature.
Location: MANO.

2712 - Inter-American Development Bank
KEYWORDS: economic development; economic assistance; evaluation; Caribbean.

2713 - GTZ; World Bank; IDB
KEYWORDS: women's participation; women's role; gender equity; entrepreneurs.

2714 - Morrison, Andrew R. Orlando, Maria Beatriz.
KEYWORDS: gender based violence; socioeconomic aspects; methodology; developing countries.

2715 - Oosterveld, Valerie.
KEYWORDS: gender; ICC.
Location: OOST.

2716 - Rampersad, Ravi.
'Racialised facilitative capital' and the paving of differential paths to achievement of Afro-Trinidadian boys. 2012. pp 1-20. (British Journal of Sociology of Education)
KEYWORDS: Afro-Trinidadian; boys; skin colour.

Preliminary research findings on gender and leadership at the University of the West Indies 2012. IGDS-RCU Unpublished report. 2013. 8 p.
KEYWORDS: women in academia; gender inequality.

2718 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: human development; governance; civil society; equity; demographic measurements.
2719 - Eriksen, Thomas Hylland.
Liming in Trinidad: the art of doing nothing. 1990. 12 p. (Folk, Vol.32)
KEYWORDS: leisure activities; liming; Trinidad.

2720 - Makerere University
KEYWORDS: gender policy; gender equality; Uganda.

No time to quit: engaging youth at risk. Executive report of the Committee on Young Males and Crime in Trinidad and Tobago. St Augustine. 2013. 437 p.
KEYWORDS: masculinity; crime; gangs; drug abuse; prison reform; education.

2722 - University of the West Indies
KEYWORDS: intellectual property; policy.

2723 - International Centre for the Prevention of Crime
KEYWORDS: crime prevention; security; young people; violence against women; community safety; victim services.

2724 - Gutierrez-Rodriguez, Encarnacion.
KEYWORDS: women; household workers; sexual division of labour; immigrants; migrant workers.
Location: GUTI.

2725 - Pan-American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: gender equality; gender policy.
Location: PAHO.

2726 - Coronil, Fernando.
KEYWORDS: politics; government; petrochemical industry; Venezuela.

Location: CORO.


Location: ODIE.


Location: COYO.


Location: PARK.


Location: DICT.


Location: BEST.

2733 - Massiah, Joycelin.
Manual on the use of socio-economic indicators of women's participation in development. 
KEYWORDS: women in development; socioeconomic indicators; manuals.
Location: MASS.

2734 - CGDS
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives.
Location: CGDS.

2735 - Bishop, Tammy Ebanks.
KEYWORDS: women's organizations; women's rights; women's roles; Cayman I.
Location: BISH.

2736 - Mycoo, Michelle.
Diagnosis of Trinidad's water problems (mid-1980s to mid-1990s). 2007. pp 73-86. (Water Policy, Vol.9)
KEYWORDS: water management; water utilities.
Location: MYCO.

2737 - National Resource Centre for Women
KEYWORDS: status of women; India.
Location: INDI.

KEYWORDS: children; status of women; education; children's rights; domestic violence; sexual abuse.
Location: UNICEF.

2739 - Young, Kate. Quintero, Marcia Rivera.
Women and social production in the Caribbean. Final report of seminar sponsored by the Institute of Development Studies at University of Sussex and the Centro de Estudios de la Realidad Puertorriqueno, San Juan, PR, June 1980. 143 p.
KEYWORDS: women's roles; status of women; meetings; Caribbean.
Location: YOUN.

2740 - Anderson-Manley, Beverley.
KEYWORDS: gender bias; politics; women's roles.
Location: ANDE.

2741 - Reddock, Rhoda.
Address to the opening of the 12th Biennial Congress of the Trinidad and Tobago Labour Congress on Friday 22 March 1991. 15 p.
KEYWORDS: labour movement; workers; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: Binder Vol.4 #10.

2742 - International Union for the Scientific Study of Population (ed)
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; reproductive health; ethics; medical ethics.
Location: ETHI.

2743 - International Organization for Migration
KEYWORDS: migration; refugees; remittances; hman development; happiness.

2744 - Fancy, Khadijah.
KEYWORDS: girls; education; gender perspectives; MDGs.

2745 - van der Gaag, Nikki.
KEYWORDS: girls; disasters; gender equality; education; safety.

2746 - Ministry of Gender, Youth and Child Development
IGDS St. Augustine Unit, Library and Documentation Centre
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KEYWORDS: gender policy.

2747 - World Economic Fporum
KEYWORDS: demography; leadership; food security; resource management; conflict; women.

2748 - International Criminal Court
KEYWORDS: international agreements; legislation.

2749 - World Bank
KEYWORDS: risk; risk management; insurance; households; community action.

2750 - Lavigne, Milena. Vargas, Luis Hernan.
Social protection systems in Latin America and the Caribbean: Jamaica. ECLAC. Santiago, Chile. 2013. 36 p.
KEYWORDS: social services; employment policy; health services; educational policy; Jamaica.

2751 - Robles, Claudia. Vargas, Luis Hernan.
Social protection systems in Latin America and the Caribbean: Trinidad and Tobago. ECLAC. Santiago, Chile. 2012. 42 p.
KEYWORDS: social services; employment policy; educational policy; Trinidad and Tobago.

2752 - Awong Persaud, Dianne.
Listen to your sons: the impact of involvement and characteristics of fathers on male adolescent self-esteem. Privately published. Trinidad and Tobago. x,148 p. .
KEYWORDS: fathering; families; teenage boys; Caribbean.
Location: AWON.

2753 - United Nations Population Fund
KEYWORDS: teenage pregnancy; child marriage; adolescents.
Location: UNFPA.


2756 - Verrest, Hebe. Reddock, Rhoda. Poverty and statistics in Trinidad and Tobago: an introduction. 2005. 11 p. KEYWORDS: poverty; statistics; demography; Trinidad and Tobago.


2760 - HEALTHCOM A skill-building guide for making focus groups work. Academy for Educational Development. Washington, DC. 0995. 141 p. KEYWORDS: training materials; focus groups. Location: HEAL.

2762 - Brathwaite, Ryssa C.M.
KEYWORDS: crime; substance abuse; sexual abuse; domestic violence; gangs; child abuse.
Location: BRAT.

2763 - Gajadhar, Cheryl Ann.
The girl in the cupboard goes to school. Workbook. Published privately. 2010. 48 p.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; workbooks.
Location: GAJA.

2764 - van Oudenhoven, Nico. Wazir, Rekha.
KEYWORDS: children; childhood; modernity.
Location: VANO.

2765 - Ministry of Health
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; counselling; policies.
Location: TTHEA.

2766 - World Health Organization
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; violence against women; counselling.
Location: WHO.

2767 - Centre for Gender in Development Studies
KEYWORDS: empowerment; women; meetingd.
Location: CGDS.

2768 - Coore, Charlene.
KEYWORDS: childhood; children living in poverty; violence against children; child abuse; sexual abuse; incest.
Location: COOR.
2769 - IGDS
Study of service provision: dissemination of findings. IGDS. St Augustine. [2011]. 21 p.
(Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago) powerpoint.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse.
Location: IGDS.

2770 - Caribbean Commission on Women, Girls and AIDS
Building passion to lead; creating pathways to success; finding our voice. A training manual for young women leaders. UNWomen; UNAIDS; MAC Cosmetics. 2011. 167 p.
KEYWORDS: gender; HIV/AIDS; human rights; disease prevention; Caribbean.
Location: CCWGA.

2771 - The University of the West Indies
Final report to the National AIDS Coordinating Committee, Office of the Prime Minister for consulting services for a baseline survey of knowledge, attitudes, practices and beliefs on HIV/AIDS of the national population 15-49 years old and residing in Trinidad and Tobago. UWI. St Augustine. 2007. 1 vol. Confidential report.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; surveys; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: UWI.

2772 - UNAIDS
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; epidemiology.
Location: UNAIDS.

KEYWORDS: children's rights; Caribbean.
Location: HENR.

2774 - Nanton, Philip.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; tertiary education.
Location: NANT.

2775 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; CEDAW.
Location: ANON.

An assessment of sexual networks in St James, Jamaica using the PLACE method.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; HIV/AIDS; disease transmission.
Location: FIGU.

2777 - Gayle, Herbert.
The adolescents of urban St Catherine: a study of their reproductive health and survivability.
KEYWORDS: adolescents; sexual behaviour; street children; survival strategies; reproductive health; commercial sex; violence; Jamaica.
Location: GAYL.

2778 - PANCAP
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; prevention.
Location: PANCAP.

2779 - Fisher, Andrew A. Foreit, James R.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; research methods; manuals.
Location: FISH.

2780 - Browne, Carl.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; STIs.
Location: BROW.

2781 - ILO and UNESCO
KEYWORDS: (HIV/AIDS; educational facilities; policies.
2782 - DIvision of Policy and Planning
KEYWORDS: questionnaires; women; children; surveys; data collection; social science research; research methods; manuals.
Location: UNICEF.

Gender and sexuality: behaviour, attitudes and taboos among UWI students on the St Augustine Campus. CGDS. St Augustine. 2006. 63 p. Research Report.
KEYWORDS: sexual behaviour; sexuality; gender aspects.
Location: DOUG.

2784 - Parpart, Jane L.
KEYWORDS: silence; empowerment.
Location: PARP.

2785 - Shah, Meera Kaul. Mahlalela, Xoli MV. Kambou, Sarah Degnan. Adams, Melissa K.
Participatory monitoring and evaluation of community- and faith-based programs. A step-by-step guide for people who want to make HIV and AIDS services and activities more effective in their community. 2 ed. CORE Initiative. 2006. 84 p.
KEYWORDS: evaluation; monitoring; HIV/AIDS; participant observations.
Location: SHAH.

2786 - Taylor, Marilyn. Purdue, Derrick. Wilson, Mandy. Wilde, Pete.
KEYWORDS: evaluation; guidelines; community projects.
Location: TAYL.

2787 - Robertson, Damali Abena.
Using entertainment education, mass communication and the media as tools to address sexual abuse and increase victim reporting in Jamaican girls and women (ages 13-21). University of the West Indies. Mona, Jamaica. 2006. 72 p. Submitted in partial fulfillment for the Degree of Master of Communications for Social and Behaviour Change.
KEYWORDS: sexual abuse; mass media; education; behaviour change; entertainment education.
    Location: ROBE.

2788 - Morse, Janice M. Barrett, Michael. Mayan, Maria. Olson, Karin. Spiers, Jude.
Verification strategies for establishing reliability and validity in qualitative research. 2002.
19 p. (International Journal of Qualitative Methods, Vol.1, No.2)
KEYWORDS: qualitative research; research methods.
    Location: MORS.

2789 - Barrow, Christine.
Adolescent girls, sexual culture, risk and HIV in Barbados. 15 p. Paper presented at
KEYWORDS: teenage girls; sexual behaviour; HIV/AIDS; Barbados.
    Location: BARR.

2790 - Aguirre, Victor Manuel Ortiz.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; HIV/AIDS.
    Location: AGUI.

2791 - September, R.
Case study on the development of a protocol for multi-disciplinary management of child
abuse. IFCD, University of the Western Cape. Cape Town, SA. n.d. 67 p.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; management; protocols.
    Location: SEPT.

Henderson, Gabrielle.
Preventing HIV/AIDS among Trinidad and Tobago teens using a family-based program:
KEYWORDS: international cooperation; HIV/AIDS; disease prevention; adolescents;
education; Trinidad and Tobago.
    Location: BAPT.

2793 - IGDS
IGDS Biennial Symposium. Contemporary issues in Caribbean research on gender and
KEYWORDS: feminism; gender; Caribbean; abstracts.
    Location: IGDS.
2794 - Kempadoo, Kamala.  
KEYWORDS: sexuality; sexual behaviour; violence against women; homosexuality; commercial sex.  
Location: KEMP.

2795 - Kempadoo, Kamala.  
The war on human trafficking in the Caribbean. 2007. pp.79-84. (From: Race and Class, Vol.49, No.2) Bound in "Kamala Kempadoo Publications".  
KEYWORDS: human trafficking; migration; sex work.  
Location: KEMP.

2796 - Kempadoo, Kamala.  
KEYWORDS: sexuality; sexual behaviour; gender; Caribbean.  
Location: KEMP.

2797 - Ellis, Pat (ed).  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; agriculture; entrepreneurship; labour; education; family.  
Location: ELLI*.

2798 - McRobbie, Angela.  
KEYWORDS: girls; femininity; feminist research; teenage mothers; UK.  
Location: MCRO*.

2799 - Segal, Lynne.  
KEYWORDS: masculinity; gender relations; men.  
Location: SEGA*.

2800 - Ostergaard, Lise (ed).  
KEYWORDS: gender; gender relations; agriculture; health; households.
Location: OSTE*.

2801 - Kanter, Rosabeth Moss.
KEYWORDS: women in business; organizational behaviour; working women.
Location: KANT*.

2802 - Marshall, Judi.
KEYWORDS: women in management; women's work; life stories.
Location: MARS*.

2803 - Lees, Sue.
KEYWORDS: girls; teenage girls; sexual behaviour; feminity; bullying; education.
Location: LEES*.

2804 - Heilbrun, Carolyn G.
KEYWORDS: women writers; feminism; women's writing.
Location: HEIL*.

2805 - Bem, Sandra Lipsitz.
KEYWORDS: sex roles; sex differences; sexism; gender equality; gender roles; androgyny.
Location: BEM*.

KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; psychology; case studies.
Location: FRAN*.

2807 - Mirza, Heidi Safia.
KEYWORDS: feminism; black feminism; black women; UK.
Location: MIRZ*.
2808 - Dunn, Dana (ed).  
KEYWORDS: women; employment; working women; sex discrimination in employment; sex segregation.  
Location: DUNN*.

2809 - Walsh, Elsa.  
KEYWORDS: women; working women; biographies; sex discrimination in the workplace.  
Location: WALS*.

2810 - Smith, Nancy Johnson.  Leduc, Sylvia K.  
KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; employment; working women; Canada.  
Location: SMIT*.

2811 - Cockburn, Cynthia.  
KEYWORDS: gender equality; sexuality; sex discrimination in employment; equal employment opportunity.  
Location: COCK*.

2812 - Dex, Shirley.  
KEYWORDS: working women; gender roles; sex discrimination in employment.  
Location: DEX*.

2813 - Scott, Catherine V.  
KEYWORDS: women in development; feminist theory; development science.  
Location: SCOT*.

2814 - Gilligan, Carol.  
KEYWORDS: women; psychology; developmental psychology; self concept; women's rights.
Location: GILL*.

2815 - Davis, Angela.
KEYWORDS: Afro-American women; social conditions; sexism; race relations; USA.
Location: DAVI*.

KEYWORDS: sex roles; socialization; social organization; religion; healthcare; family roles.
Location: BOUD*.

2817 - Llewelyn, Sue. Osborne, Kate.
KEYWORDS: psychology; working women; developmental psychology; mothering; life stories; family relationships.
Location: LLEW*.

2818 - Luttrell, Wendy.
KEYWORDS: education of women; adult education; feminism; social aspects.
Location: LUTT*.

2819 - Hertz, Rosanna (ed).
KEYWORDS: sociology; research methods; fieldwork; women's studies.
Location: HERT*.

2820 - Middleton, Sue.
KEYWORDS: feminism; education; education of women; sexism.
Location: MIDD*.

2821 - Maynard, Mary (ed). Purvis, June (ed).
KEYWORDS: feminist research; feminism; feminist methods; research methods.
Location: MAYN*.
2822 - Philip, N Nourbese.  
KEYWORDS: mass media; race relations; racism; Canada.  
Location: PHIL*.  

2823 - Tannen, Deborah.  
Talking from 9 to 5: how women's and men's conversational styles affect who gets heard, 
KEYWORDS: communication; interpersonal communication; personal relationships.  
Location: TANN*.  

2824 - Savage, Mike (ed).  Witz, Anne (ed).  
KEYWORDS: organizational psychology; sex discrimination in employment; bureaucracy; 
gender roles.  
Location: SAVA*.  

2825 - Levinson, Daniel J.  Levinson, Judith D.  
KEYWORDS: psychology; middle aged women; womn in business; life stories; women.  
Location: LEVI*.  

2826 - Jamieson, Kathleen Hall.  
283 p.  
KEYWORDS: gender roles; discrimination; women; social conditions; women's rights.  
Location: JAMI*.  

2827 - Hart, Keith (ed).  
Women and the sexual division of labour in the Caribbean.  Consortium Graduate School of 
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; informal economy; household workers; gender issues; 
labour force participation; Trinidad and Tobago; Jamaica.  
Location: HART*.  

2828 - Eichler, Margrit.  LaPointe, Jeanne.  
On the treatment of the sexes in research.  Minister of Supply and Sciences.  Ottawa,  
Canada.  1985.  27 p.
KEYWORDS: (research methodology; social science research; gender issues.
Location: EICH*.

2829 - Spender, Dale.
KEYWORDS: education of girls; gender inequality.
Location: SPEN*.

2830 - Brownmiller, Susan.
KEYWORDS: femininity; women; psychology; USA; beauty standards; hair; body image.
Location: BROW*.

2831 - Coates, Jennifer.
Women, men and language: a sociolinguist account of sex differences in language.
KEYWORDS: sex differences; language; linguistics.
Location: COAT*.

2832 - Davidson, Marilyn J.
KEYWORDS: black women; ethnic relations; sex discrimination in the workplace; sex discrimination.
Location: DAVI*.

KEYWORDS: women; feminism; education; psychological factors.
Location: BELE*.

2834 - Faludi, Susan.
KEYWORDS: feminism; status of women; women in the media.
Location: FALU*.

2835 - Andersen, Margaret L.
KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; status of women; feminism; social change; women's health; households.
   Location: ANDE*.

KEYWORDS: language; gender difference.
   Location: GRAD*.

KEYWORDS: girls; social behaviour.
   Location: CAIN*.

KEYWORDS: working women; employment; sex roles; psychological factors; equal opportunity.
   Location: FIRT*.

KEYWORDS: status of women; women's rights; feminism; historical perspectives; women's roles.
   Location: OAKL*.

KEYWORDS: images of women; beauty; beauty standards; sexuality.
   Location: WOLF*.

KEYWORDS: language; women; feminism; consciousness raising.
   Location: SPEN*.
2842 - Mathura, Lucille.  
The rebel woman in the British West Indies during slavery.  African Caribbean Publications.  
KEYWORDS: women; slavery; Caribbean.  
Location: MATH*.  

2843 - Adler, Sue.  Laney, Jenny.  Packer, Mary.  
Managing women: feminism and power in educational management.  Open University Press.  
KEYWORDS: education; women in management; schools; UK.  
Location: ADLE*.  

2844 - Senior, Olive.  
Working miracles: women's lives in the English-speaking Caribbean.  ISER, University of the  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean women; social conditions; economic conditions; gender roles;  
women's roles; working women.  
Location: SENI*.  

2845 - Denzin, Norman K.  
Research Methods Series 17)  
KEYWORDS: qualitative research; research methods; writing.  
Location: DENZ.  

2846 - Riessman, Catherine Kohler.  
Research Methods Series 30)  
KEYWORDS: qualitative research; research methods.  
Location: RIES.  

2847 - Miller, Errol.  
KEYWORDS: men; gender roles; male female relationships; patriarchy; women's liberation.  
Location: MILL.  

2848 - Campbell, Elaine (ed).  Frickey, Pierrette (ed).  
The whistling bird: women writers of the Caribbean.  Ian Randle Publishers.  Kingston,  
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; women authors.  
Location: CAMP*.  
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2854 - UWI Course Team Gender in Caribbean development [GEND 2013], Course materials Units 0-10 (Pilot). Open Campus, University of the West Indies. St Augustine. 2010. 241 p. KEYWORDS: masculinity; men; gender; violence; family; sexuality. Location: OPEN*.

2855 - Skelton, Janet.
KEYWORDS: music; ragga; homophobia; homosexuality. 
Location: SKEL.

2856 - Lokaisungh-Meighoo, Sean. 
KEYWORDS: homosexuality; Indo-Caribbean men; Indo-Caribbean; gender analysis. 
Location: LOKA.

2857 - IGDS 
Protocols for child sexual abuse/incest service delivery in Trinidad and Tobago. IGDS, UWI, TTCADV, UNICEF. St Augustine. n.d. 21 p. (Breaking the Silence: A Multi-Sectoral Approach to Preventing and Addressing Child Sexual Abuse in Trinidad and Tobago) 
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; protocols; prevention; Trinidad and Tobago. 
Location: IGDS.

2858 - Dikobe, Maude. 
KEYWORDS: gender; violence against women; calypso; music.

2859 - Hosein, Gabrielle. 
Gender, biopolitics and Caribbean feminisms: blending flesh with beloved clay. 2008. 9 p. (Caribbean Review of Gender Studies, Issue 2)sta.uwi.edu/crgs/. 
KEYWORDS: feminism; Caribbean women writers. 
Location: binder.

2860 - Hosein, Gabrielle. 
'Ketch dis': envisioning alternatives to gender-based violence in the Caribbean. 2010. 5 p. (Caribbean Review of Gender Studies, Issue 4)sta.uwi.edu/crgs/. 
KEYWORDS: gender-based violence; gender identity. 
Location: binder.

KEYWORDS: feminism; Indo-Caribbean women; Indo-Caribbean. 
Location: binder.
2862 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela. 
KEYWORDS: girls; Indo-Trinidadian; creolization; modernization; identity.
Location: binder.

2863 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela.
KEYWORDS: feminism; poetry.
Location: binder.

2864 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela.
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminist studies; popular action.
Location: binder.

2865 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela.
What does feminism mean to young women?. 2002. 4 p. (Cafra News, Dec 2002)
KEYWORDS: feminism; young women; Caribbean.
Location: binder.

2866 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela.
KEYWORDS: womens movement; youth; marginalization; sexual health; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: binder.

2867 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela.
KEYWORDS: beauty pageants; Indo-Caribbean; intersectionality.
Location: binder.

2868 - Hosein, Gabrielle.
KEYWORDS: fieldwork; intersectionality.
Location: binder.

2869 - Hosein, Gabrielle.
KEYWORDS: authority; ethnography.
Location: binder.

2870 - Reid, Sandra D. Reddock, Rhoda. Nickenig, Tisha.
KEYWORDS: child abuse; sexual abuse; incest; social science research; Caribbean.
Location: binder, Vol.4 #11.

KEYWORDS: textbooks; textbook bias.
Location: PEMB.

KEYWORDS: environmental responsibility; environmental conservation; environmental management.
Location: REYN*.

2873 - Hale, Charles R.
Mas que un Indio: more than an Indian. Racial ambivalence and neoliberal multiculturalism in Guatemala. School of American Research. Santa Fe, New Mexico. 2006. xii, 292 p.
KEYWORDS: Maya; ethnic identity; social conditions; race relations; Guatemala.
Location: HALE*.

2874 - Smith, Mark J (ed).
KEYWORDS: environment management; environmental responsibility; environmental conservation.
   Location: SMIT*.

2875 - Wright, Melissa W.
KEYWORDS: women; employment; employment practices; case studies; Mexico.
   Location: WRIG*.

2876 - The Task Force
KEYWORDS: democracy; economic citizenship; social justice; human rights.
   Location: APSA*.

2877 - Smith, Mark J.
KEYWORDS: social sciences; social issues.
   Location: SMIT*.

KEYWORDS: social sciences; methodology; qualitative research; ethnography; feminist methodology.
   Location: OUTH*.

2879 - Open University
KEYWORDS: environmental responsibility; ethics; course material.
   Location: OPEN*.

2880 - Open University
KEYWORDS: environmental management; course material.
   Location: OPEN*.
2881 - Open University
KEYWORDS: environmental responsibility; course material.
Location: OPEN*.

2882 - Open University
KEYWORDS: environmental responsibility; environment management; citizenship; course material.
Location: OPEN*.

2883 - Humphreys, David (ed). Blowers, Andrew (ed).
KEYWORDS: climate change; economic policy; international cooperation; ethics; course material.
Location: OPEN*.

KEYWORDS: population; environmental pollution; urbanization; water resource management; rural conditions; international agreements; course material.
Location: OPEN*.

2885 - Jehlicka, Petr (ed). Sarre, Phillip (ed).
KEYWORDS: international cooperation; environmental movement; developing countries; ethics; citizenship; course material.
Location: OPEN*.

2886 - Collins, Patricia Hill.
KEYWORDS: Afro-American; sex roles; social conditions; sexual behaviour; racism; USA.

Location: ORR*.


Location: JAIN*.


Location: COCH*.


Location: TADR*.


Location: NAZN*.


Location: JOLL*.

Location: KABE*.

Location: CORN*.

Location: PERE*.

Location: ALSH.

Location: EYBE*.

Location: SHIR*.

Location: EHRE*.

2900 - Sidel, Ruth.
KEYWORDS: women living in poverty; public welfare; female headed households; family policy; USA.
   Location: SIDE*.

2901 - Thayer, Millie.
KEYWORDS: rural women; social conditions; feminism; Brazil.
   Location: THAY*.

2902 - Rupp. Leila J.
KEYWORDS: lesbianism; lesbians; history; female female relationships.
   Location: RUPP*.

2903 - Nguyen, Bich Minh.
KEYWORDS: biography; Vietnamese American.
   Location: NGUY*.

2904 - Jaber, Hala.
KEYWORDS: children; life stories.
   Location: JABE*.

2905 - Khagram, Sanjeev (ed). Levitt, Peggy (ed).
KEYWORDS: social movements; international organizations; world politics.
   Location: KHAG*.

2906 - Ulysse, Gina A.
KEYWORDS: informal sector; women in business; higglers; street vendors; Jamaica.
   Location: ULYS*.

2907 - Salzinger, Leslie.
KEYWORDS: gender roles; working women; gender bias in employment; offshore industries; Mexico.
Location: SALZ*.

KEYWORDS: gay men; migration; Hispanic American.
Location: CANT*.

KEYWORDS: socialist revolutions; history; China.
Location: KING*.

2910 - Stuart, Sheila. Situation of unpaid work and gender in the Caribbean: the measurement of unpaid work through time-use studies. Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean. Santiago, Chile. 2014. 46 p. (Studies and Perspectives - Caribbean 34)
KEYWORDS: unpaid employment; time use studies; gender perspectives.

KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; HIV/AIDS; child abuse; sexual abuse; incest; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: Binder.

KEYWORDS: sexuality; internet; regulation; Brazil; Lebanon; sexual identity.
Location: KEE.

KEYWORDS: consciousness raising.
   Location: MACK.

2914 - Knudson, Barbara.
The economic role of women in small scale agriculture in the Eastern Caribbean - St Lucia.
KEYWORDS: women in agriculture; economic role; St Lucia.
   Location: KNUD**.

2915 - Daly, Stephanie.
The legal status of women in Trinidad and Tobago.
KEYWORDS: status of women; legal status.
   Location: DALY**.

2916 - Gilman, Charlotte Perkins.
KEYWORDS: depression; health; mental health; sexual politics.
   Location: GILM**.

2917 - Reuben, David.
Any woman can! Love and sexual fulfillment, for the single, widowed, divorced ... and married.
KEYWORDS: sexuality; sex counselling; sexual behaviour; marriage.
   Location: REUB**.

Female immigrants to the United States: Caribbean, Latin American and African experiences.
KEYWORDS: migration; immigrants.
   Location: MORT**.

2919 - Pallis, Michale (trans).
   Latin American and Caribbean Women's Press
KEYWORDS: women; social conditions; women's movement; household labour; Latin America.
   Location: LATI**.

2920 - Smith, Barbara.
Toward a black feminist criticism. The Crossing Press. Trumansburg, NY. 1977. 17 p. (Out and Out Pamphlet n.5)
KEYWORDS: lesbian literature; lesbian studies; Afro-American studies.
Location: SMIT**.

2921 - Randall, Vicky.
KEYWORDS: second-wave feminism; women in politics; policy making; feminism.
Location: RAND**.

KEYWORDS: household labour; wages for housework; economic value of women's work; unions.
Location: EDMO**.

2923 - Firestone, Shulamith.
KEYWORDS: radical feminism; feminism; racism; love; romance; childhood.
Location: FIRE**.

2924 - Oakley, Ann.
KEYWORDS: sociology; household labour; housework; division of labour; domesticity.
Location: OAKL**.

2925 - Renvoize, Jean.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; violence against children; shelters; incest; elder abuse.
Location: RENV**.

2926 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: women's history; femininity; illegitimacy; birth control; family history.
Location: FEMI**.

2927 - Cooper, Basil.
2928 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: Marxism; anthropology; Engels; gender roles; subordination of women; androcentrism; exploitation.
Location: CRIT**.

2929 - Coote, Anna. Gill, Tess.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; legal services; UK.
Location: COOT**.

2930 - Ehrenreich, Barbara. English, Deirdre.
KEYWORDS: sexual politics; illness; sexism; medical oppression.
Location: EHRE**.

2931 - Barrow, Christine.
KEYWORDS: family structure; social conditions; marriage; families; Caribbean.
Location: BARR.

2932 - Mather, Celia.
KEYWORDS: household workers; trade unions.
Location: IDWF.

2933 - Gilbert, Nicholas Ronnie.
KEYWORDS: prisons; masculinity; criminology; criminal behaviour.
Location: GILB.

KEYWORDS: budgets; budget process; government; gender equity.
Location: BUDL.

2935 - York University
KEYWORDS: sexual assault; sex education; date rape; rape.
Location: YORK.

2936 - Esayag, Sebastian. UNDP-UN
The commitment of the states: plans and policies to eradicate violence against women in Latin America and the Caribbean. United Nations Development Program. Panama. 2013. 78 p.
KEYWORDS: violence against women; legislative issues; LAC.
Location: UNDP.

KEYWORDS: migration; migrant workers; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: ANAT.

2938 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: Venezuela; socialism.
Location: IIR.

2939 - Cohen Stuart, Bertie A (comp).
KEYWORDS: women; Caribbean; bibliographies.
Location: COHE**.

2940 - Cohen Stuart, Bertie A (comp).
KEYWORDS: women; Caribbean; bibliographies.
Location: COHE**.

2941 - Gamboa, Fidel Aguirre.
KEYWORDS: women; revolutionary movements; Cuba.
Location: GAMB**.

2942 - Anon.
KEYWORDS: women's liberation; Cuba.
Location: ANON**.

2943 - Institute of Social Studies
KEYWORDS: women; development; bibliographies.
Location: ISS**.

KEYWORDS: sadomasochism; sex; violence; self-harm; tatoos; body modification.

2945 - Malik, Khalid (ed). UNDP
KEYWORDS: human development; disabled; statistical tables; demographic measurements.

2946 - Frederick, Angela.
KEYWORDS: gender; intersectionality; women in politics.

2947 - Roberts, Dorothy E.
KEYWORDS: family planning; family policy; status of women; Trinidad and Tobago.

2948 - Equality Now
KEYWORDS: child marriage; children; children's rights; international law; FGM.

2949 - Human Rights Watch
KEYWORDS: homophobia; homosexuality; HIV/AIDS; violence; discrimination.

KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; politics; women in politics; gender equality; Belize.
Location: BELI.

2951 - Pan-American Health Organization
The participation of women and men in Tutumbaru in monitoring maternal and child health in Ayacucho, Peru. PAHO. 2012. 27 p. (Best Practices in Gender, Ethnicity and Health)
KEYWORDS: maternal health; child health.
Location: PAHO.

2952 - Reddock, Rhoda.
KEYWORDS: globalization; masculinity; femininity; sexuality; Caribbean.
Location: Vol.4, #13.

KEYWORDS: child abuse; violence against women; LAC.
Location: MEND.

2954 - Trotz, D. Alissa.
KEYWORDS: transnationalism; networks.
Location: TROT.
2955 - van der Gaag, Nikki.  
KEYWORDS: girls; adolescents; gender equality; education; leadership; activism.

2956 - Gopeesingh, Brenda.  
Hindu Women's Organization of Trinidad and Tobago 16 days of activism 2014 Nov 25-Dec 10.  The Hindu Women's Organization of Trinidad and Tobago Inc.  Valpark.  2015.  34 p.  
KEYWORDS: child marriage; homosexuality; abortion; teenage pregnancy; family life; HIV/AIDS.  
Location: HWO.

2957 - Rawlins, Joan (ed).  Alea, Nicole (ed).  
KEYWORDS: ageing; old age; older women; health aspects; Caribbean.  
Location: RAWL.

2958 - Crawford, Kelley Elise.  
Women, arms and agency: the relationship between women and security in East Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago.  Graduate School of Social Studies, University of Amsterdam.  Amsterdam, NL.  n.d.  82 p.  Masters Thesis in International Development Studies.  
KEYWORDS: small arms; violence; human security; gangs.

2959 - UNICEF  
KEYWORDS: children; children's rights; differently abled; education; statistical tables.  
Location: UNICEF.

2960 - UNICEF  
KEYWORDS: children; children's rights; statistical tables.  
Location: UNICEF.

2961 - Kollodge, Richard (ed).  
United Nations Population Fund  
KEYWORDS: human capital; young adults; sustainable development.
2962 - Mohammed, Patricia (lecturer).
KEYWORDS: feminist methodology; epistemology; reading.
Location: MOHA.

2963 - Adisa, Opal Palmer.
KEYWORDS: feminist writing; poetry.
Location: ADIS.

2964 - Centre for Gender and Development Studies
KEYWORDS: punishment; corporal punishment; classroom management; education.
Location: CGDS.

2965 - Ministry of Education; Women's Centre of Jamaica Foundation
KEYWORDS: teenage mothers; education; social services; policy; Jamaica.
Location: JAMA.

2966 - World Economic Forum
KEYWORDS: gender gap; gender equality; country profiles.

2967 - Reddock, Rhoda.
The first Mrs Garvey: Pan-Africanism and feminism in the early 20th century British colonial Caribbean. 2014. pp 58-77. (Feminist Africa 19)
KEYWORDS: Pan-Africanism; feminism; colonial period; Caribbean women.

2968 - Allen-Agostini, Lisa.
KEYWORDS: poetry; Caribbean literature.
Location: ALLE.

2969 - Eisenstein, Hester.
KEYWORDS: feminism; consciousness-raising.

2970 - Collins, Patricia Hill.
KEYWORDS: feminism; feminine perspective; Afro-American women; race relations.

2971 - hooks, bell.

2972 - Richardson, Diane.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; radical feminism.

2973 - Narayan, Uma.
KEYWORDS: epistemology; feminism.

2974 - Acker, Joan.
KEYWORDS: class; gender.

2975 - Nankiwell, Mrs H.
Memorandum for the Royal West Indian Commission. 1938. 6 p. Memorandum of Evidence.
KEYWORDS: social conditions; Trinidad.
Location: box file.

2976 - Pan-American Health Organization
KEYWORDS: health; demographic measurements.
Location: PAHO.

2977 - Pan American Health Organization

KEYWORDS: violence against women; femicide; women's health; IPV.

Location: PAHO.

2978 - Pan American Health Organization

KEYWORDS: gender policy; action plan; gender equity.

Location: PAHO.

2979 - Khan, Aisha (ed).

KEYWORDS: Islam; Muslims; Muslim women; Trinidad; Americas.

Location: KHAN.

2980 - Reddock, Rhoda.

KEYWORDS: Muslim women; women's rights; women's movements; Islam; Trinidad and Tobago.

Location: Binder 4 #15; digital(R).

2981 - Hosein, Gabrielle Jamela.

KEYWORDS: Muslim women; modernity; gender differences; creolization; Trinidad.

Location: HOSE Binder.

2982 - Baptiste, Jeanne R.

KEYWORDS: Muslim women; Muslimeen; Islam; sexuality; Trinidad.

2983 - Mohammed, Patricia.

KEYWORDS: Islam; art; iconography; Trinidad.
2984 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: human development; globalization; technology; care; governance.

2985 - UNDP
KEYWORDS: human development; economic growth; growth.

2986 - Alio, Arif (ed).
KEYWORDS: tourism; data; cultural heritage; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: TRIN*.

2987 - Morgan, Paula.
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; violence.
Location: MORG.

2988 - Mowlah-Baksh, Sabrina.
The decision to run: experiences of women who have succeeded in winning elected public office. Institute for Gender and Development Studies, The UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2015. v, 89 p. Thesis for the Degree of Master of Science in Gender and Development Studies.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; masculinity; intersectionality.
Location: MOWL.

2989 - Richardson, Marissa.
Internship report on components of the Rape Crisis Society of Trinidad and Tobago and the Trinidad and Tobago Coalition against Domestic Violence. Institute for Gender and Development Studies, The UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2015. vii, 79 p. Thesis for the Degree of Master of Science in Gender and Development Studies.
KEYWORDS: gender based violence; women; empowerment; advocacy; outreach.
Location: RICH.

2990 - McDonald, Lisa Marie.
Women’s experiences of achieving senior leadership positions in the finance industry in Trinidad. Institute for Gender and Development Studies, The UWI. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2015. vii, 111 p. Thesis for the Degree of Master of Science in Gender and Development Studies. KEYWORDS: leadership roles; women in finance; Trinidad.

Location: MCDO.

2991 - Anon.

Location: IANAS.


Location: LEFA.


Location: ALMA.

2994 - Lefaucheur, Nadine (ed).

Location: LEFA.

2995 - Mahabir-Persad, Natasha.
The meaning of mothering in Indo-Trinidad first time mothers and its relationship to empowerment. IGDS, University of the West Indies. St Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago. 2014. 83 p. Thesis for Degree of Master of Science in Gender and Development Studies. KEYWORDS: motherhood; empowerment; mothering; Indo-Trinidadian.

KEYWORDS: children; children's rights; digital age.

2997 - Meta-Council on Emerging Technologies
KEYWORDS: technology; future studies.

2998 - van Woensel, Lieve. Archer, Geoff.
KEYWORDS: technology; future studies.

2999 - Kempadoo, Kamala.
KEYWORDS: slavery; human trafficking; feminism; imperialism.

3000 - Centre for Medical Sciences Education
KEYWORDS: healthcare workers; professionalism; ethics; communication; technical writing; training materials.
Location: UWI.

3001 - Primus, Simone J.
KEYWORDS: research; documentation.

KEYWORDS: migration; migration patterns; human development; Trinidad and Tobago.

3003 - World Bank
KEYWORDS: poverty; poverty alleviation; wages; workers; employment; LAC.
3004 - Laxton, Clare.  
Virtual world, real fear: Women’s Aid report into online abuse, harassment and stalking.  
KEYWORDS: online abuse; harassment; stalking; domestic violence.

3005 - The University of the West Indies  
The induction of Pro-Vice Chancellor and Professor V Eudine Barriteau as Principal of The University of the West Indies Cave Hill Campus. 2016. 12 p.  
KEYWORDS: Eudine Barriteau; Caribbean women.  
Location: UWI.

3006 - Reddock, Rhoda.  
KEYWORDS: Indo-Trinidadian; men; masculinity; miscegenation; sexual behaviour.

3007 - Elvy, Stacy-Ann.  
KEYWORDS: colonialism; rape; spouse abuse; domestic violence; Caribbean.

KEYWORDS: crime; time series; Trinidad and Tobago.

3009 - Lepore, Walter.  
KEYWORDS: higher education; social responsibility.

3010 - World Bank  
KEYWORDS: women's rights; women in business; sexual harassment; marital property reform; domestic violence.

3011 - World Bank  
KEYWORDS: women's rights; women in business; gender bias; gender difference; domestic violence.

3012 - Caribbean Community Secretariat
KEYWORDS: vital statistics; demographic measurements; Caribbean.

3013 - Gopaul, Roanna. Cain, Maureen.
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; IPV; Trinidad and Tobago.

KEYWORDS: violence against women; sexual assault; IPV; reproductive health; emotional abuse; controlling behaviour.

3015 - Bailey, Barbara (ed). Leo-Rhynie, Elsa (ed).
KEYWORDS: women in development; women; gender identity; Caribbean.

3016 - Schwab, Klaus.
KEYWORDS: competitiveness; country reports.

3017 - World Economic Forum
KEYWORDS: gender gap; country profiles.

3018 - Smith, Ransford.
KEYWORDS: poverty reduction; sustainable development; SDGs; gender equality; food security.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Author/Publisher</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYWORDS: human development; gender inequality; MDGs; poverty; crime; disasters.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYWORDS: demographic data; population characteristics.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYWORDS: water; water resource management; water policy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYWORDS: women's rights; honour killing; child marriage; Pakistan.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYWORDS: land rights; land tenure; Pakistan.</td>
<td></td>
<td>KHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYWORDS: socioeconomic conditions; social services; budgets; plans; T&amp;T.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYWORDS: socioeconomic conditions; social services; budgets; plans; T&amp;T.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3029 - Public Service of T&T Third Regional Conference of Public Service Commissions of the Caribbean. Public service commissions Promoting a public service renewal agenda for the 21st century. 63 p. KEYWORDS: public service; Caribbean. Location: TTPSC.

3030 - UNDP Peer-review of the methodology of the Citizen Security Programme in Trinidad and Tobago. Summary report. UNDP. Port of Spain, T&T. 2015. 20 p. KEYWORDS: security; human security; human needs. Location: UNDP.


3032 - Elliott, Lydia V. MacClure, Elliott.

KEYWORDS: sexual harassment; legislation.

Location: ELLI.

3033 - Larris, Rachel Joy. Maggio, Rosalie.
KEYWORDS: media coverage; media portrayal; media stereotyping; women in politics.

Location: LARR.

3034 - ParlAmericas
KEYWORDS: sexual harassment; political action; violence against women; women in politics.

Location: PARL.

3035 - Hochschild, Arlie Russell.
KEYWORDS: working women; housework; sexual division of labour; women's roles.

Location: HOCH.

KEYWORDS: leadership roles; games; young women.

Location: HOSE**.

3037 - Carter, Richard.
KEYWORDS: adolescents; youth; employment; health; crime; literature review; Caribbean.

3038 - Mills, Angela.
3039 - Institute for Gender and Development Studies
KEYWORDS: education; gender; HIV/AIDS; legislation; BTS.

3040 - Women and Development Studies
KEYWORDS: policy; planning; change; women.
Location: CD #59.

3041 - Women and Development Studies
Gender issues in the Humanities. Papers from the First Disciplinary Seminar: Arts and General Studies. 18 papers.
KEYWORDS: women's studies; language; literature; women; writers; gender aspects.
Location: CD#60.

3042 - Sambrano, Kelly-Ann Sarah.
KEYWORDS: slaves; slavery; transactional sex; sexual behaviour; sexual relationships.
Location: SAMB.

3043 - Glasgow, Charan.
Resisting a sexist ideology: Responses to sexual harassment by women security officers in Trinidad and Tobago. Institute for Gender and Development Studies, The UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2014. vi, 84 p. Thesis submitted for Master of Science Degree in Gender and Development Studies.
KEYWORDS: security guards; sexual harassment; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: GLAS.

3044 - Iqbal, Shahnaz (comp). Nazle, Arifa (comp).
KEYWORDS: gender equality; Islam; marriage; divorce; dowry.
3045 - Women's Institute for Alternative Development
Women's conversations. Final report: Empowering women and girls to prevent and address the impact of small arms in communities across Trinidad and Tobago. UNICEF. 2009. 50 p.
KEYWORDS: gender perspectives; violence; small arms; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: UNICEF.

3046 - Inter-American Commission of Women
Advancing gender equality in the context of decent work. OAS. Washington, DC. 2011. 64 p. (OAS Official Records Series OEA/Ser1)
KEYWORDS: decent work; employment practices; employment policies; gender equality.
Location: OAS.

3047 - Ballington, Julie et al.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; political parties; elections; election campaigns; political participation.
Location: UNDP.

3048 - Cooke, Lynne Prince.
KEYWORDS: sexual division of labour; socioeconomic conditions; equal pay; pay discrimination; women; miniirity groups; pay equity.
Location: COOK.

3049 - Glave, Thomas (ed).
KEYWORDS: Caribbean literature; gay literature.
Location: GLAV.

3050 - Obe, Paula(ed). Hosein, Carol N (ed).
KEYWORDS: poetry; Caribbean literature; women's writing.
Location: OBE.

3051 - Trinidad and Tobago Non-Governmental Organizations
KEYWORDS: CEDAW; gender policy; women's rights; Trinidad and Tobago.

3052 - UNICEF
The state of the world's children 2015: Reimagine the future: Innovation for every child

KEYWORDS: children's rights; innovation; equity.

3053 - United Nations Population Fund
KEYWORDS: reproductive health; disasters; women; risk management; women's rights; humanitarianism.

3054 - US Department of State
KEYWORDS: human trafficking; labour supply; Palermo Protocol; sexual slavery; household workers; domestic servitude; child soldiers.

3055 - Baden, Sally et al.
KEYWORDS: women' rights; working women; trade unions; gender equality; unpaid labour.

3056 - Gender Affairs Division, Ministry of Gender, Youth and Child Development
KEYWORDS: Beijing Declaration; Beijing Platform; gender policy; gender equality.

3057 - UNIFEM
KEYWORDS: sex work; prostitution; legal aspects; policy making.
Location: UNIFEM.

3058 - Jahan, Selim (ed).
KEYWORDS: human development; decent work; statistical tables; sustainable development; unpaid work.

3059 - UNICEF
KEYWORDS: children; child welfare; poverty; education; equity; statistical tables.
Location: UNICEF.

3060 - Frazer, Raieba.
KEYWORDS: women in politics; gender inequality; sexism; USA; Latin America.
3061 - Phipps, Alison.
(Re)-theorizing laddish masculinities in higher education. 2016. 16 p. (Gender and Education)
KEYWORDS: masculinoty; higher education; social class; intersectionality; sexual violence.

3062 - Stuart, Sheila.
Situation of unpaid work and gender in the Caribbean: The measurement of unpaid work through time-use studies. ECLAC Subregional Headquarters in the Caribbean. Port of Spain. 2014. 47 p. (Studies and Perspectives - The Caribbean No.34)
KEYWORDS: unpaid work; gender perspectives; time-use studies; policy making; Caribbean.
Location: ECLAC.

3063 - de Bruin, Marjan.
KEYWORDS: HIV/AIDS; communication; sexual behaviour; adolescents; Caribbean.
Location: DEBR.

3064 - Samuel, Beverley (tutor). IGDS
KEYWORDS: marriage and family law; legal aspects; domestic violence; gender perspectives; women and the law.
Location: IGDS.

3065 - Cambridge, Innette.
KEYWORDS: Audrey Jeffers; social services.
Location: VF (Women, T&T).

3066 - ECLAC
Regional Conference on Social Development in Latin America and the Caribbean. Inclusive social development: The next generation of policies for overcoming poverty and reducing inequality in Latin America and the Caribbean. ECLAC. Santiago, CL. 2015. 172 p.
KEYWORDS: social development; poverty alleviation; social security; policies; sustainable development.
Location: ECLAC.

3067 - Ministry of the People and Social Development
KEYWORDS: ageing; older adults; policies; health; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: TTPSD.

3068 - Commonwealth Secretariat
KEYWORDS: gender; climate change; SIDS; vulnerability; poverty alleviation.
Location: COMSEC.

3069 -
Trinidad and Tobago: 50 years of independence. FIRST. London. 2013. 192 p.
KEYWORDS: country profiles; socioeconomic conditions; tourism; Trinidad and Tobago.
Location: TRIN.

3070 - de Bruin, Marjan.
Media, violence and children: What research tells us
AND
AND
Publication No.2 Youth.now.
KEYWORDS: media; media coverage; violence in the media; children; adolescents; reproductive health; sexual behaviour.
Location: DEBR.

Guidelines for the use of non-sexist language at The University of the West Indies. IGDS, UWI. St Augustine, T&T. 2014. 33 p.
KEYWORDS: non-sexist language.
Location: YOUSS.
Look at the world through women's eyes: NGO Forum on Women. Beijing '95. Final report. 
NGO Forum on Women. d. 96 p. 
KEYWORDS: Beijing '95; NGOs; women's rights. 
Location: NGO.

3073 - Guionnet, Christine. 
KEYWORDS: patriarchy; male privilege. 
Location: GUIO.

3074 - Dolly, Jennifer Holder. 
KEYWORDS: domestic violence; gender aspects; health aspects. 
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